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EDITORIAL
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I

THE ZIMBABWE GENERAL

ELECTION 1995

SAPES TRUST

FOR many a Zimbabwean, the General Election of 8-9 April
1995 will come as an anti-climax; the ZANU(PF) primaries will
have already stolen the limelight by the time the opposition
parties enter the race. But then, there is little of an opposition to
talk about in 1995, and what we have in store is largely a defacto

ONE-PARTY affair in this General Election. ZANU(PF) and
some of its leadership is already
finding it hard to resist the

temptation to scoff at those who decried the One-Party State
idea. A good many will argue that the One-Party State has
emerged all the same on the back of a de jure multi-partyism.
Still, others will argue that, as in other parts of Africa where the
demise of the One-Party State came more on the heels of Western
political conditionalities than as an outcome of a home-grown
political process, multi-partyism has not really resolved the
fundamental problems that are attendant on the post-colonial
state.

Indeed,

of these problems,

particularly those relating to
is necessarily an
expression of democratic discourse, are not peculiar to Africa
and the Third World. They raise fundamental
questions about
democracy in the heart of those so-called “Western democracies”
some

the issue of whether or not the electoral process

themselves. The fact that
electoral process

only

most

democracies

can attract

into the

declining proportion of those who
qualify to vote must remain a major qualification of democracy
itself. So, it is that Zimbabwe, too, will inevitably experience a
lower

a

the polls than

in the previous election of 1990,
ratio was 50
percent, with the percentage much higher than that in the urban
areas. As indicated in the
Perspectives column (page 30) herein,
this is a pattern which, while characteristic of most societies in
Africa, is largely a reflection of the vagaries of the post-colonial
state, the decline of the economy and, therefore, also the decline
of both/w//7(cs and the calibre of a leadership that now increasingly
views not only the home area, but even the village itself as the
only safe constituency through which to obtain and retain
turn-out at

wherein it

was

estimated that the national stay-away

political office.
In many respects,

therefore, even the 1990 General Election
might prove to have been more eventful than the April 1995 one.
For that reason, many Zimbabweans are already looking forward
to

the General Election of the Year 2000. The real

danger,

however, is that the current economic and social problems which,

predicated as they are on the historical and structural constraints
of a neo-colonial situation, may have become so compounded
by
the Year 2000 that our politics will become so awry and uncertain.
It is

Vol. 8, No. 6

a sense

of anxiety

that will be enhanced in the minds of many

Zimbabweans in the speculation about succession and related
matters.□
Sapem March. 1995

PARA muitos zimbabweanos

as elei^öes gerais de 8-9 de Abril
anti-culminancia; as elei^öes primarias da
ZANU-PF terao jä relirado o brilho do processo eleitoral, na
altura ein que os partidos da oposi^äo entrarem na corrida. Mas
depois, ha muito pouco de oposi5äo que merega qualquer men^ao
em 1995, e o que temos nestas
eleigoes é de facto um

de 1995

serao uma

acontecimento de UM PARTIDO. A ZANU-PF e parte da sua
lideran9aencontram dificuldades em se rirdaqueles que resistiram
a ideia de um estado de
partido unico. Muitos poderao argumentar
que, de qualquer modo, o estado de partido unico surgiu por
detrds do multipartidarismo. Ainda, alguns irao defender
que,
como noutras partes de Africa onde o fim do sistema de
partido
unico surgiu maiscomoresultadodoscondicionalismos
politicos
impostos pelo ocidente do que como resultado de um processo
politico moldado localmenete, o multipartidarismo ainda nao
conseguiu resolveros problemas fundamentals ligados aoestado
pos-colonial.
De facto, alguns destes problemas, particularmente os
que se
relacionam com a questao de se o processo eleitoral é
necessäriamente uma expressäo democratica, nao sao peculiares
a

Africa

e

ao

Terceiro Mundo. Eles levantam questöes
a democracia no
cora9äo das proprias

fundamentals sobre

“democracias ocidentais”. O facto de que a inaioria das
democracias podem atrair para o processo eleitoral apenas uma
decrescente propor9äo daqueles que reunem condi9Öes para
votar deve ser uma qualidade da
propria democracia. É assim
que o

Zirnbabwe, também, irä inevitävelmente registar pouca
as umas do
que nas elei9Öes anteriores de 1990, onde

afluencia
se

estimou que o ni vel nacional de abstinencia foi de 50 porcento,

com uma

percentagem mais elevada nas

zonas

urbanas. Como

foi indicado no artigo Perspectivas (pagina 30) desta
edi9ao, esta

é

uma tendéncia que,
enquanto caracten'stica da maioria das
sociedades, em Africa, é largamente uma reflexao dos caprichos
do estao pos-colonial, o decli'neo da economia, e,
portanto,

também

o

decli'neo quer

da politica

quer

do calibre de

uma

lideran9a

que agora ve cada vez mais a aldeia como o unico
ci'rculo eleitoral através do qual deve reter o poder politico.
Em muitos casos, portanto, mesmo as elei9Öes de 1990
poderao
acabar por ser mais produti vas do que as que terao lugar em Abri I
de 1995. Por

razao, muitos zimbabweanos estao jä a olhar
do ano 2000.
perigo, contudo, é que os actuals problemas
economicos que, ligados como o sao as dificuldades historicas
e estruturais de uma
situa9äo neo-colonial, poderao ter pioradas
por volta do ano 2000 de tal modo que o nosso processo politico
podera tornar-se tao incaracten'stico e incerto. É um sentido de
ansiedade que seraenfatizado na mente de muitos zimbabweanos
na especula9äo sobre a sucessäo e outras
questöes que a ela se
essa

para as elei9Öes
O verdadeiro

relacionam.Q
3

mixed

marriages underthe guise of
gender issues (^SAPEM Voi. 8, Nos. 3/
4, December/January 1994/95).
Whiie your magazine might be an

LETTERS

the

MCFADDEN IS RIGHT
I

AM

writing in response to Pat

McFadden' s brilliant article,' Black Men,
White Women'

(SAPEM, Voi. 8 Nos. 3/4,
December/January 1994/95).
Part of the beauty of being an older
woman is having the space and the
'audacity' to voice things we would like
to say, but are too scared to. I can not
count the number of times I have gone

through all those issues she raised with
my girlfriends, but at the end of the day
we all simmer in silence. Thank you Pat
for giving a voice to these things that
touch us so deeply. African women have
grown up in images of accepted
aesthetic standards of beauty, and
being black with curly hair and a bumpy
REGIONALISM, ETHNICITY AND THE
NATIONAL QUESTION IN MALAWI
CHIJERE Chirwa should be commended
for his article:

"Regionalism, Ethnicity

and the National Question in Malawi"

(SAPEM, Voi. 8, Nos. 3/4 December/
January 1994/95). The reasons are
twofold:

Firstly, his openness. Secondly, his
attempt at being analytically detailed.
Regionalism or outright tribalism are a
problem not only in Malawi, but also
in the rest of Africa and beyond. The

backside is not often

in solving this age-old problem
openly discussing it as exemplified
by Chirwa. The second step is getting
knowledgeable people in our
is in

communities to conduct well informed
research

so

as

to determine the

that lead to

people who
the same geographical
space, and sometimes even share the
same language, to start regarding
each other as foreigners. We have
seen how ethnicity was used to
reasons

occupy

commit atrocities in Rwanda, Kenya,

the former
Pendo

Mtegha
Blantyre
Malawi

Yugoslavia, etc.

one

of them. This

explains why so many of us perm our hair
till there is not

a

strand left

on our

heads,

why we wear wigs, and even bleach our
skins.

All because

we

have been

socialised into

believing that black men
want something 'other' than us. Black
women often yearn for an intellectually
and emotionally rewarding relationship
with their black brothers, but we discover

that these brothers,

especially the
politically aware ones, are too sacred to
the

ideological equal.

race

with

black

run
an

first step

a

1 know there will be

woman

daggers out for Pat

this, but I assure you that there are
slot of black women out there who

think

exactly the same way. A dialogue

over

this with

been

our

black brothers has

long overdue, and credit goes to

McFadden for

having the courage to

bell this controversial cat.
Bisi

exceiient forum to promote debate and

diaiogue on significant poiiticai,

Adeleye-Fayemi

publication of this article has provoked
to

question whether I will in fact
read SAPEM again. I
distinguish
certainly will not
McFadden by bothering to read her
column again.
McFadden's article was full of nothing
me

bother to

but frustrated, racist, extremist rhetoric
and had

academic basis. It

no

her vitriolic

attack

on

seems

mixed

race

marriages and particularly men who
partners from other cultures or

choose
races

stems from

nothing more than

hatred and bitterness.
I will never

apologise for making my
whom I wanted
and the same goes for my husband
who helped me prepare this response.
My husband certainly did not marry
me in some warped agenda of raising
own

choice to marry

his status

or

because he had

an axe

to

grind about his "female black peasant
ancestry or black women in general".
And I did not marry him because I
wanted to "lower" my status (if you
follow McFadden's logic) or because I
had some axe to grind about my own
ancestry.
Personal attraction, love and many
interests which

common
a man

lot

and

more

What

a

a woman

usually bring
together had a

to do with it.

pity that McFadden seems to

have lost all faith in these ideals.

And what

that

UK

and culturai issues the

economic

racism

London

an even

rears

greater pity that
again and

its ugly head

McFadden

advocates that

freedom of choice should

only be

applicable to blacks or to people
MACFADDEN’S ARTICLE: HATRED

"who bear the burden of a slave

AND BIHERNESS

name".

I WAS

surprised and in fact disgusted to

read Patricia McFadden's article on

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR should be addressed to: THE EDITOR, P.O. Box
Letters must include the writer's full name and address and may be edited
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who is

over
a

race

K. and 1.

Moyo

Harare
Zimbabwe

MP 111, Mount Pleasant, HARARE, Zimbabwe
for purposes of clarity or space.
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ZIMBABWE: BEYOND THE

ELECTIONS

z

IMBABWE

parties
ruling

OPPOSITION

vowing to unseat the
Zimbabwe African

are

National Union-Patriotic Front (Zanu-

PF) when the
voters go

over

4,8 million registered

to the polls

Political

on

analysts,

8-9 April.
however,

are
unanimous that the results of the election
are a
foregone conclusion, and that the
ruling party will once again resoundingly

be voted into power.

They argue that it will only be a question
of numbers, and what remains to be seen is
whether the ruling party’s opposition in
pari iament grows or recedes from the present
three members.

Whatever the case, the polls will be a test
match for President Robert

Mugabe's party,

which for the first time faces
so disenchanted

an

electorate

with economic reforms that

have

dug deep into their pockets.
Although the economy seems to be
recuperating from the 1992-93 recession,
the standards of living for the average
Zimbabwean have continued

inflation continues

to

to

rise while

decline,

as

disposable

incomes

keep falling every month.
Unemployment, now estimated at 40
percent, continues to rise, as companies,
facing serious difficulties brought about by
the International Monetary Fund (IMF)/
World Bank-sponsored Economic Structural
Adjustment Programme (ESAP) are either
closing down or reducing their workforce.
The government has failed to deliver land
to the majority of black families crowded in
the communal

Within the

i

areas.

ruling party, the issue of

democratic rule is gaining momentum,

with
junior members accusing their seniors of
imposing their will on the entire party

machinery.
The

decision

by the party’s inner
cabinet, the politburo, to allow vicerecent

Sapem March. 1995

Mugabe: facing tough times ahead
presidents Simon Muzenda and Joshua
Nkomo to be exempted from the party
primary elections, has only reinforced a

long-perceived notion that there is no
democracy within Zanu-PF.
The mechanism for choosing the party’s
5

COVER STORY

given the chance to contest.

are

Manyika

groups such as the Zezuru, the
Kore-Kore, Ndau and Tonga.

top leadership is such that no other members
a

Amongst the Karanga, with Zvogbo at

dynamic form of democracy, do not
stand the slightest chance of advancing their
cause, as they risk being ostracised and
accused of vying to dethrone the president.
Zanu-PF politburo member and mining
minister Edison Zvobgo, one of the party’s
most outspoken personalities, knows this

the centre, there is a growing belief that they

Members of the party

clamouring for

more

too

should

provide the next president of

Zimbabwe, and see Mugabe as representing
the Zezuru.

Hence, the fight

presidential appointees in Masvingo should
be viewed in light of the Karanga
“resistance” against what they perceive as
Zezuru dominance.

well. In the contest for the Zanu-PF

The Karanga factor in Zimbabwe politics

provincial chairmanship in Masvingo, last
year, Zvobgo backed Dzikamayi Mavhaire,
a fomier mayor of the city of Masvingo,
against higher education minister Stan

has become

.so

strong that

be raised. The

have to have the same

Already, Zvobgo has been publicly
accused by Shu vai Mahofa, a member ofthe
influential Zanu-PF Women’s League, of

instigating the controversy that surrounded
primary elections,

the Gutu North Zanu-PF

in which retired air marshal

Josiah

Tungamirai intended to challenge vicepresident Simon Muzenda.
Since independence in 1980, Muzenda
had always stood for the Gweru Urban
constituency, but was apparently forced to
Masvingo,
following his bodyguards’ alleged
involvement in the shooting of opposition
candidate Patrick Kombayi, who was
contesting the seat on a Zimbabwe Unity
Movement (ZUM) ticket during the 1990
abandon it and return home to

general elections.
But

some

believe that in what could be

regarded as a divide-and-rule tactic, Mugabe
may have ordered Muzenda — a loyalist —
to return home in order to quell the squabbles
involving Zvobgo and supposedly
presidential loyalists in the province.
6

longer

only question is who.
the leadership will

United Nations in New York, is a

far from cordial.

no

within Zanu-PF that the succession question
must

too

it can

be ignored, and there app)ears to be unanimity

Mudenge.
Mudenge, a former ambassador to the

presidentially appointed Member of
Parliament (MP), and was supported by
Masvingo provincial governor Josiah
Hungwe, also an appointee of the president.
Zanu-PF provincial chairmanships are a
very important factor in Zimbabwean
politics, as they become an entry point into
national politics.
Although in the end Mavhaire won the
party provincial chairmanship, Zvobgo’s
rapport with President Mugabe is said to be

against

Whoever takes

over

qualities as those
possessed by Mugabe: be a national figure
above the ethnic divide and command

Zvobgo: don’t count him out of the

presidential race
According to this line of thinking, the
presence of the party’s second most powerful

figure in the province would automatically
Zvobgo’s influential position and

erode

remove

him from the

race to

Zimbabwe

House, the official residence of the President.
Lack of transparency in the choosing of
the leadership has resulted in different camps

positioning themselves in order to field in
their own presidential candidates when
President Mugabe’s last term of office
expires in 2002.
In the succession bid, two camps appear

emerged. One is based in Masvingo
representing the Karanga, and the other
consists of President Mugabe’s loyalists in
to

have

the party.

Zvobgo has come to be regarded as
“Godfather” of Masvingo politics and

the
the
king-maker amongst the Karanga. who in
political-ethnic terms are said to constitute
the single largest proportion of the so-called
Shona group in Zimbabwe.
Zimbabwe’s ethnic composition is based
on two major groups: the Shona, who
represent 75 percent of the population, and
the Ndehele-speaking, who mainly inhabit
the southern
semi-arid region of
Matabeleland. Apart from the/faranga. the
Shona group includes other political-ethnic

outstanding intellectual abilities.
A lawyer from Harvard, Zvobgo is
amongst the most educated Zimbabweans.
However, observers say that his overplaying
of the ethnic card greatly undemiines his
ability to occupy the highest office in the
land. In addition, Zvobgo will be 67 when
the 2002 presidential elections are held,
which means age will not be on his side. But
those who know him well say, “don’t count
him out”.

Amongst the Karanga. justice minister
acting minister of finance, Emmerson
Mnangagwa, 48, is closest to the throne.
Not only has he succeeded in rising above

and

politics, but is also favoured by
Mugabe. In the 24-member politburo he
ranks number six, compared to Zvobgo’s
16. But to many analysts, he is no match for
Zvobgo’s intellectual superiority.
Zvobgo is possibly aware of the fact that
he is no longer a viable candidate, and that
may have forced him to push another
Karanga. Tungamirai, against Muzenda.
For Zvobgo, Tungamirai’s triumph against
Muzenda would have symbolised a victory
of the Karanga.s over the “puppets” of the

ethnic

President.

Tungamirai, 47, holds an M A degree from
University of Zimbabwe, and is
considered to be presidential material. As
Zanu-PF’s secretary for youth, he ranks
number 14 in the politburo hierarchy.
the

One very strong

contender is foreign
Sapem March. 1995
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minister Nathan

Shamuyarira, a Zezuru,
politburo. A
to President Mugabe,

people’s emotions and reinforce its hold on
to power, despite its reconciliation
policy.
The racial issue has helped to divert the
attention of the otherwise stubborn youth

who ranks number 10 in the
close adviser

Shamuyarira, 66, is Zanu-PF’s chief
propagandist whose great exposure in
regional and international affairs makes him
a

and workers’ movements, who

whites

the failed

now

view

policies of the

suitable candidate.

government—as the cause of theireconomic

However, his deep involvement in foreign

hardships.

affairs may

have prevented him from
developing a nationally-based constituency.
His chances are also overshadowed by his
past as a Zanu-PF dissident during the
liberation
on

to

As

(Frolizi).

Agriculture minister Kumbirai Kangai,
56, is next in the succession line. A Manyika
from the eastern Manicaland province, the
nature of his job has assisted him to cultivate
himself as a national figure. But he is not a
member of the politburo, and he may be
disqualified if the new president is to emerge
from amongst the ranks of this powerful
organ.
A former member of the Zanu Dare of the

early 1970’s, Kangai has survived the
numerous revolts that
plagued the liberation
movement before independence.
With equal chances of succeeding
Mugabe is security minister Sydney
Sekeramayi, 51. A Zezuru from the
Mashonaland East province, he ranks nine
in the politburo, and is widely regarded as
having been able to build a national power
base.
At the far end in the line

comes

home

affairs minister Dumiso

Dabengwa, 55.
However, his Nclehele background may be

Sekeramayi: able to build a national
powerbase
whites.

race.

But he is assured of

the

most

senior Ndehele in the party

thing: as
after
Joshua Nkomo, Dabengwa is certainly one
of the next vice-presidents.
Outside his own party. President Mugabe
faces other challenges. A country long
regarded as a model of political stability,
economic prosperity and racial harmony,
one

Ironically,

one

of the targeted

restaurants, in downtown Harare, is a

privileged rendezvous for top government
prominent black business

officials and
executives.
In

January, affluent black entrepreneurs
Indigenous Pressure Group
(UIPG), including well -known businessmen
who had their properties auctioned for failing
to settle debts, joined hands with UZ students
to stage another anti-white demonstration,
during which they accused financial
in the United

institutions,

estate

agents and other

established business of

discriminating

against blacks.

determinant factor in his elimination from

the

At the recent trial of Richard McGown, a

Scottish-born

anaesthetist

who

unorthodoxically conducted illegal medical
experiments by administering higher
morphine dosages on patients, resulting in
the death of

at

least five of them, a few

hundred students

University of Zimbabwe (UZ) students in

gathered outside the High
Court in Harare, calling for the head of the
white doctor, as they accused him of
targeting blacks in his experiments.
But in a country where the minority white
community enjoyed excessive privileges
under Ian Smith’s racist regime, it is

Harare

understandable that racial tensions will flare

Zimbabwe has in

recent

months been the

stage of ugly anti-white scenes.
Last year, on at

took

least two occasions.

in anti-racism
demonstrations, resulting in the damage of
restaurants and other properties owned by
part
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result, Zanu-PF has grown more

winning
opposition
parties have failed to seize the opportunity
to meaningfully challenge the government.
For example, a recent statement by Kangai,
that the public service should weed itself of
individuals who support opposition parties
went without any serious challenge from
opposition leaders.
The opposition has limited its role to
making general critici,sms of the ruling party,
but has not been able to bring to public
attention the real issues facing Zimbabwe
today. As a result, there has developed in the
country, the widespread belief that ZanuPF faces no real challenge from the
opposition.
President Mugabe enjoys the unique
privilege of appointing 30 of the 150
members of parliament, which effectively
gives him the opportunity of putting in
parliament all members of his cabinet who
fail to win in their respective constituencies.
Zanu-PF remains the only party receiving
about US$4 million a year from the state
budget, as the Political Parties Finance Act
of 1992 requires that a party must have a
minimum of 15 seats in parliament for it to
qualify for state funding.
an

in the 1970s, when he went

war

a

arrogant, as it is almost certain of

form the rival Front for the Liberation

of Zimbabwe

a

not

And the ruling party has
just seized on that opportunity to exploit the
at

any moment.

election where the

But there

are some

numerous

serious issues, and it

appears that Zanu-PF has failed to
communicate in a frank manner with the
masses,

from which the leadership seems to

be too far removed.
The fact that

barely a month-and-half
general elections, the party
electoral manifesto was still being finalised,
thus leaving very little time for it to be
analysed, is a striking example of how the
electorate goes to the polls unaware of what
will be the government’s policies in the next
before the

five years.
In

1992, parliament passed the Land
Acquisition Act (LAA), which would allow
the government to compulsorily acquire
7
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white commercial farmers
it deemed adequately
compensatory. But the implementation of
land from mainly
at

price

a

has been hampered by
constraints.
In order to give confidence to potential
investors, the government has tried to avoid
being seen to be just grabbing land without
adequate compensation. However, the
government has not openly told this to the
majority of blacks in the country, who have
waited for land for the past 15 years of
independence.
Presently, 4 000 large-scale white

the programme

technical and budgetary

commercial farmers

own

11,2 million

hectares of the most fertile land in the

country, while one million black families
are crowded in the 16,3 million hectares

without

being

where under the

section

of

of communal lands,

existing legislation, they can not hold
title deeds.
Under the LAA, the government

intends

acquire five million hectares of the land
currently held by the mostly white
to

commercial farmers to re-settle some
104 000 landless black families.
In

February, the government announced

that it had

bought 51 971 hectares of land in

which it intends to re-settle 5 000 families in
the

period 1995/96.
height of the land debate last
year, the government suffered a serious
setback when the now defunct independent
Daily Gazette uncovered a scandal in which
land bought for resettlement was instead
being shared by top government ministers
But at the

and bureaucrats.
On the surface, however, very
appears to

little

be happening on the land issue.

Recently, the outspoken Zanu-PF member

parliament for Mutare, Lazarus
Nzarayebani, told a session of the legislature
of

that the LAA had been abandoned because
it

was

“not in

conformity with the World

Bank and the IMF.”

Indigenisation is another highly charged
political issue in Zimbabwe. The
government has all along pretended to be
supportive of the indigenisation programme,
which

seeks

to

ensure

a

growing

participation of blacks in the national
economy.
But it would be difficult to
to

8

strictly adhere

indigenisation and legislating in its favour

Kangai:

Mnangagwa: closest to the throne
seen to be favouring one
the
population while

discriminating the other (whites). For the
government, it is also inopportune to
wholeheartedly embrace a cause whose
definition, objectives and operational
framework still remain unclear,

as

the

leadership squabbles in the
Indigenous Business Development
Centre (IBDC) and the proliferation of
indigenous business organisations seem
present

to

survivor

of drought, as was the case in 1992-93. This
convenient silence has given the impression

who constitute 85
and from whom
Zanu-PF draws most of its support, that the
drought relief is part of Zanu-PF
government’s generosity.
After its suspension in April 1994, the
government announced in January that the
drought levy would be re-introduced on
April 1,1995, because of a renewed threat
amongst rural voters,

percent of the electorate

of

confirm.

a

drought.

On the other hand, certain measures of the

Lack of communication between the

programme, as outlined by
of its staunch supporters, can also

leadership and the masses helps President
Mugabe to keep everyone guessing at what
his real intentions are on very important

indigenisation
some

keep away foreign investment, while other

protectionist measures collide with
provisions of the recently concluded World
Trade Agreement, of which Zimbabwe is
signatory.
These

are

some

of the issues that

unconsciously or deliberately the ruling
party has failed to clearly articulate.
Generally, no one doubts the outcome of
this year’s election. One old rural woman
told SAP EM that, under any circumstances,
Zanu-PF is assured of a landslide victory.
“Zanu-PF gives us drought relief food and it
brings in international organisations which
give us clothes and build schools and
hospitals,” she said.
Zanu-PF functionaries have conveniently
avoided explaining to the rural folk that the
drought relief food they receive is partially
a result of the 5 percent levy that the

collects from every taxable
wage earner in the country, during periods

government

national issues. Much to the discomfort of

community, the President has
kept vacant the all-important portfolio of
industry, trade and commerce, since the
death of Christopher Ushewokunze in a car
crash in January 1994.
The same applies to finance, whose
minister, Bernard Chidzero, has been in
the business

poor health since October 1993. No
substantive minister has been appointed to

replace him, and his post has been filled in
an
acting capacity, by Emmerson
Mnangagwa, who is also Zanu-PF’s treasury
secretary.
For over a year now,
filled with

Harare has al.so been
speculation that the President,

who became
married.

a

pronouncement

dispel such

widower in 1992, has re-

However,

no

official

has been made, even if to

rumours.

Most black Zimbabweans still believe
Sapem March, 1995
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that

members in

their

election.

they have benefited very little from
struggle for independence, and that
the minority white community still holds a
tight grip on the economy, a situation which
allows them to influence the country’s
political direction.
President Mugabe finds himself in the
predicament of having to meet the
aspirations of his people, while at the same
time ensuring that multinationals such as
Lonrho, Anglo-American and Rio Tinto,

He also has to be

opposition won 70 seats, Mugabe
change the verdict of the people of
Zimbabwe by appointing his 30, and ZanuPF would win by 10,” said Abel Muzorewa,
leader of the United Parties.

According to Enock Dumbutshena, leader
of the Forum Party (FPZ), the present system

be

Bank, the IMF and Western donors.

democracy within Zanu-PF and therefore
with spillovereffects into national politics,

from ex-combatants who believe that the

for

their engagement

in the
liberation struggle has been hijacked by
politicians and bureaucrats whom they
accuse of abandoning the interests of the
majority.
“When we were fighting, our aim was to
establish a socialist society; a system in
which every child would have access to
education,and where everybody would have
access

to medical

care,” said

combatant who works

at

one ex-

the Zanu-PF

headquarters in Harare. “But

put

House constitution, which

Shamuyarira:

cause

in place under the 1979 Lancaster
provided for a
constitutional president, who was not leader
of a political party. “Then it was decided
that minority communities which did not
have representatives elected in a general
election must have their interests repre.sented
by nominated people.”
was

with the

Mugabe has also faced stem criticism

losing the

“If the

any reason

complying
requirements of the economic
reform programme, as outlined by the World
seen to

of his party

can

which control the lion’s share of the

country’s economy, do not find
to pack and go.

case

relates

a strong

to some

contender

fundamental flaws in the

country’s constitution, altered in the
mid-1980s,

when

Zanu-PF

was

campaigning for the establishment of

a

one-party state.

Constitutionally, presidential elections
only take place a year after those for
pari i ament. This is one of the constitution ’ s
most contested clauses, as the
opposition
believes it gives the President the powers to
alter the composition of pari lament with the
appointment of his 30 non-constituency

now we

have embraced the Economic Structural

Adjustment Programme (ESAP), which
is a pontification of capitalism,” he

But when the constitution

president who is leader of a political party,
competing in elections and at the same time
having the power to appoint 30 members of
parliament.”
A third factor which works

again,st the
opposition in Zimbabwe is the existing “first
past the post” electoral system, through
which candidates can be elected by a
minority of voters.
Forexample, although Tekere’s ZUM had
gathered 17 percent of the total national
votes in the 1990general elections, it
managed
to secure only two seats in
parliament.
elections

Ex-combatants employed by Zanu-PF are

amended

those powers were not removed. And
Dumbutshena observes: “So you have a

If the

added.

was

in 1987 to provide for an executive president,

FPZ
—

wins the

a remote

forthcoming
possibility under

the present circumstances — it would
the old system of a constitutional

also

disgruntled by a politburo ruling made
last year, which prevents them — most of
whom are employed as party functionaries
from holding leadership positions in the

return to

president with

an executive primeminister, and introduce a system of

—

proportional representation, while the
country’s eight provinces would have their
own elected legislatures and
governors.
“That is one pillar of our policy,”

party apparatus.
“I am not satisfied with the level of

democracy in Zanu-PF; we as party workers
are
not encouraged to
aspire for the
leadership. This clearly shows how

Dumbutshena says.
Veteran nationalist and Zanu

undemocratic our leaders are,” said another.
A number of resolutions

calling for

(Ndonga)
Ndabaningi Sithole agrees that
is need to change the constitution in

leader
there

more

transparency and openness within Zanu-PF

order to make

brought to the attention of the party
congress by the provincial structures in
September 1994, but were inexplicably pushed
aside by the leadership.
What is regarded by many as lack of

Zimbabwe’s present situation.
“We want to have a constitutional

were

Sapem March. 1995

conference

Dabengwa: assured of the vicepresidency

it

more

in line with

that the

people of Zimbabwe
be afforded the opportunity to draw
their own constitution,” he said.Q
so

may
up
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VOTERS FEAR VIOLENCE
David Muzhuzha

ASIMB A USAYI

M

voter

a

registered as

earlier last year,

becoming eligible to participate

in Zimbabwe’s

general elections in 1995.
going to vote.
says he only wanted to get the

But he is not
Masimba

registration receipt in order to protect himself
from possible violence and intimidation by
youths of the ruling Zimbabwe African
National Union-Patriotic Front (Zanu-PF).
He thinks there will be

intimidation from

no

violence and

opposition parties.

To Masimba the fracas witnessed last

during campaigns for a Chitungwiza
parliamentary by-election between ZanuPF supporters and those of the opposition
Zimbabwe Unity Movement (ZUM) during
which the latter party’s property was
damaged and burnt, indicates that political
violence will prevail in this year’s election
period.
“During the elections in 1990, we used to
be harassed by Zanu-PF youths when coming
from work in the evenings,” he says.
Masimba lives in one of Harare’s highdensity surbubs, a term used euphemistically
to describe the poor outlying areas
surrounding Zimbabwe’s major urban
centres, totally inhabited by blacks.
For the first time since indeptendence in

year

1980 would-be voters in Zimbabwe have
been issued with

registration receipts.

The threat of violence and intimidation
has been increased

by the ruling party’s

decision to embark

on

a

door-to-door

campaign to recruit more members.
President Robert Mugabe says the exercise
will involve persuading people to join ZanuPF, and the party’s youths league has been
instructed to be disciplined when conducting
the campaign.
But opposition parties led by the Forum
Party of Zimbabwe (FPZ) of former chief
justice Enock Dumbutshena responded by
calling on their supporters to arm themselves
with spears, knives and axes so as to retaliate
10

when attacked

the

by the Zanu-PF youths.
ruling party officials
continue to allay fears of violence. But
many non-supporters do not trust the party.
While the human rights group, Zimrights
feels there is nothing wrong with door-todoor campaigns, the organisation has not

or

impressed by previous activities of
youths and women’s league.
“The way Zanu-PF youths conduct their
campaigns leaves a lot to be desired”, says
the group’s executive director Ozias
Tungwarara.
Both general elections in independent

are

At various fora

been

Zanu-PF’s

Zimbabwe have been characterised

by

Widespread violence and suppression of
opposition politicians marked the 1985
general elections, particularly so in the
western part of the country, a stronghold of
the then Zapu, led by the now vice-president
Joshua Nkomo.
Violence erupted again in some areas
during the 1990 elections, notably in the
city of Gweru, where opposition candidate
Patrick Kombayi was shot and seriously

wounded.

youth leader and an agent of
intelligence services, the CIO,
were convicted of the attempted murder,
but they were pardoned by the President,
even before their sentences had been passed.
In June 1994, prior to the closure of the
voter registration period, there were reports
alleging harassment by Zanu-PF youths of
A Zanu-PF

the country’s

residents in at least two of Harare’s

high-density surbubs.
In addition to the

registration receipts,

acquiring Zanufor convenience,
as this is supposed to further ensure one’s
personal security should the registration
receipt prove not enough a guarantee.
And the ruling party is cashing on this as
applicants are being asked to pay
subscription fees backdated to either 1993
many Zimbabweans are
PF membership cards just

year.

Zanu-PF gets a
budgetary allocation in excess of Z$30
million (US$4 million). It is the only political
party that qualifies for state money in
own

money,

state

Zimbabwe, benefiting from a law passed by
the 120-member parliament,

in which there
only three opposition members. The law
requires that a political party becomes
eligible for state funding only if it has a
minimum of 15 members in Parliament.
Other

parties

not entitled to

are

government financing because they lack the
minimum

requirements in parliamentary
representation.
In remote rural

violence.

some

beginning of this

Besides its

areas

such

as

Binga in

northern Zimbabwe, old people and pregnant
women

close to delivery dates had no choice

but to walk

long distances to voter

registration points.
“Many of these people came to register
not because they were interested in voting
but because they feared becoming victims
of political violence”, says one registration
officer who was deployed in this area.
Police Commissioner Augustine Chihuri
promises that his force will be ready to deal
with any violence that might occur.
A significant number of extra Special
Constabulary units will be engaged to work
alongside the regular police force during
the election period.
The Special Constabulary is known to be
composed of ruling party supporters, a
natural pain for the opposition parties.
Chihuri says new recruits to the
constabulary will be apolitical and “not all
from the ruling party as many people tend to
believe”.

who qualifies
regardless of the party that they support”.
“We will take anyone
The commissioner is

Zanu-PF’s former

an

ex-combatant of

military wing during the

independence war.
The threat of becoming victims of political
violence, though outstanding, is not the sole
Sapem March, 1995
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that forced

reason

people not interested
in voting to register
voters

as

and/or

acquire convenient
Zanu-PF member-

ship cards.
Others especially
in rural areas regard
the
registration
receipt as a ticket to
the

allocation

of

drought relief aid
from

government

should adequate rains
fail this

agricultural

season.

And since voter

registration centres
also served to issue
out

personal identiflparticulars

cation

faster than the nomial
process, those without
these essentials took

advantage of this
opportunity.
Another pertinent
cause for apathy is the sharp fall in living
standards for the majority of Zimbabweans.
The price of typical family consumed
goods and services has been on the increase
throughout the country’s present economic
reforms started five years ago. At the end of
September last year, the inflation rate was
pegged at 22,3 per cent, and economists
anticipated it would rise to 30 percent by the
end of the year.
The country’s

Central Statistical Office
says the average Zimbabwean is now
spending more money than he/shc earns.
Expenditures are generally about 17,5 per
cent more

than net incomes.

Zanu-PF youths

“Whatever party

I’ll vote for, I will live
knowing that I exercised my right to choose
a government... Not just to complain when
I did nothing to influence the situation,"
says Godfrey, an elder brother of Masimba.
He agrees with Masimba that lack of
credible opposition parties has also led to
many people losing interest in casting their

drop compared to the about 4,6 million
people who voted in 1990.
All political parties, except one of the.
country’s plethora of opposition parties
(which is threatening to boycott the
elections), arc already involved in activities
to attract supporters for the coming polls.
Other interested groups such as Zimrights

vote.

and the Catholic Commission for Justice

In July, a Zanu-PF candidate won a
Chitungwizaparliamentary by-election with
77 percent of the 9 673 votes cast. Only 22,5
per cent of the 42 958 registered voters in

and Peace have embarked

Zimbabwe’s upper and middle classes,
and a significant proportion of the working

the

class appear to have lost hope in politics and
the power of their vote to change things,
moreso to turn around the country ’ s battered

candidate swept to

economy.

However, there are many people who
registered because they want to exercise
their right to participate in the country's
democratic elections.
Sapi;m M.arch. 1995

demonstrating in favour of a door-to-door campaign in Harare

constituency bothered to vote.

In

April 1993, another ruling party
victory in the Harare
high-density suburb of Highfield after only
3,5 per cent of49 000 voters had participated
in the by-election.
The Registrar General’s Office says more
than 3,4 million people, 74 per cent of
Zimbabwe’s eligible voters, registered for
the forthcoming elections, a considerable

on

voter education

projects to curb the widespread voter apathy
and “conscientise” Zimbabweans about

democracy and multi-party politics.
Voter registration for 1995 officially
closed in mid-May after being extended
twice since it began on March 21 last year.
The extensions
The country

due to apathy.
is to be divided into 120

were

constituencies, but
set

no exact

date has been

for the elections.

Only time will tell whether the likes of
or more figures
during the 1995 elections.□
Masimba will be in six
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DUMBUTSHENA: “THERE CANNOT BE
FREE AND FAIR ELECTIONS”
meant to be

FROM his modest office in Harare, Enock

catered for

by these economic

refomis.

Dumbufshena, leader of the Forum Party of

The result of failure to

implement ESAP
timeously is the resulting unemployment.

Zimbabwe (FPZ), agreed for an interview with
SAPEM’s Fernando

Gongaives, on the
forthcoming general elections in Zimbabwe.
Excerpts;

Why then haven’t these issues been
openly, in a national forum?

discussed

I don’t think that Zanu-PF is

a

democratic

party. There has never been a mandate from
What

main

the

are

issues

the

people that Zanu-PF should use tax
payers’ money and use it for paying for
political parties.

facing

Zimbabwe, as we draw closer to elections?
Unlike in other countries in Southern Africa,
we are

that

the

are

Are you satisfied with
constitutional set up?

only country that mns elections
open and transparent. For

not

instance,

we

understand

Delimitation Commission

that

was

The

Forum party will introduce the
proportional representation. That is one
pillar of our policy.

the

working

hand in hand with Zanu-PF, and the result
of that is quite clear from
that

the constituencies

delimited.

were

Commission

itself has

members; with

a team

And then,

To be specific, what do you think of the
30 Members of Parliament the president

the

only Zanu-PF

is entitled to

like that, you cannot

Dumbutshena

Will the elections be free and fair?

just and democratic government, whether

You

the fruits of its administration have been

when

one

conduct fair and free elections

party uses public funds or tax

beneficial

or

detrimental

to

their

own

lives;

payers’

money to administer its party and
when that party also uses government motor

they just bluntly support the governing party.
The reason is that in this country the masses

vehicles, planes and fuel in the conduct of

do

its election

campaign.
The other general point is that in any other
country where the government uses its secret
intelligence agents as party cadres, who
engage themselves in campaigning for the
ruling party, there cannot be free and fair
elections.

take
forthcoming elections in order to
highlight two things:
part in the

1)

the unfairness of the electoral
in Zimbabwe; and

2)

important factor in elections, that
is, the readiness of the people to
comprehend what elections is all

process

one

about.

unfortunately,

a

lot of

who support Zanu-PF are not
concerned whether Zanu-PF is running a
women

12

receive education in the election

They do not understand the issues
put to them during an election
campaign.
process.

that

are

What would you be telling tbe electorate?
To us it is whether Zanu-PF carried out the
mandate that it

given by the electorate
why did it fail.
First, is the economy. Our government was
was

in 1990. And if it did not,

Would you boycott the elections?
We believe that it is important that we

In this country,

not

appoint?

That is very wrong. In the
there was a constitutional

expect impartiality.
cannot

the current

forced to introduce the Economic Structural

Adjustment Programme (ESAP) because it
had run down the economy. The World
Bank does not force any country that has a
healthy economy to implement ESAP. The
government accepted the World Bank
economic policies half-heartedly because
they did not implement them with interest.
As a result, the process has been delayed
and the ordinary people are suffering. And
on top of that they have now increased sales
tax, hitting the very same people who were

1979 constitution
president. Then it
was decided that minority communities
which did not have representatives elected
in a general election must have their interests
represented by nominated people. But the
person to nominate them was a president
who was not leader of a political party. So
it was assumed that he would be impartial.
But when in 1987 the constitution

amended to

introduce

an

was

executive

presidency, the powers to appoint members
of parliament was not removed. So you
have a president who is leader of a political
party competing in elections and at the
same time having the powers to appoint 30
MPs; that is very unfair. Unless of course
that president was contesting the election
at

the

same

house of

time

as

the members of the

assembly, because after the

results, if he is defeated then he cannot

appoint
if let

any one.

But the anomaly

now

is,

say, at the end of March or April,
Zanu-PF is defeated Mugabe will still be

the

us

president with the right to appoint 30

Members

of Parliament which will be

defeating the wi.shes of the electorate. That
is one of the points that people want to take
to the Supreme Court.Q
Sapem March,
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MUZOREWA: “WE ARE SUFFERING
BECAUSE OF ESAP”
because
Prior to the first congress

of the United Parties
(UP), last month, the party leader Abel
Muzorewa spent a few moments with SAPEM's
Thomas Deve and Fernando

Parties

they

were

divided. The United

response to the call by the
electorate for a united opposition. We were
was a

formed from different

Gonpalves.

groupings and

individuals from different opposition parties.

Excerpts:

Other

opposition parties in Zimbabwe
saying that they are not prepared to
work with the UP. Why do you think they
are adopting that attitude?
They are afraid of losing themselves;
because these people are so scared to hear
even the word
congress because they feel
they would loose their positions.
are

What does the UP regard as the main
issues facing the country?
When

Zimbabwe went to war, there was
issue; freedom and prosperity. That

one

should be the issue. What
not

been

we

expected has

delivered, and the electorate has

to

make up their minds whether they want to
continue to be in Zanu-PF’s social, political

What are your views on
and ESAP in particular?

and economic

We

from

suffering because of ESAP which is
by President Mugabe trying to
correct the mistakes, mismanagement and
corruption. He was not a willing horse to try

captivity or to be liberated
Zanu-PF’s imprisonment and work

a

for progress.
What

promising the electorate?
promise to deliver good
government characterised by principles,
integrity, free from corruption and stealing.
We want to promise Zimbabwe freedom
of association, the freedom of assembly,
freedom of speech and all the freedoms that
you are supposed to have when you are in a
are

First,

you

those sober,
which are
conducive to prosperity. We are also going
to introduce free and compulsory education.
Our government will inspire the money
people who want to come back to invest in
Zimbabwe. We have also been advised that
it is

possible to reduce taxes which is one of

the

worst

evils of this country.

Since 1980, about 50 percent of our GDP
was channeled to the non-productive sector.

We

want to reverse

most

of

our

that trend, by channeling

resources

to

the

productive

sector.

We

going to trim the size of the
government. We have three ministries which
in effect should be one ministry and the
are

other ministries should be

a

desk within

a

ministry. We are going to do away with
higher education, ministry of scholarships;
we believe scholarships and
higher education
Sapem March. 1995

are

process

to correct

we

free country.
We are going to start with
viable economic policies

the economy,

his

forced him

should be desks in the

ministry of education.
We are also going to do away with the
ministry of national affairs and employment
creation. To stimulate economic growth
and private sector it is very necessary that
our

tax

levels become reasonable both at

individual and corporate
to cut on

level. We are going
bureaucracy when it comes to

investment.
Where

The unfortunate part now is
being an unwilling horse to change,
he has not been implementing that ESAP as
that he,

he should have done. As

you

sector.

Parties?

result,

it has

longer than it could have and it will
take longer to have the solution because of
his unwillingness to do exactly what he is
supposed to do.
What

are

the aspects of ESAP which you

the

government has not
implemented?
One of the major things was to reduce the
size of the government. It was noted by both
local and foreign economists that there was
just too much public expenditure. One of
the things that President Mugabe is not
willing enough to do is to reduce the size of
his cabinet; in such a small country like
ours, our economy is still burdened with
unnecessary ministries. Zimbabwe is under
no

threat of war, but we read in the papers

that

What is the formation basis of the United

a

taken

think

going to put all those who
are going to loosejobs in the public sector?
The focus of the economy is now going to be
on the private .sector; we are
going to have
less and less government. So the market
forces are the ones which are going to control
investment. The money that we are going to
save from the reduction of government will
be channelled into the private sector for
productive purposes, and these people will
subsequently be assimilated into the private
are

mistakes, but circumstances

to.

helicopter worth over US$50 million
bought to be used by the President
during the election campaign. This, for a
a

has been

something from the Kenyan

nation which is burdened with debts, whose

elections, where the incumbent dictatorship

people can hardly make ends meet is
unacceptable.
1 wish you could carry out a research as to

We learned

got less votes than the opposition, but the

opposition could not fonn the government
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how much money our president
in foreign travels in countries
have embassies, in
a

minister of

a

has wasted
where we

nation where we have

foreign affairs. Our president

is almost the minister of Air Zimbabwe; all

work very hard
120 contested seats

and were to win all
they would not,
according to our constitution, be in a position
to form a government. The responsibility to
form a government still would lie with the
were to

tell the nation because

we were together.
running away from the
Rhodesian security forces. And Chimoio is
the same thing.

We

all

were

into billions, and all that money
could be used to cushion the effects of

President of the state whose term of office

What would you like to be changed
Political Parties Finance Act, ?

continues

We would like to

ESAP.

the 120 members, with the

that

runs

What aspects

of the constitution would

see changed?
Our constitution provides
you

like to

for an Electoral
Supervisory Commission which is appointed
by the President. In the last 15 years, we
have seen an intensive politicisation of the
civil service in line with Zanu-PF’s
commitment to

a

socialist one-party state.

Therefore, there has been a narrowing of the

the state. So,
appointed by
the President to supervise the elections are
in actual
fact. Zanu-PF appointed. We
would want that changed because we do not
want to have a situation where a contesting
party has undue influence on the referee.
Section 1 (5 Ijofthe Electoral Act provides
that the President is empowered to enact
any law in contradiction to the Electoral Act
or any other provision by any law insofar as

gap between the party and
these civil servants who are

elections are concerned. Sub-section 2 goes
further

explain that the president under
this Act, has power to validate anything said
or done in any election contrary to the
provisions of the Electoral Act. That is
equal to placing the whole electoral process
in a single set of hands pertaining to an
to

beyond the end of the election of
provision of 30
unelected members at his disposal. There is
nothing to stop the President of Zanu-PF
appointing a government of 18 to 20 from the

see that parties are
proportionally given something for their
elections. In South Africa, even a tiny party
like the Christian Democrats was given
money to contest the election. They won a

30 uncontested seats. And the same constitution

few seats.

that same President to dissolve the
MPs, duly elected. He can go ahead and

What is your

empowers

govern

the country with the assistance of

unelected MPs, 18 to 20 of whom can be

appointed to be cabinet ministers. Unless those
aspects ofthe constitution have been changed,
there is not
have

a

an

iota of chance that

we

in the past to the
advantage of Zanu-PF. He has validated
glaring irregularities for instance in Gweru.
We would also want some aspects of the
Broadcasting Act changed. Democracy has
to do with choice; and choice can only be
possible where people are informed. And in
this country, the channels of the flow of
information are monopolised by Zanu-PF.
Our Broadcasting Act and the Mass Media
Trust Act say that those institutions must
serve the government of the time. This is
another part of the constitution that we want
to see changed.
The other aspect is the right of the
President to appoint 30 members of
parliament. Even if the opposition parties
14

could

change of government.

You have

position on proportional
representation which other leaders are
calling for?
A proportional representation system would
project more accurately the shades of opinion
in the country.
What

are

your

chances of winning the

elections?

challenged President Mugabe

Difficult! We have

a regime of electoral
impossible to take over

televised debate. What would you
want to discuss with him?

laws which make it

Only one issue; that is to dismiss the lies that
he has been telling people all these years,

Mugabe would still form a
government. He can rule by Decree
according to the constitution. In fact,
Zimbabwe has been reduced to his backyard.
This is not surprising, because many

for

a

that I ordered the

security forces to bomb
Nyadzonia and Chimoio, which is absolutely
false. When Nyadzonia was bombed in 1976,
we were all in exile. That is why President
Machel called
on

us

to come

and witness this

August 8. That is what I want Mugabe to

r

from Zanu-PF. Even if

we

won

the 120

seats,

institutions and laws

Zanu-PF

was

one-party

were

still bent

instituted when

on

establishing

a

state.O

A GREAT

interested party.
He has used these powers

in the

^
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SITHOLE: “PEOPLE ARE PREPARED TO

CHANGE THE GOVERNMENT”
there is

me,

leader of the opposition Zanu (Ndonga), talks

higher value than

seeking the support of the people
bomb them again.

to SAPEM’s Thomas Deve and Fernando

so

that he

can

Gon9alves, on his vision of Zimbabwe, as the

And with

country approaches its fourth general

regards to Tekere?
experiences with him.

1 have had terrible

election this year;

When 1
the

What do you see as

the main issues in the
forthcoming elections?
Is to have a representative, efficient and a
good government, one that takes into

we

was

in the United States, he deceived

people that he was working hand in hand

with

me.

He said he had

seen me

had discussed matters when

in the US,

actually

we

had not done anything of that sort. I remember

day when my wife put a telephone call
through to him, and when asked to come to
the phone, he would not come. So I consider
one

consideration the sensibilities and the needs
of the

people. As Zanu (Ndonga), we go
making
sure that the current government is not
returned to power. Because if the
government is allowed to return to power, it
is like sanctioning the bad government that
has taken place for the last 15 years.

no

Zimbabwean life, and there he was. He is

In the following interview, Ndabaningi Sithole,

him

an

insincere

man.

into these elections with the aim of

How

are

First,

we are

going to do that?
trying by all means to prevent
rigging, which has been very evident in all
our elections. We are trying to prevent
you

intimidation and coercion

so

that the results

of the elections reflect the true
the

feelings of

people.

What is your attitude towards the
formation of a coalition of the opposition?

Ideally, the coalition of opposition parties
is a good thing. But from the point of view
of tactics, it is very ineffective. For instance,
some of the opposition parties are actually
the mouthpieces of Zanu-PF; they are on the
payroll of Zanu-PF, and for us to have to
join hands with such parties is to cause for
ourselves unnecessary trouble.

Is Zanu

The Delimitation has been done

Sithole

opposition parties are not effective ’. In other
words you have the ruling party saying,
‘you are not opposing us effectively, you
should do that better’. So you can see
is a game that is being played here.

there

Are you

going to field candidates where
you feel other parties are stronger?
As a rule, we say that, ‘those parties we
believe

are

cause

of the

where

we

sincere,

are

honest with the

people, if they have a place
they can win, yes, we will not
contest’. Take Gweru, where Kombayi is.
We are not going to contest, because
Kombayi is a genuine product, and we are
not going to fight with a genuine product.
So you will urge your supporters to vote
feel

for him?
Yes!
What about in Mutare, where Tekere
and Muzorewa claim to have support as
well?

something nice in favour of the government,
so that they can get some of the privileges

in favour of either Muzorewa

said

recently that ‘Zanu-PF was well ran,
very strong, and there is nothing that the
opposition parties can do’. That is the same
language that is spoken by Zanu-PF officials;
they go around the country saying ‘the
Sapem March. 1995

That is

a

because

from

us.

big joke. I will not leave any place
or

country as a prime-minister during
done

Tekere,

are playing a different game
Muzorewa had all the power in this

they

of the internal settlement.

to

facilitate

the chances of Zanu-PF. But

What evidence do you have?
Take some parties that were formed and
listen to the tune they sing. They must say

that result from there. One opposition leader

(Ndonga) satisfied with the final

report of the Delimitation Commission?

the days

He could have

quite a lot. But what did he do? He just
sent jet planes to bomb Zimbabweans. To

unfortunately
for Zanu-PF, Zanu (Ndonga) sees even
better chances of winning. For instance, take
changes in Mtuiicaland province; we have
lost two seats to Mashonaland Central. The

misUike they seem to entertain is that we do not
have support in Mashonaland Central. But it
turns out that we have support and that we will

surprise them.
What do you think should be the role of
the opposition in planning and organising
the elections?

They should play an active role. They should
be amongst those immediately responsible
for the conduct of the elections.

What do you

think of the constitutional
provision that allows the president to
appoint 30 members of parliament?
That provision is thoroughly undemocratic.
Non-constituency MPs do not represent the
people, when actually every MP should
represent the people, the electors. They
represent the president. That is a thoroughly
undemocratic system which can only lead
to tyranny and dictatorship.
How

you going to challenge this?
trying to approach the issue from a
legal point of view; that a practice of non-

We

are

are

constituency MPs cuts directly
principle of free choice. People

the
denied

across

are
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right to chose those people who
by the president.

are

chosen

But this

provision

was

constitution that

enshrined in the

was

drawn up at

Lancaster House, and to which you

yourself were party; how did

you

accept

it then?
We

challenge it now because we have
beyond that stage. The Lancaster

advanced

House constitution

was

not a

Zimbabwean

constitution; it was an instrument to negotiate
our

independence. We want

constitutional conference

so

now to have a
that the people

of Zimbabwe may

be afforded the
opportunity to draw up their own constitution
uninterrupted by considerations of colonial
powers.

major economic issues
facing the country, as it is
about to embark

the

phase of ESAP?
The people shall run their own
economy. We believe in free
enterprise. When I say free
enterprise, it does not mean
that free enterprise is not
controlled;

it has to be

controlled because you have
financial sharks and ordinary

people who have to be
protected from these sharks.
Butotherwise, lettheeconomy
be run by the people
themselves, because it is

What about the Political Parties Finance
Act?

themselves who feel the need.
We have

If every

party benefited from that

there would be a certain
only the ruling
party which benefits from that arrangement.
When we had our by-election in Chipinge
arrangement,
amount

on

second

of fairness. But it is

South, I understand the government spent
US$360 000, and it is reckoned to be

over

the most

expensive by-election. The whole
of
existence. If money is given to the ruling
party for elections, then it must also be
given to the opposition.
idea of that was just to crush our party out

experimented here

with socialism/communism

with the

hope that socialism/
was going to

communism

redistribute wealth

more

equitably than it had been done
in the past. But what has happened is that

that

wealth has been redistributed amongst

battle has to be

the
officials, not among the ordinary people.

state

itself, there is land also in the hands of

So you think ESAP is the way forward?
Theoretically, it is the way forward. But
then, you judge schemes by their results. It
is true that ESAP has brought about a lot of
unemployment, hardships, etc. Now the
question to ask is, ‘ is ESAP being undertaken
for the interest of the vast majority of the
people or for the people at the top’? So far,
the results that have been yielded are that
the people, at the top have benefited. ESAP
is to pay the debts that the regime has
incurred by high expenditure, and the banks
in Europe would like back their money and
so the ordinary person is made to pay; that

the

commercial

is what ESAP has

What will Zanu

(Ndonga) do if it is voted
power?
Our first priority is to give people water.
People throughout the country do not have
water; you see men, women and girls
walking long distances to go and fetch water
into

from the boreholes

or

from the river. The

second

priority is land. A lot of people are
without land when actually there is so
much land; there is land in the hands of the

farmers.

I

am

not

suggesting that land should be grabbed
from commercial farmers, no! But there is
far too much land. For instance, this country
has 10 million people, but 200 000 whites
own

almost half the land. And what these

commercial farmers do when the land is

to

be

bought back for resettlement, they bribe
ministers. That is why the whites still have
most of the land, because they keep that
land in their hands by way of paying the
ministers.
What does Zanu
16

(Ndonga)

see as

the

come

to

mean to us.

How did you

feel when people came to
buy auctioned properties that had been
confiscated from your Churu farm, when
in fact, civil society is supposed to
safeguard against the right of the state to
interfere with private property?
Some people think that the Churu affair has
come

to an

end, it has not. A

settled because

once we

of the Churu farm,

score

has to be

aecept the position

we are accepting the
precedence that the government can do
anything it likes with private property, and

we

cannot

accept. Sometimes a real

fought to reestablish the
principle that private property is sacred like
a sacred cow. 1 have never known the
people
in Zimbabwe to be so united against the
government as a result of a particular
happening in the country. Churu fami has
united the people against the government.
They say, ‘ifgovemmentmeans going around
the country and seizing property ofthe people,
then this is no government for us’. And ZanuPF is going to suffer very heavily at the next
polls as a result of the Churu farm.
Do you

think the people are well prepared

to face these elections

main issues

on

the basis of the

they face in their day to day

lives?

People

are

prepared to change the

government. They feel that as soon as they
change the government, things will start

picking up. They are quite prepared for that.
They have had enough of this. They feel that
once this government is out of power, they
will have more jobs, they will have a sense
of direction, they will not disappear as they
are disappearing now, there will not be state
organised murders as they are now. There
will not be all these kickbacks by the
government. They believe also that the
decisions of the courts will not necessarily
be set aside by the president.^
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TEKERE: CHANGE THE CONSTITUTION
interference from

Follov/ing are excerpts of an interview with
Edgar Tekere, President of the Zimbabwe
Unity Movement (ZUM).

to sideline

I

foreign organisations,

you?

am not aware

We

of that. Some

people say that
the Bishop perhaps got a little financial
assistance which he wanted to keep to
himself. When he left for the US

Following your decision in 1994 to unite
with

Congress (UANC) of Abel Muzorewa,
then opted out of the United Party,

you

which

would

have

culmination of that
you

marked

the

unity. What made

take that decision?

Muzorewa decided

to

opt out of our unity

agreement; the crucial issue is that we were

uniting under the name of ZUM and ZUM’s
identity. And then 1 could not help
remembering that ‘oh, here is the Bishop
again’. When it was the Pierce proposal it
was we

ourselves asZanu,who

approached
the Bishop to lead the people forthe rejection
of those Pierce proposals. He was doing it
on our behalf because we were
incapacitated;
but later on he seemed to forget and tried to
work very independetly. Then I also
remembered the December 1974

Lu.saka

Unity Accord, which placed the Bishop at
the head of both Zanu and Zapu. Then it
became very clear that he had a very deep
desire to disengage the liberation struggle;
and that is when the real trouble started. He

thought he was getting a mandate to do
what he liked with the liberation struggle,
and

that

is

why things fell apart.

Nonetheless he still pursued us to put down
the liberation struggle. He came out to

Maputo where he was placed under
protective arrest because he was taking
very terrible risks. His mission out there
was to try to get to the
camps, because he
had a vision of leading all those young
people we had out there in the bush and
marching across the border and declaring
that ‘I brought them back from the bush;
the

war

has

come

to

an

end’,

He

misunderstood us, and so it was time to let
it go. For my party, it was a measure of

political risk; identifying myself with
Muzorewa, with all that history. But 1 was
prepared for that.
What

about

the

Sapem March. 1995

farewell

allegations that
as a

result of

at

all. When he

came

back he gave

absolutely no report, not even a
conversation of how he flew in, how
me

uncomfortable (or overcomfortable) the

flight

was.

was

taken at

a

meeting attended

by the majority of the ZUM executive.
Does that

that you were in a

mean

minority?
Muzorewa continued

for proportional

representation. We
taxpayer’s money; it

violates the constitution, because when you
take people’s money you are interfering
with the freedom of association, because
what is the moral

ground of taking people’s
fund an organisation they do not
belong to, or which they do not want to be
money to

associated with?

So,

if you attain the minimum of 15
required you would not accept state

even

funding?
No! Don’t be

tempted, because you would
guilty of sharing stolen property. One
day any citizen can go to court to recover
be

that money.
to

have very separate

meetings with his UANC. Up to the break
up we had this problem that the UANC was
continuing to existing apart, and it was
causing a lot of complains from our side.
The meeting you are talking about, there
were people there who were not even
members of the leadership. The proper way
is to have called a countrywide consultative
meeting from all our provincial people.
Now he talks of an executive; we had not yet
even

are

shouldn’t take the

seats

But it is said that the decision to create
the UP

completed the appointments of the

executive. We did not

even

know

at

that

Assuming that

you

make the decision to

go into elections, what are the major
issues would you raise in your election

manifesto?
Our manifesto is

not

yet ready.

Do you feel constrained by
Order Maintenance Act?
In

the Law and

practice, 1 don’t know if it would make

much of

difference

That act ought
all. The requirement
to notify the police should be left to the
organisers, not make it a legal requirement.
not to

a

now.

be in the way at

stage, how big the executive was going to

One of the most contested clauses of the

be. He himself

leading the campaign
for the change of the name. It would not be

constitution is the president’s prerogative

true that

What

was

the former UANC followers did

that.

What are your views on the call to boycott
the elections, pending the appointment
of an
I

to

appoint 30 Members of Parliament.

It is

independent electoral commission?

am not

clear about that. It is

a

matter

still

are

the views of ZUM?

very serious defect. To summarise it
all, that constitution was designed for a onea

party state; there is a lot to overhaul and to
throw into the dust bin from that constitution.
We

can

have 120 MPs, but then

being discussed by our leadership. Because

is confronted with

there

the

are

where

areas

disappointments.
way back in 1992

we

have

our

We took the initiative
to have all these matters
examined, and we put out an invitation that
we should move to
get together and act in
good time as a group of opposition parties;
now, that did not happen.
Some

.

.

people are saying that the elections
be based on a system of
proportional representation, and that no
political party should be funded by the

should

Muzorewa took his decision

we were

already co-presidents, but he did not bid me

the United African National

government. What is your position?

a

hostile

parliament
president, and

president is confronted with a hostile
parliament. So the president can appoint his
full government team and more, so that you
have a president with his group there, the
executive

running the country with a
parliament that does not belong to him. Also
in our constitution you will find that you can
pass a vote to unseat the president, but it
depends on who moves first, because the
president, too, has powers to dissolve
parliament at any time.Q
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African

Unity, Salim Ahmed Salim at a
banquet in Durban on March 18.
The award is

an

initiative of the African

NO SECOND TERM EOR

Centre for Construction Resolution of

MANDELA

Disputes, which trains and educates people
in innovative ways to prevent or resolve
disputes in Africa.

CAPE TOWN

—

South African

president

Nel son Mandela has ruled out a second term
in office after the 1999 elections.

ZIMBABWE

Although in good health. President
Mandela, who will be 80 in 1999, does not
an “octogenarian should be meddling
politics”. He would like to give way to
a younger politician, the most likely
candidate being Thabo Mbeki, currently
South Africa’s first deputy president. He

SADC AND COMESA

think

GOALS UNCLEAR

with

said he would be available for advice if

BULAWAYO— An economist with the
European Union (EU) said recently that the
objectives of the Southern African
Development Community (SADC) and

necessary.

those of the Common Market for Eastern

and Southern Africa

WINNIE ON THE

SPOTLIGHT
JOHANNESBURG —Winnie Mandela is
in the eye of a double-fronted storm:
President Nelson Mandela recently had to

(COMESA) need to be

in Zimbabwe, told

a group of industrialists
Bulawayo, that European investors and

donors were confused about the roles played

ultimatum from President Mandela that she

^hey have a clear mandate , Del Croix said.

by each of the two organisations.
“We

are

public criticism of the
“resign or be fired”.
She has enraged ANCWL executives over
what they described as her “undemocratic
behaviour” in accusing the ANC-led

not

concerned about the

Burkina Faso, she attended South Africa’s
debut in the Pan African Film Festival

(FEPAC).

AFRICA PEACE AWARD
will be

—

The Africa Peace award

presented to President Mandela by
the secretary-general of the Organisation of
18

—

The Palestine Liberation

Organisation (PLO) has deliberated not to
pull out of talks on Palestinian self-rule in
Gaza and the West Bank.
A PLO

spokesman said that instead,

envoys from the organisation would be sent
around the world to seek international

support for the PLO’s position.
The announcement

came

executive committee

met

as

the PLO

in Cairo,

on

in the talks with Israel.

The

spokesman .said

envoys

the United States, the
that Israel

was to

blame for the stalemate.

He said the Palestinians needed to
their

own

objectives

identify
clearly and they
negotiate on Israel’s

very

would not continue to
terms.

GOES TO THE HAGUE

MONITORING

HARARE — Botswana and Namibia have

HARARE

Human

rights organisations
deploy observers to
monitor the country’s fourth postindependence legislative elections
scheduled for March or April.
—

in Zimbabwe will

The Catholic Commission for Justice and

Peace

(CCJP) will deploy between 50 and
closely look

60 observers and monitors to
into any
voters.

signs of violence or intimidation of
It will also look at whether all parties

coverage by the media.
Zimbabwe Human Rights

(ZimRights) is planning
monitors

SIDUDU/KASIKILI CASE

ELECTIONS

contesting the elections are being given fair

MANDELA RECEIVES
PRETORIA

ZIMBABWE

betraying black people.

Faso, which cabinet sources in Pretoria say
had not been authorised by the president. In

NEGOTIATIONS
CAIRO

BOTSWANA/NAMIBIA

or

subsequently called a
meeting in Pretoria after which he asked
deputy president Thabo Mbeki to tell Mrs
Mandela to issue an apology, resign or be
fired. Her latest controversy surrounds a
trip she made to Ivory Coast and Burkina

PLO WON’T PULL OUT OF

would visit
European Union,
Russia, China and Japan, to make the point

either withdraws her

President Mandela

MIDDLE EAST

Nicola Del Croix, EU’s economic advisor

proliferation of many organisations or
countries joining which grouping as long as

government of

affairs.

European

investors and donors.

persuade 11 ANC Women’s League
(ANCWL) leaders to withdraw their
resignations, tendered in anger at his
estranged wife, and her tenure as a deputy
minister hangs in the balance following an

Government

own

February 21, to discuss the current deadlock

made clear for the benefit of

in

deploy over 2 000 monitors and observers.
The Government has rejected having
international supervision of the elections,
arguing that it has capacity to deal with its

to

look into the

Association
having 200
efficiency and

on

fairness of the electoral process,
The Zimbabwe Council of Churches will

decided

to

seek international arbitration to

resolve their
an

dispute over the ownership of
island in the middle of river Chobe,

which

along their common border.
was reached at a meeting in
Harare, on February 15, between legal
runs

The decision

experts from both countries, and

attended

by presidents Ketumile Masire of Botswana,
Sam Nujoma of Namibia, and Robert
Mugabe of Zimbabwe.
The
meeting failed to accept
representations made by both parties,
although Mugabe was quick to emphasise
that the dispute over the Sidudu/Kasikili
island
a tiny uninhabited piece o land —
—

should

not

affect relations between the two

countries, including a recourse to

war.Q
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THE BATTLE FOR A NEW CONSTITUTION
BEGINS
Gift Siso
S THE South African Constituent

believes would destroy traditional authority.

A

Assenibiy (SACA) gets down to
the business of drawing up a new
non-racial constitution, posturing by the
various parties has begun in earnest in an
attempt to influence the final outcome.
The assembly, chaired by African National
Congress (ANC) secretary-general, Cyril
Ramaphosa, has May 10,1996 as its deadline
to present the new constitution.
“We

want a

But the radical Pan Africanist

Congress

(PAC) wants nothing to do with

kingdoms

or
ethnic lines.

“We
to

want

the

principle of a unitary state

be enshrined in the

will

any

partition of the country along

new

constitution. We

to any move towards the
fragmentation of the country based on
ethnicity or race,” warned PAC negotiator
not agree

Cora Ebrahim.

constitution in which all the

He

Africans, make them feel proud to be citizens

quick, however, to stress that the
opposition to ethnic or race-based
division of the country did not mean that the
organisation was opposed to the idea of
provincial and local government authorities.

of this great nation”.
The Inkatha Freedom

task of service

people of South Africa shall feel safe and
proud to be called South Africans”, said
Ramaphosa, adding that it should be a
constitution “that will enhance their South

seeks to

ensure

“Such structures should be limited to the

Party (IFP), which

that “African traditions”

and forms of government

and governance
respected and enshrined within the new
constitution, has begun posturing for a
strongly federalist type of constitution that
would afford greater autonomy to the
provinces.
IFP’s negotiator, Walter Felgate, said his
party hoped for a constitution that would
take into account the “Kingdom of

PIC: PAUL WEINBERG APRAPIX

are

KwaZulu” and its traditional

leaders,

Amakhosi, who should be accommodated
and made to

play a more meaningful role in
the affairs of the country.
“Our ultimate aim is that people should

Ramaphosa: Chairman of the SACA
boundaries, as it is Zulu custom for a man to

knobkerrie in his sorjuns,” Felgate
suggested.
The IFP wants the protection of traditional

carry a

law and customs to be enshrined in the

new

constitution and an arrangement made where
traditional

authority or authorities will be
sub-structures of elected bodies, instead of

falling under them,

a

situation which it

a

broad

provinces

should

constitutions

have
that

their

would

own
mean

fragmenting the country,” he argued.
On the future electoral system, Ebrahim
said his party was fully aware of the issue
that it would not have been possible for the
past elections to be held on a constituencybased electoral system, but that the new
constitution must make provision for such a
type of electoral law.
“We must now strive towards demarcating

Ebrahim dismissed the concept

of

a

Volkstaat, saying that “if

we are about to
write a constitution that will guarantee equal

rights to all, what other rights do the
Volkstaat advocates want to enjoy which
they will not enjoy in a unitary state?”

said.

Felgate's vision of the future constitution
along the lines of that of the United States.
“Like in one state you get the death penalty
being forbidden while highly appreciated in
the other,” he emphasised.
“People in KwaZulu-Natal could be
allowed by their provincial laws to carry
traditional weapons within the region’s

delivery within

framework of central government policy;
the PAC would not agree to the notion that

constituencies for the future elections,” he
stressed.

be able to govern themselves in their
respective areas, be able to make and
promulgate laws that take cognisance of
their culture, customs and so on”, Felgate

is
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was

PAC’s

“The argument just does not hold any
all. If they want a volkstaat, we

water at

want to know what will happen to nonAfrikaners living in that Volkstaat," Ebrahim

remarked.

Gora Ibrahim: South

unitary state

Africa must be

a

But the Freedom Front
the attainment of

a

(FF), which has
high on its

Volkstaat
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agenda, believes that permanent peace and
reconciliation in South Africa could only
about if the wishes of the Afrikaners

come
were

taken into serious consideration.

Constand

Viljoen, the FF leader, said no
applied elsewhere in
the world could provide a lesson for South
Africa, given the “complexities of our
constitutional model

situation”.
He believes that Afrikaners may be in the
minority, but they can play a key role in
assisting the majority in decision-making...
and “that is the role the

new

constitution

define”.

must

Viljoen argues that a way has to be found
“acknowledge” majority rule, but also to
ensure that “there is no oppression of the
minority by the majority”.
“My party cannot prescribe a solution to
to

this, but this should form the basis of what
have to negotiate,” he added.
Viljoen dismissed claims that the
Volkstaat would be a place where the
Afrikaners want to exercise apartheid. “This
we

is neither

a

demand for

a

separate country

for Afrikaners, nor for an area where
Afrikaners can exercise racial discrimination

people of other races,” he said.
we are talking about when we talk
about a Volkstaat, is an engine room to
develop Afrikaner culture, religion and
language, so that we can have our own radio
over

“What

stations, schools and universities, and be
that

language will be the official
language of that area,” Viljoen said.
He also suggested that Afrikaners living
in the Volkstaat should be granted
political, but not economic autonomy
sure

because

our

Africa

South

was

inter-

dependent economically.
On

whether

Afrikaners

The IFF insists Zulus should be allowed to carry

wanted

their traditional

weapons

additional freedom in the Volkstaat, Viljoen
said that was not the idea. “We are being
swamped by other nations, our language is
slowly dying”.
The largest party in the present
government of national unity, the ANC,
does not outrightly dismiss the notion of an
Afrikaner state.
“Our

we shall wait until
the Volkstaaters make their submissions on

position is that

the issue and have the nature of the Volkstaat

explained,”

said

Mohammed Moosa.
20

ANC

negotiator

On the IFF demand that traditional leaders
be

a place in the new constitution,
Moosa said when the new constitution goes

given

for

drafting, the House Traditional Leaders
already be in place and the SACA will
draw on their input on how traditional
authority could be embodied in the new
will

constitution without

resulting in

any

confusion.
But the

interesting aspect is that the IFF
has already established the HTL (House of
Traditional Leaders) in its power-base of

KwaZulu Natal and the ANC is

vigorously
opposed to it and has filed papers in court to
test its legality.
On the broad constitutional principles.
Moosa said the ANC will strive to

ensure

that the new constitution reflected the wishes
and aspirations of the people of South

Africa,

regardless of race

or gender.
"The constitution that the ANC would

like to

should unambiguously

reflect the
principles of majority rule. It will have to
provide that future government wi 11 be based
see
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on

that

“We

principle,” Moosa said.

On the idea of

federal system

a

of

government, Moosa said; “we will take note
of the

experiences we have learnt from the
provincial governments are operating

way
now.

the

We will consult with

our structures

in

provinces whetherto maintain orchange

that
A

system.”
desire

to

scrap

the provincial

governments in the new constitution could
set

the ANC

collusion

on a

course

with the

still

debating that within

party’s
in January this year, advocated for
a clearly defined role for the opposition, in
orderto achieve “democratic representation
and meaningful consultation” in decisionmaking.
This formulation has been interpicted by

completely responsible to the National
Assembly, but provision must be made for
cabinet ministers to be appointed from
outside the ranks of parliament for the sake
of expertise,” the NP document says.
The NP also says ways have to be evolved
to ensure the independence of the
judiciary
and that the appointment of judges was
credible, legitimate and apolitical.
“The constitution must prevent the

the ANC

executive from in any way

are

ourselves”, Fanus Schoeman, the party’s
executive director said.
But

a

discussion document at the

congress

as a

hint

at

the desire to retain the

manipulating or

GNU.

influencing the administration of justice,”

The document says the abuse of power by
the executive must be prevented and that

the document suggests.
On the controversial concept

different executive authority systems should

Volkstaat, the NP says it will submit

(NP), which has always advocated for power
sharing, is still uncertain on its position on

be considered

whether the

of state, the head of government and cabinet

specific proposals to the constitutional
process regarding methods and systems
whereby the rights of self-determination
may be practised on a non-discriminatory

strongly regionalistic IFP, whose survival
depends much on the support it receives
from the KwiiZulu-Natal

The former

area.

governing National Party

new

constitution should retain

the Government of National

Unity
pennanent feature of the constitution.

as a

so

that the method of

appointment and the functions of the head
best

serve

the nation’s interests.

“The executive

authority must remain

of

a

basis.□

Socio-Economic Aspects

of the Islamic
Republic of Iran in Figures Part - VII

INFRASTRUCTURE

ENERGY

Some of the infrastructural facilities in

Petroleum

Iran

are

sense,

very

old, but in its modern

founding of infrastructures in

Iran dates back to the

beginning of its

In 1986-90 period, domestic petroleum
refining expanded and from 227 030 000
barrels per year in 1986 increased to 317 692

000 barrels in 1990.

Petroleum is the

"driving-force" in Iran's energy
sector. It is the main source of foreign exchange
earning for socio-economic programmes of the

Production of petroleum products in 1990,
in miliion

litres,

was as

here below:

Product

output

product

century ago. in the course of economic

country, too.
Production, export and consumption of
petroleum in Iran in 1986-90 period was (in million

development plans of the country in

barrels)

Petrol

7 302

Jet fuel

industrialization programmes over a

the last 30 years,

infrastructure

as

follows:

was

Heating oil 6 062

Bitumen

Gasoil

13 739

Engine oil

Fueloil

15 773

Others

specially attended to, but they incurred
losses in the

eight-year imposed war.

of infrastructural facilities

Production Export

has received

important

ones

some

follow.
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144
2 271

made. It

special priority in the current

development plan,

domestic

consumption
of petroleum
products

development

were

637

(1 000 ton) 1 644
Year

Immediately after the cease-fire, great
effort for reconstruction and

output

of the more

1986

795

459

275

1987

900

566

389

1988

903

599

291

1989

1 070

684

310

1990

1 179

834

320

By exporting 2 200 000 barrels of crude oil
in 1990, Iran was ranked second, after Saudi

Arabia, among OPEC members. Value of
Petroleum export of Iran in 1990 was 17 300
000 000 US dollars, while in the year before it
was

14 500 000 000 dollars.
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LESOTHO: THE KING BOUNCES BACK
KENEILOE PHITS’ANE

I

then

T WAS

a day and a moment
Moshoeshoe II had dreamt of since

his dethronement in 1990,

by the

military junta of Maj-Gen Metsing

Lekhanya.
To walk

on red carpet again after five
like going to heaven for the lean
Moshoeshoe who had remained a nobody in
Lesotho’s monarchy till that colourful
Wednesday, January 25.

years was

Amidst ululation and dances, Moshoeshoe
entered the Setsoto stadium

by men

on

accompanied
horseback wearing traditional

attire.
The

was reinstated by Chief
Lebona Kheola, after the

king, 55,

Justice

abdication of his

son,

Letsie III, who had

ruled the mountainous

kingdom since

1990.
In

brief address

a

following his

Letsie III:

re-

Prime Minister Mokhehle

Abdicating the throne

coronation, Moshoeshoe thanked the

presidents of Botswana, South Africa and
as guarantors of a
memorandum of understanding signed
between Lesotho’s prime minister Ntsu
Mokhehle and Moshoeshoe, outlining the
provisions leading to the latter’s
reinstatement as the king of Lesotho, and

Zimbabwe, for their role

the conditions under which Mokhehle would

let alone Moshoeshoe’s reinstatement,”

be returned to his office.
The prime minister was deposed in August

1994 by

stability in the country, after several unrests
where scores of
civilians, including the deputy prime
minister, were killed by army mutineers.
Many more expressed disappointment.
“The government knew many Basotho
are against the whole monarchial issue,
that occurred last year

the now abdicating Letsie III, who

said Reabetsoe
over

Malie, who travelled

200 kilometers from the northern

as

district of Leri be to attend the ceremony.

acondition forretuming powerto the elected

“A referendum should have been called

insisted

on

the reinstallation of his father

consult the 1.8 million Basotho,” she

government.

to

The government was not spared of
criticism for its decision to reinstate

added.

Moshoeshoe.

“I’m

The

powerful construction and allied
(CAWULE), an affiliate of

workers union

the Le.sotho Council of Non-Govemmental

Organisations (LCN) which opposes the
decision, said in

a

statement that, “to have a

democratically elected government does not
mean people can do what they want, anytime
they want”.
The government claims it reinstated
Moshoeshoe in order to keep peace and
22

But

to

was a

opposition Marematlou Freedom

Party (MFP) celebrated Moshoeshoe’s
reinstatement,

as

the issue had been on top

manifesto during the 1993

MFP leader Moeketse

Malebo said

Moshoeshoe had been treated
the

unfairly by

military.

He said

now

that the

once

controversial

issue had been resolved. Lesotho had to
work hard to attain sustainable development,

reduce poverty and unemployment,
runs between 35 and 40 percent.

which

passed through difficult times
people did
not respect the constitution. Ifthis continues,
“We have

in recent months where certain

we

others, it

happy moment.
happy that Moshoeshoe is back at
last,” said Alfred Mpoi, a resident of
Matsieng, over 80 kilometres South of
Maseru, the capital. “The tradition has to go
on and should not be mixed with politics;
right now our monarchy is highly politicised
and if this can stop, things will go back to
normality”.
The

of that party
elections.

will not have peace

in the country,” he

said.

political analyst and lecturer at the
University of Lesotho, said
Moshoeshoe’s reinstatement will help to
reassure those who support the monarchy.
“Though these people are few, their views
have to be respected,” he said.
Letsie III will now be the principal chief
of Matsieng (Royal Village), taking
over from his younger brother Seeiso
Seeiso, who played that role since
A

National

1990.a
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SADC PLANS TO SET UP A REGIONAL
PARLIAMENT
Gift Siso
HE

T

MEMBER states of the

Southern African

Development
Community (SADC) have
proposed the formation of a common
parliamentary forum as a prelude to the
establishment of a regional parliament.
A resolution to that effect was passed at a
two-day planning conference of the African
branch of the Association of Commonwealth

Speakers and Presiding Officers, held on
January 5-6, in Cape Town.
The speaker of the Namibian parliament,
Moses Tjitendero, said the proposed forum
would act as a prelude to the establishment
of a regional parliament as part of the process
leading to total integration of the Southern
African region.
SADC goals in the long term include
creation of a single giant economic bloc,
pulling together the region’s vast natural
resources in order to become competitive in

“As

we were

not

party to the drafting of

the SADC

Treaty and decisions on interregional parliamentary co-operation, it was
imperative for South Africa to first present
the SADC Treaty before the country’s
parliament for ratification,” she said.
Ginwala added that the SADC Treaty
would be put before the South African
Parliament for ratification during its
present sitting.
Malawian Speaker, Rodwell Munyenyembe, echoed the words of his Namibian
and South African counterparts but warned
that it was somewhat “premature” to speak of
a regional parliament “as a lot of
ground
work is still to be done”.

“Everybody looks forward to the day
Southern African

or

“The formation of the forum conforms

a

whole

again to move from
Cape to Cairo without having the hustles
of producing a passport,” Munyenyembe
suggested.
once

South Africa has also offered

to

host the

meeting of the Commonwealth
Speakers and Presiding Officers Conference
scheduled for early 1997.
The country will also be the venue for next
year’s meeting of the executive committee
of the Commonwealth Parliamentary
Association (CPA). The two meetings are
expected to endeavour to further the idea
of the formation of a regional
parliamentary forum as a prelude to a
regional parliament.Q
next

DEMOCRACY

with the SADC

Treaty. One speaks loosely
regional parliament, that is what it is
eventually going to be,” Tjitendero told
journalists after the decision was made.
Because of the changed socio-political

as

would be free

AFRICA’S FRAGILE

the world market.

of

Africa

would become one big country that it was
before colonialism, and its inhabitants

a

Brian Moyo
N JUNE

1993, US Secretary of State

rule rather than the

I

that it had been

Mobutu ofZaire, but with the courageous
democrats in every part ofthe continent.”

environment in Southern Africa, which has

multi-party elections becoming the
exception, there is need
for elected representatives to safeguard the
interests of SADC, Tjitendero said, adding
seen

proposed that each member
state be represented by three MPs in the
regional parliamentary forum.
He said the representatives, who would
either be seconded, nominated
would be bound

or

elected,

by the rules of their
respective legislature.
Tjitendero’s words were echoed by the
speaker of the South African parliament,
Frene Ginwala, who said her country’s
parliament was keen to participate in debates
on regional integration and the
co-operation
being envisaged for Southern Africa.
Sapem March, 1995

Warren Christopher made a landmark
statement when he stated

that, “the

people of Africa know where their future
lies; not with corrupt dictators like

Christopher’s speech was interpreted by
political observers as sounding the death
knell for African despots, dictators, military
regimes and other non-democratic
governments, some of which had previously
enjoyed covert support from the US and
other western governments.
The remark also signalled a significant
shift in US foreign policy. It was partly
attributed to the end of the Cold War which
had necessitated
western

a

fresh

appraisal of

relations with Africa and other

developing countries.
By shunning men like Mobutu, Jonas
Savimbi of Unita in Angola, Afonso
Dhlakama of Renamo in Mozambique and
even ousting dictators like General Noriega
of Panama who had formerly been a close
ally, the US was demonstrating that in the
new

world order, such leaders had become

be roundly condemned and driven
wilderness. The name of the new
game, world wide, was to be democracy!
Both the UK and the US were quick to
usher in the stick and carrot principle. They
emphasised that future aid to African states
would depend on the implementation of
democratic practices in which free and fair
elections would be the basic expectation,
along with public accountability and respect
for human rights.
ogres to

to political
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For sometime, it

looked

as

to-date, different

though the

and the free flow of ideas.
Ten years

of African

politics that the time when they
could expect the rest of the world to turn a
blind eye to coups, military regimes, one
party states and detentions without trial was

in

55, which

four years.
In the Gambia. President Dawda Jawara,
who until July 1994, was one of the longest
reigning heads of state in Africa, was
overthrown by a group of junior military
officers. The usual protestations from the
diplomatic community were made in vain.

governments.

quick succession, Zambia, Kenya,

Ghana, Malawi and Angola went to the

of electoral irregularities.

In Ghana, where a military junta had

been

1981, the incumbent head of
Jerry Rawlings, retained his position

in power since
state,

while in Malawi

Hastings Banda, as

expected, lost. Angola’s own experiment at
democracy turned into a political fiasco,
with Unita refusing to abide by the results
once

Sir Jawara is
nCrZIANA

Mobutu: Zaire’s dictator

Interviewed in the October 1990 edition of

Africa Events about his aversion to multi-

partysm,

Museveni said: "You don't

necessarily have to have several political
parties in order to have democracy’’.
While Museveni might have been justified
in his assertion, he over-looked the fact that

Some

previously opposed

democratic rule.

However, after such a seemingly

endorse the view that

promising prospect of mushrooming

in more than
a handful of states. Uganda, Gambia, Zaire
and Nigeria are good examples.
Uganda is an intriguing case study. As far
1990, at

a

time when the

Museveni

extended

happening in Uganda, Gambia, Zaire and
Nigeria could have a spill over effect and

new

introduction of
24

a

new

embolden

his

government’s term of office without
recourse to elections, as he suspended the
activities of all political parties pending the
constitution.

balance, Africa is

Angola all testify to shaky foundations for
democracy on the continent.
There is a real danger that what is

political order was taking shape. President
Yoweri

on

Somalia and the unfinished business in

stillborn or severely weakened

as

other

proving to be fertile soil for democracy. The
ongoing crisis in Rwanda, the stalemate in

disturbing

evidence that the experiment may have been

back

one or two

as examples that the principle of
democratically elected governments is
taking firm root on the continent.
But however relevant such examples can
be. few would go so far as to proclaim that
democracy is now enshrined in the politics
of those countries, less still to objectively

being embraced by

democracies in Africa, there is

might cite Malawi, Zambia along

countries,

heartening to note that

was
countries which had

with little indication of
action against the coup plotters.
In the case of Zaire, one only has to
consider that it is almost two years since
Christopher denounced Mobutu and that he
is still calling the shots in Zaire.
Nigeria, too. remains in the grip of a
military regime despite determined efforts
by trade union leaders in the latter part of
1994 to force General Sani Abacha's regime
to relinquish power, through a spate of

with South Africa and

cruising to victory.
But despite a host of shortcomings and
allegations of irregularities in most of these
was

exiled while the amiy

strikes.

government was

multi-partyism

now

remains in power
any strong

it became clear that the MPLA

elections, it

that with his “no party

means

democracy’’, he will be in power for another

partyism, and rebel leaders like Savimbi
and Dhlakama welcomed the idea of general
elections to produce democratically elected

manner

as

Ugandans. He has declared that
he will not stay in power beyond the age of

Thus it came as no surprise when formerly

opposition parties, vote rigging and all

legitimise his position

leader of all

resolute one-party state governments across
Africa started to adopt the principle of multi-

polls. In Zambia, former President Kenneth
Kaunda lost dismally to his young rival
Frederick Chiluba. President Arap Moi,
however, held onto his position in Kenya,
albeit amid allegations of intimidation of

since pushing his way to power
Kampala, Museveni is yet to hold a single

election that will

over.

In

political parties have

remained the highest expression ofpluralism

message had got through to African leaders.
It seemed it had dawned on the strong men

Museveni: in power since 1985,
never stood for an election

has

some

African leaders who had

tentatively embarked on a democratic path,
to scupper the experiment and return the old
days of one-party rule and detentions without
trial. After all, old habits die hardlQ
Sapem March. 199.‘i
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WAR AND PEACE IN ANGOLA

L

UANDA IS the
with

over

capital of Angola

The social infrastructure was built

to maintain half a million persons.

of the citizens of Luanda

Most

the diamonds. Jonas Savimbi

was

in control

of the diamond fields in Lunda Province
and the MPLA government was in control
of the oil. Those who are militarists and

capitalists have made
so

war.

a lot of money out of
The narratives of the media on the

called “civil war” has been

silencing the people who

are

one way of
yearning for

peace.
The

returnees to

describe the different effects of

the civilian population.

Out of an
estimated population of 11.2 million in the
country there are over 3.8 million persons
who have been affected by the war of which
number over 1.2 million are displaced.
Reports say that more persons died in this
recent war (October 1992 to November
1994) than from the period 1975 to 1992.
The town of Cuito has been severely
destroyed. The irony of this is that this was
the family home of Jonas Savimbi. The
people of this city had voted for him in the
elections but rejected the return to war in
November 1992. They resisted the attempt
by Unita to capture this city militarily. There
war on

forces
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at

women.

one sees

work since this is

is controlled

a

real market

market which

by African people, especially

If the World bank

privatisation

and

the

was

interested in

market

this

international

body would support the
standardisation and safety of those who
operate in this market, which is glorified as
the informal sector.

Instead, the privatisation is seen in the
area

of sanitary facilities.

Some NGOs have

built toilets in this market. These toilets
have been

privatised and provide a very
marketgoers are asked
over 30 000 NKZ for use of the

brisk business where

buildings left in this city. War brings
beings.
Every day there are stories from the front of
heroic acts by the people and then there are
the tales of the savagery of the war.
are no

out

the worst and the best in human

The devaluation of the

return

for labour.

To

give an indication of the suffering of
people, the currency has been devalued
to the point of worthlessness. When I was in
the

Luanda at the time of the elections in

400 Kwanzas

equalled

one

1992,

US dollar. In

December 1994, the Kwanza was
million to the dollar.

one

This devaluation of

the return for labour

people of Angola have suffered
tremendously from this war. The United
Nations has used the categories of conflict
affected, displaced, drought affected and

the

makeshift stalls. Here

the internal

are

refugees of the war. It is a lively city full
of expectation and hope. The end of
December 1994 saw the city hoping for
peace and waiting for clear signs that the
Lusaka Accords would be meaningful.
However, there was much speculation on
the real content of peace. This is the city
where the war profiteers are gathered.
Those who are most opposed to the peace
accords are the war profiteers. Angola is a
very rich country with very poor people. It
is now a country with the most land mines
and unexploded ordinance in Africa, if not
the world. Amputees and maimed civilians
are to be seen all over the country. The most
recent battle was actually that of those in
control of the oil against those in control of

the

through daily. This market
Santeiro has over a million
persons passing through the market daily on
persons pass
called Roque

two million residents.

was accompanied by
aggressive policy of the World Bank and
the IMF to call for the privatisation of the
economy. In principle, what this means is to
empower the elements of Portuguese
an

colonialism who owned property. They are
the social forces inside and outside of Angola
with the necessary capital to participate
the privatisation exercise at the level

in
of

capitalist enterprise.
One thing is clear from the Lusaka peace
accord. This is a major setback for the old
Portuguese settlers who had retreated to
South Africa and who were awaiting a
victory of Unita to reclaim their property
which had been nationalised at independence
in 1975.

seen

privatisation is ludicrous is

in the market where

over a

pay
toilets. These toilets

are

used at the

rate

of

person every three minutes so that at the
level of “o povo” the biggest profiteers of

one

this

privatisation scheme

are

those in the

toilet business. Those concerned with health
and

epidemics point to the fact that the
costs of private toilets are greater
since those who cannot afford the private
facilities release themselves wherever they
can. In this situation, the dangers ofdiseases
for the society are greater than the benefits
involved in privatised sanitary facilities.
The more concerned of the foreign NGOs
have argued that the benefits of health care
are not strictly individual, particularly in a
society where communicable diseases
continue to be major causes of morbidity
and mortality.
This same spirit of privatisation guides
the supply of water. There are major schemes
for the construction of water supply systems
by Unicef, by the Angolan government and
international
“humanitarian
by
organisations.” In particular, there is a
social

multimillion dollar World Bank scheme for
the supply of water for Lobito and Benguela.
The thrust is that behind these schemes will
be the

privatisation of stand pipes. Already

the poor people of Luanda pay for water in
the communities called “musseques."

Privatisation of Latrines

Where the

to

million

African

women

spend hours seeking water.

In the aftermath of the Lusaka Accords
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major plans for the
reconstruction of the society. The question
is whether the reconstruction is for big
international capital or for the people.
President Clinton had planned to visit nine
countries in Africa this year. Angola was
one of them. Even though the tour appears
there

are

now

have been called off, the

to

inclusion of

competition
(with French
and Portuguese Capital) on one side and the
a sign of intense
between the European Union

Angola is

United States

on

the other. The wealth of

Angola attracts all and sundry.
Will there be Peace

Angola stands poised for peace and the
prospects are greater because of three factors.

regeneration of the armed forces of
Angola (FAA);

1. The

disintegration of Unita; and
The changed political dispensation in

2. The

3.

South Africa and the collective action of

the Front Line states.
These three factors have meant that even

though the peace accords signed in Lusaka

fragile, and there are pockets of
fighting, the Angolan people can look
remain

forward to

an

end to the

war

and the real

struggle will be on for the reconstruction of
society.

the

A Brief Word is

Necessary on the Three

Regeneration of the Angolan army.

When the 1991 Bicesse Accords were

signed, the MPLA had taken the terms of
this agreement very seriously. Genuine
demobilisation had taken place by the forces
of FAPLA. When Unita declared war in

October 1992, the armed forces of Angola

ill-prepared for the outbreak of war.

were

They did not have trucks, bullets and the
necessary equipment to fight a war.
Unita on the other hand was prepared
war.

in

for

They had held close to 40 000 troops

reserve

and it

was

because of this that in

occupied
of the country.
Strategic analysts had argued that external
less than three months Unita had

more

that 70 percent

forces had wanted to humiliate the MPLA
because of the

trouncing of the South

Africans at Cuito Cuanavale. Unita

occupied municipalities in November and
December and by January 1993 had
occupied Soyo and Lunda. Unita was in
charge of the main diamond fields and
26

factors forced the disintegration
a

The external supporters
wanted nothing but total

of Unita had
victory. Jonas

Savimbi had wanted to win
field that which
process.

was

on

the battle

lost in the electoral

Hence in the Abidjan peace talks in

1993, they refused the kind

of peace which

had been brokered for them
Davidow of the US state
UN

by Jeffrey
department. The

representative, Margaret Anstee

was

of Unita as

fighting force.
2. The disintegration of Unita.
It was reported by many elements that
when Unita failed to take the city of Cuito,
there were recriminations among the officer
corps of Unita. These recriminations led to
violent clashes among the leadership.
Alioune Blondin Beye, the UN special
representative who had been working on
the Lusaka agreement said in a newspaper

then, the cheerleader for the interest of the

interview in Harare that when he last

USA and Britain. Unita had

rejected the
Houphet Boigny and those
elements who had supported Unita but were
opposed to the haemorrhage in the heart of

Jonas Savimbi he had

intervention of

History will reveal the exact source of these

Africa.

saw

gunshot wounds.

wounds but the wounds of Savimbi

were

metaphorical. Unitahad splintered as a result
of the military victory of the FAA/FAPLA

diplomatic initiatives of the
government along with the clear
carnage of over 1 000 persons dying every
day had led to UN sanctions against Unita.
This diplomatic reversal was followed by
the military advances of the FAA. The
repulse of Unita and Fala at Cuito was a
prelude to the defeat of the army of Unita at
Huambo.
Foreign journalists credit the

forces.

South African consultants of Executive

exposed the lie that Unita was
operating on the basis of ethnic support and

by the MPLA. The only faction of the
leadership struggle which is not clear is
which faction of the splintered Unita is
supported by the Angolan people.
France and elements from the military
intelligence of the French state are the most
aggressive in the Angolan military quagmire.

ethnic

The defeat of the Boers in South Africa had

In 1993 the

MPLA

Outcomes for the
minimise the

victory. This credit is to
support of the ordinary

Angolan people of Cuito and Huambo who
wanted to defeat Unita. Moreover, this defeat

Points

1.

Soyo, one of the principal oil producing
areas.

for Unita

solidarity.

The dialectic of the

victory of the FAA

Unita

was

wounded and divided into

number of factions. There

are now

a

for the

first time in the

history of Unita elements
contesting the leadership. There are those
who want peace and those who had
repudiated war. There are those leaders who
are

supported by France, those supported by

the United States and those leaders supported

made the clandestine sales of weapons

by

precarious. Thus Unita was

and the MPLA is that the treasury of Angola

Armscor very

has been drained to support

this war. It is
estimated that the oil has been mortgaged
for the next eight years to pay for weapons.
Some of the generals are said to want nothing
but a total military victory over Unita. There
is more money to be made from the sale of
tanks, rockets and armoured personnel

inordinately dependent on France and Zaire
for the resupply of weapons. In fact, on the
night Juvenal Habyarimana was killed,

carriers and bullets than from construction

especially in the context of the concerted
support of Zimbabwe and South Africa for
a peace accord in Angola.
3. The changed political dispensation in

and

engineering equipment.

The defeat of Unita in battle

came

from

regeneration of the forces of the army,
especially the recruitment of the veterans of
the

Cuito Cuanavale, the support of the exUnita intelligence operatives who joined

France diverted the

arms

intended for the

“intarahamwe” (militia) to Unita via Zaire.
The military victory of the Angolan army
had made the forces in Zaire very nervous,

South Africa and concerted actions of the

Frontline states.

consultants from South Africa and the

The inauguration of Nelson Mandela in
May 1994 meant that Unita could no longer
rely on the open support ofthe South African

opposition of the ordinary citizens to the

government. At the same time those

militarism of Savimbi and Unita. These

opportunist military elements who are part

the

integrated forces along with the military
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of the privatised sector of the S ADF changed

sides along with the changed name.
Executive Outcomes is the disguise of those
elements who

are

now

in the service of

capital in the region to defend the interests
of external forces.
This

change of name has not changed one
significant fact and that is that there is the
government of the African National
Congress in Pretoria.
This fact along with the concerted actions
taken by Botswana, Zimbabwe and South
Africa in the case of the palace coup in
Lesotho has signalled that there is a new
force in international politics. Organised in
an embryonic alliance called the Association
of Southern African States (ASAS), the
former forces of African liberation can now
in

way to promote peace in the region.
possibility was exposed during the
elections in Mozambique when the leader
act

a

PtC: AFP

This

of Renamo was warned from Harare that the

forces of the FLS (now called ASAS) would
intervene if Renamo had attempted to return
Savimbi had done in

Angola. The
president of
South Africa along with the defence minister
Joe Modise to Maputo underlined the
seriousness of the communique from Harare.
The defeat of France in Rwanda by the
RPF has also made the government of Zaire
more cautious in its dealing with Angola
to war as

visit of Thabo Mbeki, the vice-

and the Frontline states. Zaire has

now

joined the Common Market of Eastern and
Southern Africa (COMESA). At the meeting
in Malawi, it was Angola which supported
the entry of Zaire. It can now be said that
with the defeat of the forces of reaction in
Malawi and South Africa, the

Southern Africa is
peace

poised for
and reconstruction.

region of

a new era

of

Africa

The peace in Angola remains
because though Unita is wounded,
would want to

see

a

fragile
it is not
those who

reconstituted Unita

acting as a political party seeking to develop
plural politics in Angola. This would be a
Unita

which

is

divorced

conservative elements in

from

the

Portugal, South

Africa, France and the United States. This
would be a Unita which would want to act in
the interest of peace
Sapem March, 1995

are

and reconstruction.

all over Angola

masses of Angolans are also waiting
the emergence of this Unita since this
would act as an antidote for the militarists

troops for peacekeeping in Angola.

to see

Unfortunately, thus far, the peace accords
have been framed in technical and military

and

terms.

The

profiteers in the MPLA. It is said in
the
people of Luanda will celebrate as they
celebrated when Brazil won the World Cup
in July 1994.
The wealth of Angola had made this
country an important theatre of war. The
war

Luanda that when there is real peace,

struggles against colonialism had been
compounded by the Cold War. Even after
the Cold War the old combatants found
sources
was one

the

of

military capital because Angola

of the few countries in Africa with

to support a prolonged war.
The very forces who supported war are the
ones who want to profit from the peace.
resources

Jonas Savimbi is however

hoping that the

election of the conservative forces to the

Peace and Reconstruction in Southern

yet dead militarily. There are

Amputees

Southern Africans in all walks of life

want to see

reconstruction

not

only with

respect to the demobilisation of armies, but
with respect to the remobilisation of
destroyed communities. This process will
require the active participation of different
sectors of the region, engineers, health
planners, hydrologists, agriculturalists,

doctors, teachers and industrialists. Western

Europe and the USA are already jockeying
to send their skilled personnel to participate
in the “reconstruction of Angola.” The
principal nations of the European Union are
active with respect to the so-called
humanitarian assistance to Angola. Through
the Department of Humanitarian Affairs of
the UN they dominate the structure called

Congress of the USA will breathe new life
into his faction of the organisation.
The peoples of Southern Africa have a
vested interest in peace in Angola. This
interest was already expressed by the
participation of the leaders of the Frontline
States at the signing of the Lusaka Protocol.

the Humanitarian Assistance Coordination

The details of this

Southern Africa must also be prepared to
participate in this process at different levels.
This would be one way to remind certain

available

to

makers and

protocol must be made
thinkers, academics, policy

ordinary Africans who want

Unit

(UCAH) which is involved in the

discussions with respect to mine action,
demobilisation and reintegration and
humanitarian assistance. The Southern

African countries have

peace. The details of the peace cannot be left

elements

to the

“assimilados" that

Security Council ofthe United Nations.

The call has been made for the FLS to send

not

been active in

the discussions about the priorities of UCAH.

and is not

who

a

consider

themselves

Angola is part of Africa

part of Brazil or Portugal.Q
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RAIL AND ROAD COMPETITION IN

SOUTHERN AFRICA
Richard Kamidza

S

ECURITY

AND

economic

circumstances in Southern Africa

have, for many years, compelled
countries in the region to depend on long,
expensive and potentially vulnerable
trade routes for

access

to overseas

instead of using
roads

donor funds to upgrade the
linking landlocked countries such as

Zimbabwe, Zambia and Malawi to its Indian
Ocean ports,
maximise

to

it has raised road tolls in order
revenue.

But Rui Fonseca,

deputy director - general

markets.

of CFM, dismisses the allegations as baseless

Through the
Southern Africa
Development Community (SADC)
international donors have for the past eight
years invested more than US$1 billion to
rehabilitate Mozambique ’ s ports and surface
transport network, as a way of minimising
both operational costs and uncertainty in
regional transport.
The end of apartheid in South Africa and

and orchestrated by a few road hauliers

peaceful multi-party elections in
Mozambique last year, have created the
opportunity to fully utilise the existing
regional transport system. Today, the vast
regional catchment area, incorporating all
SADC countries and Zaire

are

served by

the ports

of Maputo, Beira and Nacala in
Mozambique; Port Elizabeth, East London,
Durban and Cape Town in South Africa;
Dar-es-Salaam in Tanzania; and Walvis

Bay in Namibia.
In Mozambique, plans to restructure the
country’s Ports and Railways Authority
(CFM) are well underway, and final cabinet
approval was expected at the end of
February. CFM restructuring exercise is
expected to improve efficiency within the
railway and port system and facilitate the
movement of goods to and from the
hinterland.

Mozambique received a lot of donor
funding to improve CFM operation
efficiency. “Unfortunately, all the donor
money intended to support regional transport
was diverted to central government” said
David Zausmer, managing director of the
Beira Corridor Group. According to
Zausmer, the Mozambican government
28

interested in

only

making huge profits. “The

rationale to every regional transport operator
is to enhance overall development,

and road

tolls are meant to assist in road maintenance,”

said Rui Fonseca.

Mozambican officials have also been

angered by these allegations, saying that
funds allocated by donors for transport and
port development are not given on a silver
platter, and that apart from the stringent
procedures that need to be followed for the

throw them out of business.
Road transport

has always been in direct
competition with both itself and the
railways. From a regional viewpoint, road
haulage represents the most expensive
cost per kilometre. On that basis, most
Southern African countries prefer to use
short and economically viable routes to
the sea such as those passing through
Mozambique. Durban, for example, is
more

than twice the distance of Beira from

Lilongwe, Lusaka and Harare. By using
Mozambique’s routes, inland transport
costs to the sea are considerably reduced,
enabling individual businesses to thrive
while cumulative financial benefits

represent massive savings on a national
scale. However, road transport that provides
door- to- door services

moving about 80
total tonnage of goods, do not
generate maximum productivity of regional

funds to be disbursed, the Mozambican

per cent

government is required to pay back such loams.
The World Bank, which is one of the

ports.

main investors in the rehabilitation of

Mozambique’s rail and road system, insists
provides to Mozambique
should be re-paid by maximising the
collection of revenue from the system’s
that the loans it

main

Rail is the

cheapest mode of transport for
and on the Beira Corridor, it is
well supported by the road running
alongside, which not only feeds the railway
and plays a pivotal role in onward
distribution of goods, but also create
competition between ports and many centers
of production and consumption.
That is why the Mozambican government
has encouraged importers and exporters in
the region to use the railway system more—
where the bulk of investment has been
—

than roads, whose maintenance

is

costly. This has raised concerns
among road hauliers, who understand that
a greater usage of the railway system would

more

upsurge

in regional traffic demands. The

authorities, who prefer rail to road system

users.

bulk carriage

made

Mozambique’s 17-year civil war has
destroyed about 70 per cent of the nation’s
29 000-kilometre road network, thereby
rendering it ineffective to cope with the

argue that CFM rehabilitation is ideal for
bulk carriage and is therefore ready to service

the entire

sub-region while external funding
urgently required to repair numerous
potholes and cracks on the nation’s road
is

network.
In order to

discourage road traffic,
charge numerous levies such as
tolls, taxes, permits, third party insurance,
point of entry fees, immigration
procedures’ fees and parking at border
posts charges, all amounting to US$300
per return trip. In addition, Mozambique’s
authorities

custom

officials demand

a

fee before

attending to any driver purporting to travel
on Saturdays. This has forced most
Sapem March, 1995
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Zimbabwean road hauliers to threaten

to

pull out of Mozambique’s routes despite
their proximity to the sea, arguing that
excessive levies make exports less
competitive on the global market, while
raising the cost of imports.
Transporters view Mozambique’s
escalating road tolls as total breach of the
Law of the Sea, to which Mozambique is a
signatory, that forbids countries with access
to sea from levying tariffs on foreign
vehicles if they are not charging such tariffs
on their own vehicles. But Mozambique’s

SAFES BOOKS
STATE AND DEMOCRACY SERIE:S
SOUTH AFRICA: THE CHALLENGE OF
CHANGE
Edited
CtJLONIALISM
AND
EDUCATION I

authorities want to maximise the value of
that

country’s assets, namely ports, road
end, “transit transport is
viewed as the country’s major source of
revenue and/or foreign currency earner since
the past decade”, lamented Peter Fogarty,
chief officer of the Zimbabwe’s Transport
Operators’ Association (ZTOA).
As a result, many Zimbabwean export import operators are increasingly preferring
the South African ports, which they say
remain cheapier even though they are more
than two times longer than those in
Mozambique. While total truck tonnage
and rail. To this

allowed in

NOW AVAILABLE
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South

Africa: The Challenge of Change analyses the
problematic inheritance left by 48 years of unified white

supremacy. The classic results of settler colonialism —
dispossession from the land, malnutrition, racialism,
discriminatory access to schools, health and welfare —
challenge the new government. It is a work of African
scholarship, bringing together the writings of the new
South Africa’s researchers alongside the diaspora of our academics who established
their reputation in exile, such as Sam Nolutshungu and Bernard Magubane.
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that they
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address these issues with the

seriousness
remains

they deserve, but insist that rail

more

economical than road

transport, as road maintenance becomes
more

expensive.

Rui Fonseca admits that certain
such

as

fees

at

charges
immigration, customs and parking
the border

are

ridiculous, but

maintains that the main road tolls will be
difficult
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Transport experts also point out that in the
long-term, rail transport will remain more
competitive as each wagon carries between
40 to 50 tonnes of cargo, while a truck can
only carry up to 46 tonnes, which makes
road transport uncompetitive beyond 100
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Rungano J. Zvohgo
The current debate

education in Zimbabwe

today
largely around the fundamental question:
“Where are we heading to?” Educationists, economists
and even politicians admit that as things stand, the future
is difficult to predict. Education reform programmes
implemented since independence have not resolved the
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problems of youth unemployment, poor economic
performance and public disillusionment with social and
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understanding of the forces that, in the first instance, established the system under
reform. Only then can the errors of the past be avoided in building the future. It is
within this context that the analysis of the development of education during the
colonial history of Zimbabwe is an integral aspect of the debate on how to establish
an education system which can be an instrument for socio-economic
engineering.
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ZIMBABWE: UNCERTAIN ECONOMIC

GROWTH
Richard Kamidza

IMBABWEgoestothe 8-9th April
high
unemployment coupled with
massive
retrenchment, excessive
government spending, high inflation and
interest rates, huge domestic and foreign
debt, declining social services and
disposable incomes and rising cost of
living.
Out of the total population of about 11,1
million (1994 estimate), the formal and
informal sectors employ about 1,2 and 1,6
million workers respectively, while about
300 (X)0 school and college leavers join the

Z

elections confronted with

labour market every year.

Retrenchment

estimates show that of the 20 000 workers
laid off since 1991 in both the

private and

control
spending, speed-up the pace of
privatisation and/or commercialisation of
public enterprises and withdraw the

The

its

health

controversial Political Parties Finance Act,

in society is grossly
inadequate. Realising that economic
adjustment alone has failed to put the
economy back on a sustainable and growth
path, the government recently launched the
Poverty Alleviation Action Plan (PAAP)

provides the ruling party, ZANU PF, with close to US$4 million from the
which

state

In

budget.
an

effort to improve

fiscal

revenues,

the government early this year hiked sales
tax on all items by 2,5 percent, while a

drought levy of 5 percent over income tax
comes into operation from April. Fuel price
increases resulted in spontaneous price hikes
on

such basic commodities as mealie-meal,

cooking oil, soap, bread and transport fares.
These tax hikes are expected to raise about

public sectors, about 6 325 were trained
while only 776 received financial support to
start self-help, small-scale business ventures

US$40 million before the end of the present

under the Social Dimension Fund (SDF)

spending

designed to mitigate the negative effects of
the economic reform programme. More than
20 000 government employees are expected

loose their jobs

by June this year.
eagle’s eye of the donor
community, government has no choice
except to streamline its services and dispose
some of its public enterprises. Last
December, the Paris club of donors meeting,

to

Under the

fiscal year, on
reduce huge

June 30. The intention is to

deficit necessitated by
and takeover of about
US$420000 of agricultural parastatals debts.
Trade sector’s prospects this year rest on
the improvement of present incentives and
further deregulation of foreign exchange
controls. To date, the economy has enough
foreign currency reserves to cover imports
for

more

overruns

than five months.

By the end of 1994, the Zimbabwe

performance,

(ZIC) had approved
projects worth about US$660 million. But
constraints such as high inflation and interest

to

rates

scheduled to discuss Zimbabwe ’ s economic
was deferred to 9-10th March,
allow the government meet certain
economic reform targets before negotiating
over US$700 million. Unemployment
expected to remain high as only 60 000

for
is

jobs are created by the formal labour market
annually.
Zimbabwe’s total external debt, including
that of parastatals rose from US$3,57 billion

US$4,7 billion in 1994.
Total debt service obligations stood at
in 1993 to about

US$480 million, consuming about

27,7

percent of total exports earnings.

has so far incurred a
budget deficit of about 6,9 percent while
The government

1994/95 fiscal forecast
Given this
30

was

5,5 percent.

huge debt, experts say that the

mitigatory measures of drought relief,
care fees for those earning less than
US$40 per month and tuition and

government needs to expeditiously

Investment Centre

and excessive government expenditure
those

gains.
“Government expenditure has been
worrisome for too long, as it consumes

could

reverse

of Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) while about half of the total
national budget is spent on salaries and debt
servicing,” lamented Kapil Kapoor, the
more

than 40 percent

World Bank resident economist.

market is quiet, pending the
forthcoming general elections and the way
public entities are to be disposed. But local
economists believe that privatisation would
The money

attract

significant local and foreign

investment than commercialisation.

Poverty is

on

the increase in Zimbabwe.

examination fees instituted under SDF for
the vulnerable group

which has attracted

more

than US$100 000

from donors.

However, some economic commentators

cautious about prospects for 1995,
persist for the
rest of the season. “If that happens, then the
economy would grow by about 3 percent, but
assuming normal rainfall, growth rate of 5

are

very

lest the erratic rainfall pattern

percent

is possible,” Kapoor said. The

manufacturing, mining and agricultural sectors
are predicted to grow by about 8, 7 and 4
percent respectively this year. Manufacturing
sector’s growth depends largely on the degree

capitalisation and the rate of
penetration. Growth in the
mining sector hinges on the degree of
exploration activities and the global demand
for minerals. Agricultural growth largely
depends on weather, which determines the
output of the majority of crops while tobacco
is as promising as last season, when the crop

of industrial

external market

earned

more

than US$200 000 million.

inflation rate for 1994 was
25,0 percent compared to 27,6 percent the
The average

previous year, while this year it is exjjected
to

fall down to

20,0 percent. The 1994/95

fiscal year targeted inflation to fall to about
15 percent by the end of 1994 while a single
was predicted before the end of June
this year. Last year, the interest rates
remained excessively high at about 33

digit

percent, which impacts

negatively

on

the

“High interest rates inhibit
business sector expansion for it is very
expensive to borrow money both for
industrial developments and expansion” said
Nick Vingirai, managing director of the

business sector.

Intermarket Discount House.Q
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TnCKlING TH€ CHDllCNGCS Of

QUflllTV TOUAISM
MOST travel books

on

Africa describe themselves

as

guides to the “real” and “genuine” features of a
country. In this search for “authenticity”, they promise
to deliver the tourist or traveller to those places where
the genuine “flavour” of the country can be tasted. The
idea is to witness the unique charm and have an
encounter with local people in their true and natural

the competitive edge needed in the source markets.
In this endeavour, regional tourism-promoting
institutions

will undoubtedly have to

review the
propensities of those nations they target to travel, and
consider consumers’ si>ending patterns. This does not
suggest that the homefront should be neglected. The
domestic market must also increase its contribution to

setting.
The significance of participating in tourism for everyone
involved
ranging from the travellers, to the public
and private sector — lies not only in the making of new
acquaintances or renewal of old ones, but in securing
a bright future for companies involved in the tourism
industry and indeed the Southern African sub-region.

the tourism industry to the extent that it develops to be
the core business that can cushion the industry against

In order to attract travellers to the

sub-region, Herbert

generate low volume in terms of arrivals, but yield high

Murerwa, Zimbabwe’s minister of Environment and

new thinking in tourism promotion should
exploring new markets which have a higher spend
per visitor than hitherto because this fits in well with the
stated policies of the provision of quality tourism.
As we enter the 21 st century, the region should strive to

—

Tourism noted that “the success of our efforts requires
collective effort, not only among member states of
the region,

but also between private and public

sectors.”
In

a

keynote speech delivered during the mid-February

the lean times.

Furthermore, tourism authorities should enjoy good
funding and be mandated with more responsibilities.
The major focus for them in this era should be the
evolution of

a

strategy to deal with markets which

income. The

be

on

be market-driven and be responsive to changing consumer

6th Zimbabwe International Travel Expo 1995, he

needs by clearly

cautioned against reducing such occasions to a selling
forum or market place under one roof, exposing the

Product differentiation and delivery of consistently higher

high quality tourism products and services available to
visitors, and forgetting to cater for the local people.
In terms of marketing destinations, the Zimbabwe
industry has tended to emphasise wildlife in Hwange
and other National Parks, private game parks, the
mighty Victoria Falls, and Kariba. Time has come for
the industry to divert people’s attention towards the
historic great Zimbabwe monuments, all forms of
renowned local sculpture, African culture and artefacts
because the

more

attractions the region can

value.
one

in the world and

of the fastest growing industries

obviously

very

calls for innovativeness in the

competitive, this

product and services

offered.
For the
have

sub-region, there is

a

need therefore, to

holistic approach to tourism through the
formation of promotional alliances between
a

regional partners. Fundamental the principles
of multi-destination tourism require a multilateral offensive enabling the simultaneous
realisation of economies of scale, pooling of
human and material resources to give the region
Tourism Review

TO

Sapem, March, 1995

quality service than competitors should be the guiding
principles in tackling the challenges of the changing era.
For a meaningful insight into the region, tourism should
enable the traveller to access comprehensive information,
by for example, offering opportunities to spend a few
days in the towns and cities, off the beaten tourist track.
Visitors should be able to meet local people without
mediation, necessarily, of a guide or tour operator — to
make the visit to the region not just a holiday but an
encounter, a memorable experience and an education.

offer,

the greater the appeal the country is likely to have.
In other words, multiple attractions provide added
Since tourism is

identifying the demands of consumers.

Sipfirodite ^avema
Situated Just 10 minutes from the city centre, the
Aphrodite Tavema is THE place to go for the food
and the ambience of the Greek Islands.

Come and sample our wide selection of imported
seafood and wines which are very reasonably

priced.
Booi

eariy to cnroid disappointment
on

Telephone: 335500/339135

i
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THE RAINBOW

IS MORE THAN

JUST A SYMBOL
OF HOPE, IT'S A
PROMISE...

A

Rainbow Group of Hotels comprising:
New Ambassador Hotel - A'Zambezi River
Rainbow Hotel - Christmas Pass Hotel

-

Lodge

-

promise of the full welcome

and warmth of traditional
ethnic

hospitality under the

banner of

our new name:

RAINBOW
TOURISM GROUP
(PRIVATE) LIMITED.
We

-

Harare International Conference Centre

-

HICC

Ancillary Business

proud to present our
corporate identity - a
unique symbol that portrays
our promise. Come stay with
us and be part of our family.
are

new

*

Tourism Services Zimbabwe

Investments

RAINBOW
TOURISM
GROUP (PVT) LTD

é
-

-

1056

ii

Sheraton Harare Hotel *
Zambezi River Lodges *
KEY: * Under

Management Contracts
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SSSBS

New Ambassador Hotel has

recently undergone total refurbishment

RAINBOW GROUP STRIDING INTO THE FUTURE
fl

youngster uuith o bright future is on occurote description

recently renomed Roinbouu Tourism Group (Private)
Limited. In the three years since its inception, the Group has
made great strides in the areas af profitability, product
upgroding ond imoge enhancement uuith several notable
achievements recorded during the post year.
of the

privotised three years ago, it hod o loss-making history.
Projected profits for this finonciol yeor ore in excess of Z$20
million,
The

o

dromotic turnoround.

adoption of

o more

industry.

TheGroup isdivided intoo hotelsdivision—comprising the

tourist

Neuu flmbossodor, Christmos Poss, Roinbouu and Fi'Zambezi

‘The tourism ond leisure

Tourism Services Zimbobiue; o
conference division — the prestigious Horore Internotionol
hotels;

a

touring division

—

Conference Centre and on investments division under uuhich
falls the Sheraton Harare Hotel ond Zombezi River Lodges.

Perhops the Group's most notoble ochievement has been
in the oreo of profitobility. UUhen the compony uuos

industry in our country hos grouun
substontiolly, uuith still further potentiol. The Roinbouu Tourism
Group hos every intention of being o key ployer in the
industry, both nouu ond in the future. UUe believe uue hove the
resources to meet the chollenges of uuhot is becoming a
highly competitive morket," soid Mr Herbert Nkolo, Chief
executive of Roinbouu.

Tourism Services Zimbabwe the tours division
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morketoble ond memorable

corporote identity some three months ago, uuos onother
step along the road to carving o distinctive niche in the Icxol

ofRainbow Group
iii

BI3

embarked

ambitious refurbishment

project of its units.

ULihich to dote hos resulted in the complete

tronsformotion of

on an

the Neai Ambassador Hotel in Harare ond substantial

improvements to the Roinbouj Hotel in Victorio Foils.
Next

on the list for product upgrading ore the ethnic-style
R'Zombezi River Lodge and the Sheraton Horore Hotel, aihich

is due for

o

multi-million dollar refurbishment in the

near

future.
Another

oreo

A noticeoble

of ochievement has been in stoff training.
improvement in stondords of service hos

been maintained

through staff exchange progrommes
Moloysio and Kenya ond through training
given by foreign consultants from Holland, Irelond ond
the United Kingdom.
The Roinbouj Group hos also token on active role in the
community ond recently Jointly sponsored the Zimbobuue
OpenTennistournoment,uuhichattroctedo record number of
foreign entries ond uuos hailed os the most successful
ujith hotels in

The Swin ’n

Sip Bar at the Rainbow

Lost year,

Roinbouu broodened its morketing links in the
region uuith the formotion of Tourism Services Zimbobuue,
o joint venture tours compony uuith Mourition firm, Irelond
Blyth Limited.
Irelond

tournoment to dote.

Donations hove also been mode

on o

regulor bosis to
fVtayor's

commerce and industry in
the Indian Oieon and Southern Rfrico, ond is involved

charitable institutions, under the bonner of the

regionally in the follouuing destination monogement
componies: Trovel Services Seychelles, Tourism Services

benefitted include ZimCore,

Comores ond UUhite Sand Tours AAouritius,

the

Cmerold Hill Children's Home. Donotions hove also been

Group, Tourism Services Zimbobuue,

given to other needy institutions in Victoria Foils ujhere the

Blyth is active in tourism,

neuuest member of the

The

neuu

company

os

uuell

os

is moking steady progress and uuos

recently given o boost by the delivery of o fleet of neuu,
imported, oir-conditioned coaches from AAouritius.

Christmas Cheer Fund. Some of the charities uuhich hove

Chinyorodzo Children's Home,
Dorothy Duncon Centre, Ruuuo Rehobilitotion Home ond the

Group

runs tuuo

hotels.

Future plons for the Group ore equally ambitious ond

include

another

Mr Christion Lefevre heads the Tourism Services Zimbobuue

joint venture project uuith Chizim Investments ond
Conservation Corporotion (South ond Cost Africa).

team in Horore and hos several

This

tourism

the
industry, hoving previous postings in AAouritius, the
Comoresond theSeychellesond uuos responsible forsetting
up Tourism Services Comores.

comp in the AAotetsi LUilderness Area neor Victorio
Luhich uuill offer five-stor, ethnic occommodotion,

As port

another hotels in the Costern

years experience in

of o five-yeor strategic plon aimed ot upgrading
product ond service, the Roinbouj Tourism Group has

project ujill see the construction of o luxury tented sofori
Foils,

Plons

ore

also at

on

odvonced stage

for the purchose of
Highlonds ond the construction

of onother five-star hotel.
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Sheraton Harare Hotel and the Harare International

iv

Conference Centre
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PERSPECTIVES

THE STATE AND POLITICS IN

ZIMBABWE
IBBO MANDAZA

.

T

HE NATURE and conduct of

a

politics in Zimbabwe reflects that

Third World

characteristic of most Third World

below 15 years

countries, particularly those of Sub-Saharan
Africa. As has been outlined in

some

of the

previous instalments in this column, acentral
feature in all this is the post-colonial state
which, by definition, is one modelled on the
metropolitan bourgeois state but without a
bourgeois class that would otherwise render
it relatively stable and even independent
vis-a-vis the former colonial masters. The

post-colonial state is essentially a neocolonial state, not only in the ideological
sense

and

of the word but also from

a

technical

managerial point of view: it is a hostage

state

in the sense that it lacks its own essence;

and it is largely a continuation of the colonial
state

in that both the economic and political
of the

previous order are largely
reproduced in the post-colonial era. All
structures

these factors

are

reinforced in the

constitutional order that becomes the

political independence framework,
including, in particular, a Bill of Rights
which just about ensures that there will be
neither meaningful redistribution of the
means of production — e.g. land — nor
substantial change in the relations of
production. So, essentially, the post-colonial
and neo-colonial economy is largely a
continuation of the colonial economy: namely
the producer of raw materials for export to
the metropolitan countries, providing amarket
for imports from those metropolitan countries;
and, therefore, with a very economic base in
a society with such enormous social demands
as those relating to the high cost ofeducation,
health and other social services. The growing
disparity between a historically and
structurally limited economic performance
on the one hand, and a growing budget
expenditure on the social demands of the
community on the other, is compounded by
Sapem March, 1995

population structure, characteristic of most
countries, in which 55% of it is

old and therefore largely
dependent, further exacerbating the cost of
social services.

From

have often caused the downfall of the
the outset, therefore, the neo-

colonial economy

is pre-empted from even
establishing a capacity for industrialisation
on

the basis of which

a

national economy

might be developed, with a little or no
potential for employment creation and
economic growth. On the contrary, a vicious
cycle soon sets in: the country becomes
preoccupied with producing raw materials
for export, removed farther and farther
away
from any real effort at
industrialisation, is eventually caught up
in the balance of payments problems, is
forced to borrow from the international
financial institutions in order to

keep the
economy afloat and, thereafter, has no
choice but to accept the Economic
Stmctural Adjustment Programme (ESAP).
As is now well-known, ESAP only
reinforces a colonial-type economic
structure: the emphasis on the export of
raw

materials, economic liberalisation that

further

foregoing; and in the political sphere, the
state loses legitimacy vis-a-vis
its own
people, increasingly viewed less as a
sovereign factor than one under the control
of external forces. Not surprisingly, SAPS

de-emphasizes an industrialisation

strategy and increases the reliance on

importation of finished products from the
metropolitan countries and, consequently,
threatens infant industries at home and
enhances the level of

unemployment,

poverty and social strife. More serious,
perhaps, is the extent to which Structural

Adjustment Programmes (SAPS) have
contributed to the erosion of the capacity of
the post-colonial state in both the economic
and political spheres: on the economic front,
the state finds itself with increasingly less
leverage vis-a-vis those very external factors
that account for those historically-based
constraints already referred to in the

regimes in Africa without, however, ever
ensuring that successor governments would
emerge either stronger or independent of
those external forces.

Now

there is

a necessary relationship
neo-colonial economy on the one
hand and the nature and content of politics

between

on

a

the other. As stated earlier, it is the nature

of the

post-colonial state that in the very
politics: it is the terrain of contest,
contest that grows
increasingly

basis of
a

as the neo-colonial economy
declines into crisis. Also, recall the point

acrimonious

made earlier, namely that the post-colonial
state is modelled on the bourgeois state of
the

metropolitan countries but without a
bourgeoisie to anchor it. So the
African state is a desperate attempt to
establish a bourgeois state without a national
bourgeoisie. The African petit bourgeoisie
national

which takes

over

from the colonialists is the

anchor class that

might be
expected to play the role similar to that of a
national bourgeoisie in a developed country.
But the African petit bourgeoisie is
historically and economically ill-equipped
for that leading role. It is largely a product
of colonialist capitalist relations of
production, virtually an appendage of
international capital and, therefore, more
likely to be compradorial than national in
character. So, given the nature and content
of neo-colonial society, the African petit
bourgeoisie is at best schizophrenic, at worst,
weak, dependent and parasitic. Unlike the
situation that prevails in bourgeois states,
the ruling class of the African State cannot
nearest to an
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survive except by living off the state, for
their salaries, allowances, even houses and

mention the potential that a
position in the state offers for compradorial
behaviour. In turn, these are the conditions
cars, not to

that sustain that

insecurity, accounting for
schizophrenia characteristic of the
African ruling class. This insecurity and
schizophrenia renders the class forever
vulnerable to international capital and the
promptings of developed countries. But it is
the

destructive vis-a-vis

the home situation

wherein it becomes the

pre-occupation of
ruling class to create and confront
enemies, real and imagined. Accordingly,
the main objective becomes one of having
to pre-empt the development of alternative
centres of power in the society.
the

So,

the post-colonial state becomes a
terrain for intense contest, with those already
in the state

doing everything — literally
everything—to stay in and thereby seeking
to ensure that contenders

stay out. Loss of

political office invariably means loss of
livelihood, especially forthose—and these
constitute the majority in a post-colonial
society — who will have emerged from
such humble and deprived economic
backgrounds on the eve of the attainment of
natural independence; guerrillas, political
detainees, wage earners, persons just
graduated from institutions of higher
learning, lumpen proletariat and even
peasants. Access to politicaloffice invariably

only sudden class mobility but
even “class suicide”, at least for as long one

means not

ceases to

be

a

member of the lower classes

and enjoys the status ofthe petit bourgeoisie,
as

memb^ of the

ruling class or simply as

Member of Parliament. So, consider for a
moment that a

peasant in a given rural
constituency could suddenly graduate to
petit bourgeois status on becoming a
Member of Parliament, be in receipt of
$30 000 per annum instead of the $3 000
$6 000 per annum that he might earn

—

from year to year on

his small and barren
piece of land. That is the kind of “class
suicide” most welcome; but imagine the
same person having to commit “class
suicide”, back to peasantry! Therefore, with
the increasing number of those of the petit
bourgeoisie who are seeking to either obtain
32

or retain

political office, one can sympathetic
with the many aspirants in rural society
who find a political career increasingly
of reach with every

out

country, butparticularly in the urban centres
which

these circumstances, therefore, the

for

politics, and

In retrospect, it is doubtful whether any of
those national leaders would have

difficulty in securing a Parliamentary seat
in any of the constituencies throughout

realm of formal politics becomes essentially
a contest

the hotbeds of

(rural) “home area” of the leader concerned.

subsequent

General Election.

In

are

therefore, quite regardless of the original

political office and all its

the country

in 1980. Yet even in 1985, a

economic and social trappings. So, even the

member

formal

successfully in constituencies other than

opposition itself emerges less a
challenge to the status quo than a willing
participant in a system that it would happily
inherit if only circumstances could permit.
Otherwise, the real issues

—

policies
politics should be are
increasingly relegated to the arena of that
which I described in the last instalment in

this column as the unofficial opposition,

the

apparent voiceless voicesofdisgruntlement,
themuffledandmuzzled anger at theexcesses
of the state, at the unresponsiveness of
officialdom, and in the face of a declining
economy

On

and increasing hardship.

one

level of analysis at least,

there is

also the relationship between this inevitable
decline of the

post-colonial state on the one
primacy of
the politics of office on the other. In reality,
it amounts to a decline in politics: frtm the
heyday of the ONE PERSON - ONE VOTE
of the African nationalist struggle which
hand and the ascendance in the

mobilised almost the entire colonised

frenzy of political
consciousness; to the subsequent General
Elections which become increasingly
characterised by an almost corresponding
society into

a

decline in voter turn-out and the inevitable

growth of

an

unofficial opposition.

Therefore, the desire

on the part of the
political elite to retain political office at
any costs also contributes to the erosion of
the nationalism that will have helped to
project a national identity at independence

and to the decline in the calibre of the
national

leadership. Zimbabwe’s record
ova- the last fifteen years is most illustrative
of the point being made herein. In both the
1980 and 1985 General Elections, it was
the

practice that members of the top
leadership, in whatever party but
particularly so in ZANU and ZAPU, would
stand in any constituency, in any part of the

leaders

stood

those based in their “home areas”

that is, the

about which

these

or

“villages” for example the then Prime
Minister stood in Highfield and Maurice
Nyagumbo in Dzivaresekwa. By the 1990

fundamental economic and social
—

of

(

General Election, however, most leaders
had retreated not only to the “home area”

(read Province) but to the village itself. In
1995, the retreat, on the part of the
leadership, from the very urban centres in
which they emerged (because no such
national leaders ever emerged from his/
her own “home area” or village), is too

pronounced to ignore. Of course, this is a
problem directly related to the growth of
the apathetic vote,
the unofficial
opposition, particularly those in the urban
areas, namely the wage earners,
intellectuals and professionals, and the
hordes of unemployed persons. As such,
the urban constituencies have become

increasingly untenable and even hostile
territory for the conventional political
leader, forcing the latter to retreat to the
safer ofrural constituencies. So Zimbabwe
is

quickly running out of persons that
qualify for the honour of national

would

leader. No wonder there is
concern

so

much

about the issue of succession to

the

Presidency in Zimbabwe; it arises out
potential successors have
become less obvious than subjects of
guesswork, precisely because most of them
of the fact that

have become identified with their

(ethnic)

“home area” or village than with the nation.

Herein lie the roots of ethnic conflict;
the manifestation of the fundamental

economic and

political ills of the postonly highlights
the pattern of decline; the decline that is
characteristic of the post-colonial state
itself, the decline in the economy and,
therefore, the decline in both politics and
colonial state. But all this

nationalismim
Satcm March, 1995
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was

What I intend to do is to locate Africa in the

created. The

new

African

people, to keep the existing political
geographical boundaries in Africa intact.

Since the 1960s, there have been

Catch 22:

state

as
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Catherine Alum Odora

51
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80 inter-

I would like to start by stating that based on
practical and available historical, political and

economic data, Africa needs to

immediately
stop and make a volteface in relationship to itself
and the world system if it will collectively survive
as a dynamic and viable political entity. This
thinking is not new in African political discourses.
However, within the context of current national

The National Question, Ethnicity
and the State in Zambia
Owen Slchone

over

disputes in Africa concerning colonial and

neo-colonial borders.

Development

global claims and global economy
by non-state agents, especially
multinationals, the discussion will bring new
insights in making the discourses intellectually
interesting, politically challenging and practically
able to create grounds for implementing relevant
policies.
movements,

54
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as

advanced

Africa? What factors should be taken into
account? And what direction should Africa take?
world system and try to examine the significance

most African

SOCIAL AND PUBLIC POLICY
DIALOGUE SERIES

really have any right to reWhy should African people redefine themselves in a global political
transformation that is taking place in many parts
of the world? Other relevant questions are: Who
should the actors be in this process of re-defining
space,

define itself?

proposal of Unitary

leaders also decided, without involvement from
and

geographical

topic
and a

which defeated

consensus

Kwame Nkrumah’s

48

Ondoga orl Amaza

Tears of the Crocodile

yoke of imperialism and to review the nature of
the ongoing debate on pan-Africanism. The
Organisation of African Unity (OAU), a product

Some questions that may clarify my
include; Does Africa, as a political entity

of this location to the African peoples.

My focus
why and how
Africa should be politically re-defined.' 1 will
also discuss the dominant political, cultural and
economic tendencies that shape African political
actors, their conditions and structures. The major
objective of this analysis concerns how Africa
will look like in the 21st century and beyond.
is

on

the correlations between

A Brief

History of the European Fabricated

Formation of the African State

The current

political mapping of Africa,
European created nation-state, is
110 years old in 1995, still very much a young
political and economic entity in the life of a
people. It was at the Berlin conference, held
centered on the

between

1884 and

1885, that the fate of

contemporary Africa was decided by the

delegates from fourteen states in Europe and two
from the United States. The partition, fully an
arbitrary exercise, created states that fitted neither
existing African political boundaries, political
and cultural movements of various peoples nor
33
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(a)to

minerals. Most of the colonies

the ambitions of the African

political elite.
Contemporary Africa was bom as a result of

political discourses among the European powers
invited by Emperor Otto Von Bismark of
Germany, a Prussian who had expansionist
political ambitions. That is to say, it was not the
result of internal contradictions and dynamics in
various parts of Africa that led to the emergence
of nation-states. The present African state is not
a product of the maturity of African political
systems or power struggles. In short, it was not a
construct of any evolutionary process within
Africa. It is a product of “revolutionary process”
in the sense that it is very new in its content and
its actions have had a massive impact.

political mapping of Africa, which in
reality is an economic mapping of the world
system, has very little historical, cultural and
political significance for the masses except
as a space of exploitation rather than as a

The

space

the

of progress and liberation.

European ruling class.

Africa was the last European colonial domain.
The colonial powers came here after they had
accumulated experiences from other parts of the

new European-made African state was
essentially artificial, absolutely powerful and
completely arbitrary. In terms of its mandate, it
was assigned the following mission;
destroy the existing African political

especially Asia, South America and the
as well as previous interactions with
Africa. They knew exactly what they wanted to
acquire from Africa. The state apparatus were set
up quickly with concrete objectives. With well
calculated strategies, existing political structures
were transformed into guardians of the newly

base;

established Western institutions and value

Furthermore, within the context of colonisation,
the

(b) to displace the functions of African culture

and

philosophies;
(c) to create social disequilibrium to make
European mastery easier;
(d) to create the conditions and structures for
the imposition of European value systems; and
(e) to enforce the new role of Africa in the
world system.
As Claude Ake said about this state:
It was absolutely powerful because

it was
of occupation; it had to do
everything and so needed power to do it;
it had to subordinate people; it had to
forge identity; it had to create an economy
and create means to exploit it. To do this,
it had to he absolutely powerful. At the
same time, it was arbitrary because the
process of colonisation is an arbitrary
claim on the rights and resources of the
a

state

The colonial state

was a

state

Its structures and behaviour were set up

absolute rule. It

was

also

an

for

lack of

good self-image to sustain its
ideas and policies. Here it counted on the Christian

confidence and

a

missionaries to articulate their so-called civilised
or

“humanistic” European

missions in Africa.

did not
direct pact with the Catholic Church,
utilised the missions as a means of cleaning up its
image. In short, this state was militaristic. As an
elite European construct, the state’s mission was
primarily to manage the economic interests of
Even the French administration, which
have any
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used so-called direct rule, a

highly centralised

any principle derived from the
French Revolution of 1789. At the beginning the

system

minus

consistent
principle. It set up a brutal system having complete
access to raw materials and cheap labour. The
Belgians used as an eclectic system of “rational”
colonisation after the Congo changed its status
from that of a Leopoldian II propterty to a Belgian
colony. Germany used “indirect-direct” with
less interest in changing local power structures.
was no

discussion

or consensus

between

how to

give up their Africtmity in the process of
benefitting from the system, but there was a
global consensus among the colonial powers on

excellence. The scopte of its activities went
beyond the articulations of interests of a given
social class and Europetui country. Another
was a constant

It

In the settlers’ colonies, however, the

British used “indirect rule”. The French also

did not

par

characteristic of this state

unable to base their actions on any

systems.

rule and/or manage Africa. Even the collaborators

international entity

appeared at the end of the Cold War.
Despite the seriousness of many elites, some of
whom were pan-Africanists, Marxists and the
advocates of liberal market paradigms, minus
liberal democracy, Africa was bom as a weak
political model. The West continued to recruit its
representatives from African military spheres.
The KGB, the CIA and many intelligence units
such as the Services de Renseignements Beiges
and Frangais, penetrated the new states and
countries through military apparatus and petty

conditions

Portuguese, the poorest colonial power, were

Caribbean

the Africans and the colonial powers on

of domination.

West and East. And Africa’s worst economic

bourgeoisie strata. With weak political
institutions and the strong presence of foreign
powers, the African petty bourgeoisie, who had
acquired power at independence, dissociated
themselves ideologically from the masses.
Although the processes of this dissociation were
not identical in all of the countries, they were, in
many instances, similar. Many among those who
decided to have ties with peasants and farmers
did so from an opportunist perspective, that is, to
search for a political base and support.
The African petty bourgeoisie inherited
parliamentarian democracy without questioning
its roots and its philosophical and cultural base.

world,

There

people.^

gained their
independence during the Cold War between the

was assumed that because parliamentarian
democracy seemed to work in Europe and North
America, it would work in Africa. This form of
democracy was culturally insensitive, historically

alien, philosophically perceived as

universal,

politically and sociologically class oriented.
It was costly, bourgeois and did not relate to the
fabric and the dynamic of African societies. The
African working class and peasants could not
sufficiently identify themselves with it. The
democracy of Basungu came with a strong sense
of individualism. It promoted a universal sense
and

of Uhuru minus African humanism, which is
reflected by the collectiveness and relatedness of

what the role of Africa should be in the world

African societies. Thus, this

Churches, public administrations and
foreign corporations all agreed that Africa should
be the provider of raw materials and cheap labour

consesus

and later be the consumer of and the market for

among the African states, the Western industrial
countries and the rest of the World, as well

system.

European manufactured goods.
From the 15th to 20th centuries, Africa

participated in the world system at the large
scale, first as a slave and later as a colonised
entity. The current political map has its
significance mainly in the economic mapping of
the world system. It is interesting to note that
Africa, although it needs its own dynamism in
of its economic role in the world system,
fabricated by Europe during times ofslavery.

democracy was a
the elite rather than a societal
In short, the post-colonial mapping

among

consensus.

of Africa, state formations, alliances of powers

Africa’s international relations, have been

shaped by an economic
mapping of the former colonial powers and their
dominant ideology. The political mapping of
Africa, which in reality is an economic mapping
of the world system, has very little historical,
cultural and political significance for the masses
directed, guided, and

of exploitation rather than as a
of progress and liberation.
In short, the mapping of Africa, as it exists,
more closely reflects a European decision to
create an African state outside of European

terms

except as a space

was

space

The process of enslavement was finalised by the
total occupation of African land after the

European discovered that its land was rich in
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situated more than one thousand kilometres

Common Market to be realised gradually through

from

300 million out of an estimated

several steps and finalised by 2025.
Between 1981 and 1993, more than two-thirds

internationalism;

of 600 million classified

of the African states had

expression of a peripheral bourgeoisie;
a significant role in a capitalist world sys-

standard, out of which 200 million classi-

histories with

specific characteristics derived
Some of those

from the world system.
characteristics include;
—

—

an

—

—

ports;
as

population
poor by any

of invisible hand (the so-called natural law) has

it is also forced to respect norms and laws
of the European dominated market and

debt of about $290 billion takes ranges,

studies show that

technologies.

national

It should also be said that there

was a

ended up in dictatorships and catastrophic
economic and social conditions. On the contrary,
many post-colonial leaders consciously
destroyed the basis of some existing nations in
order to create “strong states”. Many African
nationalist agendas failed because of
malfunctioning in the context of the global
system. The majority of Africans were not
mobilised into the system with their cultures

and histories and the contradictions between
the internal

dynamics within the existing
political mapping in terms of their role and the
people’s demands for change.
Where is Africa

in
some cases, between 40 and 50 per cent of

Currently Standing in the
System?

Some factors need to be discussed in order

to

give

global picture of the current African
Depending on one’s intellectual and
ideological position, the second largest continent
in the world, is the most polarised continent in
terms of the political geography of its states. It
has too many small countries and states (53).
Twenty-three countries have populations of less
us a
situation.

In short, Africa has the

of this disarticulation is reflected
by the inability of the state to properly plan
for long-term development.
Presently, from the point of view of the
international political economy, two phenomena
are taking place: (1) the process of continuation
of Africa’s integration into the world market and
(2) the marginalisation of Africa. Since the Euroquences

American slave trade era, when Africans were

sold and/or

captured by force by the European
merchants, states and European bourgeoisie,
Africa has been present in the world system.
Despite massive revolts, popular and national
movements organised by African people, Africa
has been essentially active in the world system as
a

World

revenue.

disarticulated national economy
within the world system. One of the conse-

most

hope that

these states would create nations. Most attempts,
after the post-colonial era, toward that objective

reactive agent.
As such, Africa neither

events on a

shapes international
larger scale for its own interests nor

does it control its

own

actions and

Most of its leaders do not have

resources.

a sense

of their

countries (for instance, the West African

history. The impression that Africa gives is
one of having passivism and resignation as
survival mechanisms in the world system. This,
in reality, is not the case, at least from the
people’s perspective. Following several shocks
manifested in the commodity price decline that
began in some countries in the 1960s, the oil
crises of 1973 and 1979, and the ecological
disaster that hit many countries in the 1970s and
80s, the African economy was altogethercrippled.

Coast) has been geometrically carved, cutting

The African states and their institutions,

than 5 million each and 10 of these 23 countries

have

populations below

one

million. Three-

quarters of the countries in sub-Saharan Africa,
for instance, have fewer people than those who
live in New York
some

City.^ The size and shape of

markets;

Commission for Africa (UN ECA)

colonial structures. Some of the characteristics
of this

—

—

segmentation include:

the smallness of the size of its domestic

the industrial powers;
about 85 per cent of the

continent’s total

fraction of African exports, ranging from
to 6 per

3

cent, going to other African

countries;
30 landlocked countries, most of which are
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In

were not

1989, the United Nations Economic

presented its
project called an African Alternative to
Structural Adjustment Programmes for SocioEconomic Recovery and Transformation (AAFown

exports are marketed to the industrialised
countries of the North, with only a small

—

however,

the low trade among African countries;
the asymmetric nature of its relations with

through ethnic groups that
mostly spread from east to west. Its economy is
highly segmented along the lines of the former

—

own

totally passive in trying to
find solutions to the crises. In 1980, the Lagos
Plan of Action was made by the African heads of
states. However, because of the lack of political
commitment coupled with the weak financial
basis and resistance from foreign donors, the
resolutions of this plan were never implemented.

from north to south,

—

partially or totally
adopted the SAPs. As of 1994, however, the law

fled as extremely poor;
The service loans alone of total African

—

tern;
—

sea

SAPs)

reaction to the classic Structural

not

yet created its miracles in Africa. Sectoral
even

in the so-called

success

stories within the

austerity programs of SAPs,
for instance, Ghana, Nigeria and Zimbabwe, to
cite only a few, the overall level of poverty has
increased in those countries. An economic gain
of five percent in Ghana, for example, has mostly
been the result of financial development
assistance and not investments. Health conditions
have

actually worsened in rural areas. But the
advocates of those programs have given lack of
commitment by the African states in fully
adopting the SAP programs as one of the reasons
for the failure of the SAPs. Although the
implementation of the SAPs tend to lead toward
“sovereignty suicide”, they suggested that Africa
fully adopt the programs in order to expect longterm recovery. From this perspective, Africa
must further integrate itself into the world system.
The SAPs provide the tools for the continuation
of Africa as a peripheral economy. The problem
is how much further can Africa go to be integrated
into this system? As I said earlier, the African
economy is the most open economy in the world.
How much open does it need to be in order to be
accepted by the forces of the international political
economy?
The second phenomenon taking place is the
further marginalisation of Africa. It is clear that
foreign investments are drying up in Africa.
Foreign assistance is also slowly moving out of
the continent; e.g., the decision of the U.S.
government to cut off USAID. Britain, France
and Japanese-based multinationals are moving
out of Africa as well. Japan is moving in only in
terms of aid where it has become number one. It

should be said that these trends started in the
1960s and were exacerbated by political instability
and militarisation of the continent’s politics

in the

1960s and 70s. At the national level, the conflicts
between the dynamics of integration and

marginalisation have further polarised any efforts
made by African states. We can even talk about
serious political confusion in many cases.
We observe also the legitimacy crisis of the
state. The state is no longer capable of providing
basic services. It cannot fully control events. The
basis of its legitimacy can be seriously questioned.
Democratic

movements

associated with

Adjustment Programs (SAP) recommended by
Monetary
Fund (IMF). In May 1991, the heads of state

multiparty politics, have emerged in most parts
of the continent. These party systems, although
they articulate various types of changes, are still
functioning within the legal framework of the

made

“business-as-usual”

as a

the World Bank and the International

a

resolution for the creation of the African

approach. They search for
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political reforms in order to allow more
participation in the system. Grassroots
movements/popular resistances tend to argue for
more transformation of state power. They tend to
act

within the framework of a no-more status quo

approach. The conflicts between these two
approaches are likely to produce new political
configurations.

political re-definition I am advocating
here would not be possible without remapping Africa. Within the current economic
and the political identity crisis, the current
borders have little significance for the majority
of the

people

a

reflection of

some

is both a pragmatic and an ideological endeavour.

dimensions of the crisis of the world system. As
Europe re-created itself after the Berlin

As
an

African consciousness to think about inventing

conference and it redefined itself after it

an

Africa that makes

was

created

by the United States, Africa has to be redefined as a reaction to the world system crisis
and to properly make its contribution to the
system. That contribution has to be measured in
terms of progress to be made in Africa. The end
of the Communist Soviet Union and its allies

a

political ideology, its objective is to call for
sense to

the African

f)eople

before anything else. Its ideological base is realist

pan-Africanism.
It is argued that intellectual pan-Africanism
did not go very far in mobilising African interests
the

world over because as with many
intellectualistic activities, it was not linked with

the capital oligarchy are creating different paths
for entering the world system. Fukuyama’s

popular movements. Rather it was integrated
into the state and imperialist discourses; as such,
it did not take the local and regional interests
seriously. Intellectual pan-Africanism made the
colonial mistakes of trying to dismantle the
interests and cultural elements of people where
they actually live. Realist pan-Africanism is
more comprehensive in its content in that it is
argued that pan-Africanism has to start with
creating a new political role for Africa. African
states and peoples today are linked to one another
more symbolically than realistically. Realist panAfricanism does not intend to change European
or U.S. paradigms. Its embodied dogma is to
change the role of Africa in the world system. I
am not arguing about the possibility of autarky.
But Africa has to be a part of the world system on
its own terms with firm feet on the ground.
The political re-definition I am advocating
here would not be possible without re-mapping

argument is anti-history and therefore, should

Africa. Within the

be dismissed

political identity crisis, the current borders have
little significance for the majority of the people.
Their meaning lies more in the protection of state
interests (security and sovereignty of the state)

does not

seem to contribute to the improvement
quality of the world system philosophy of
capitalism (superstructures or ethics), but it did

in the

not seriously touch on its structures. At present,
the conflict in the relations between capitalists

and workers/farmers has become even

sharper
everywhere. From the African
perspective, the world system has failed the
majority of African people. In his article; “End
of history,” Francis Fukuyama does not seem to
tell the stories of the dynamics of the world
system comprehensively. Monopolar and bipolar
systems have both been challenged in different
forms because they were pragmatically short as
well as too ideologically and politically arrogant
in their incorporating processes. Popular
almost

movements, contradictions of the world system
at local levels and the monopoly of capital or

partial and deliberately biased
against science. In my view, his view would
have been
the

as

more

relevant if it

were

written with

spirit of asking what other countries and

states

could learn from the survival of the crisis

current

economic and the

the needs of ordinary African people. The current

discourse that

communication. It contributes instead to the role

conditions. Within current conditions, it can be

argued that Africa does not have any future in an
integrative approach because it has the weakest
economy and political institutions that mirror its
passive role. It does not have any real power to
bargain in international political economy even
with its own commodities. Political re-definition
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Conclusion

The process

of forgetting Africa has already
begun by the states in the North and their dominant

an

research activities, works
popular movements all over Africa.
The critical contribution of organic intellectuals
is vital in this way of thinking and re-definition of
Afiica. But they caimot define it without linking
to the masses of people and their movements or
organisations. Africa will not be off the world
map, as some intellectuals in the West have
predicted. However, to remain on the world map
and to make a satisfying progress for the majority
of the African people in the 21st century and
beyond, Afiica has to act as a collective political
entity with a sense of direction based on the
strength of African society and an ideology of
unity. Past attempts to Africanise both capitalism
of art and

and Marxism, within the framework of the

comparative advantage theory, created more
confusion than solutions in policy making because
these Afto-capitalist and Afro-Marxi st states were
both peripheral and highly dependent on the centres
of influence. The United States has made

and

away from one another. Yet
closer to the countries in the

financially far

all of them

are

longer conscious of assisting even its own allies in
Africa who opted for a capitalist model. A lesson
to be learned from these policies is that Africa has
to count

united

capitalist
Africa than a bunch of non-viable little
things under socialism. ...We are moving
slowly, sometimes, we are not moving at
alt. However, there is no mistaking the

on

itself and the nature of its

deductive models.
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STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT AND POVERTY
ALLEVIATION IN ZIMBABWE
Guy C.z. mhone

U

(SAPs),

NTIL RECENTLY, the

assumption,

among proponents of stabilisation and
structural adjustment programmes

was

that the long-term problems related

growth in Gross Domestic Product, incomes
would be resolved by the proper
adoption and implementation of SAPs. Once the
enabling environment for the unfettered operation
of the free market and private enterprise had
been secured, the road to growth and development
was assured, forebidding the negative impact of
unforeseen exogenous factors such as global
recessions, drought and civil strife. Negative
consequences of SAPs in the short to medium
terms were expected, but it was anticipated that
these would be outrun by the long-term positive
to

and employment

effects of refonn. Nevertheless,

following an
international outcry over the nature of the
transitional negative effects, the proponents of
SAPs conceded the need for these to be addressed

by proposing as supplementary measures to SAPs,
programmes on the Social Dimensions of
Adjustment (SDAs), which have now become a
standard component ofalmost all economic reform
programmes supported by the Bretton Wtxxls
institutions and the Paris Club Consultative Gmup.
Almost

a

decade and

a

half since the

experiments with SAPs began in Africa, it has
become obvious that SAPs while necessary have
not had

the

expected impact

on

growth and the

creation of productiveemployment opportunities.
Indeed, while enclaves of growth can be pointed
in countries that have seriously attempted the

to

refomis, poverty appears to be spreading even
within these countries, let alone in those that are

half-heartedly undertaking the refonns. Even
proponents of SAPs have been alamied al the
intractability and pervasiveness of the poverty in
African countries, although it is contended that
the extent and degree of poverty would have been
worse

if it

were not

for the economic refonns.

More

fundamentally, however, the question has
ari.sen as to whether SAPs are indeed adequate to
resolve the problems of underdevelopment and
pervasive poverty afflicting African countries.
The emerging consensus even among proponents
of SAPs is that

stabilisation and structural

measures are necessary, but not
sufficient measures to initiate the much desired

adjustment

of growth and development. It is now
agreed that SAPs need to be supplemented with
long-term development-oriented measures, the
exact nature of which unfortunately cannot be
process

.
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stipulated with the same theoretical precision,
conviction, and dogmatism as the SAP measures.
This

recognition of the need for long-term
development strategies, is muddying the water
somewhat since it comes when the capacity for
long-term strategising has been whittled away
by public sector rationalisation measures
accompanying SAPs and just when the
specialisation of development economics has
been thrown into disarray. Even more troubling
for the proponents of SAPs is the lack of clarity
as to

the relative roles of the state and the market

in the initiation of desired

long-tenn development
strategies. Amidst this confusion and lacunae in
long-term policy formulation, the preoccupation
with poverty alleviation has emerged, and now
instead of emphasising the social safety nets of
social dimensions aimed at

curing transitional or

frictional poverty,
aimed at resolving

these new programmes are
that aspect of poverty that is
presumably structural as well, and that cannot be
easily resolved by the market on its own. Tlie
question, however, is whether what African
countries need are poverty alleviation measures or
viabledevelopment.strategies that uplift the majority
ofthe people from poverty, in addition to promoting
economic growth.
The ca.se of Zimbabwe illustrates the problem
at hand quite well.
After ten years of attempting to go it alone, the
Zimbabwe government finally succumbed to
adopting SAPs in 1991 by enunciating the
Economic Stnicamtl Adjustment Prognunme(ESAP),
which was quickly supplemented with the
elaboration of the Social

Dimensions of

programme later in that same year,
and which at the beginning of this year is being

Adjustment

supplemented by the Poverty Alleviation Action
Plan (PAAP). It

is noted in the PAAP that " the

and related

inflationary pressures; on the slow
of public sector refonn; and on the
Poor signals being given to foreign investors
especially as regards future land policy and asset
ownership in the face of demands for
indigenisation of the economy through increased
African participation and ownership. More
worrying has been the fact that the impact of
ESAP has not only been stagflationary, but does
not appear to be making adent on the structurally
embedded poverty and under-employment in
Zimbabwe which in fact appears to be increasing
in intensity and extensiveness to the degree that
the acronym ESAP is, in popular discourse,
synonymous with suffering.
The combined effect of ESAPand drought has
pace

been such that Gross Domestic Product, which
had been

increasing at an average annual rate of
about 2,8% toward the latter half of the 1980s
plumetted to between 8% to 11 % in 1992, while
the rate of

inflation, which had been below 20%

prior to ESAP skyrocketed to 47% and 36% for
high and low income groups respectively. Growth
in Gross Domestic Product began to pick up in
1993 when it rose by 2,1 %, and a growth rate of
4,8%was expected in 1994. While the latter
growth is above the population growth rate of
about 3,1% it is none-the-le.ss not adequate to
resolve the rampant problems of underemployment and open unemployment that afflict
the majority of the labour force in Zimbabwe.
These problems have been aggravated by the
shrinkage in formal sector employment due to
retrenchments in the public and private sectors,
declining real incomes, and declines in real per
capita levels of social expenditures in education
and social services at the

same

time that cost

have been instituted. Given
economic legacy in Zimbabwe, the

recovery measures

the

intentions are to broaden and enhance the overall

combination of frictional and structural

and intended impact of targeted

vulnerability is mutually reinforcing and afflicts
the majority of the labour force in the formal,
informal and communal agricultural sectors. The
degree of structurally determined poverty in

scope, coverage

social programmes,

with special emphasis placed
on employment creation, and self reliance
programmes” (PAAP. Strategies, p.l).
The

Impact of ESAP in Zimbabwe

Beginning in 1990, Zimbabwe embarked
most

of the standard SAP

measures

on
which will

be reviewed here. The economy,
indications has began to pick up, but

by all
rather
sluggishly. The slow recovery has partly been
blamed on the drought of 1991/1992 which had
a devastating effect on overall production and
growth; on the inability tocontrol budget deficits
not

Zimbabwe’s formal and non-formal

.sectors

has

been adequately chronicled

in a numberof studies
and it is clear that poverty assessment studies are
not

needed to confirm the fact that, in Zimbabwe,

the

majority of the households are living close to,
below the poverty datum line in all the
foregoing sectors. As discussed in previous
columns by this writer in the SAPEM Review, the
or

extensiveness of poverty

is particularly acute
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The
among those
these sectors,
households

majority of Zimbabwe’s labourforce is trapped in the communal areas

in the non-formal sectors, and in
particularly among female-headed

or

female members of the labour

force.
Structural Dimensions of Poverty

Poverty in Zimbabwe, as in almost all African
countries, is related to the fact that the majority
of the labour force is trapped in the following
types of activities; subsistence production in
communal

which accounts for about 3

small scale

29% (1,4 million) of the labour force works in

cent

the informal sector in urban and rural

farming areas, with 83 per
of their population, had densities in
excess of the critical level. Taken over the
country as a whole, the 1969 population
was 40 per cent in excess of the critical
level: by 1972 it wai estimated to he 85
per cent in excess and was projected to he
210 per cent hy 1984 (p. 23)
Between the 1982 and 1992 censuses, overall

urban and rural informal sectors which account

population densities in Zimbabwe increased by
an average of about 35%. Within this context,
environmental degradation, a high dependency

for about 1,4 million

members of the labour

rate, female-headedness of households, recurrent

force in Zimbabwe: and low skill and low wage

droughts and inequitable access to key resources
further reinforce the pressures on survival in

areas

million of the labour force in Zimbabwe: the

employment in the formal sector, which

as a

whole, accounts for about 1,2 million members

communal

of the labour force. The

by researchers at the University of Zimbabwe
found that 97% and 77% of the sampled

majority of the labour

force is concentrated in low return, low

areas.

Base-line studies undertaken

productivity activities in the foregoing sectors.
The poverty in the communal sector is
underpinned by increasing population densities
and increasing differential access to
land,
livestock and public infrastructure and services.
In 1982, the Report of the Commission of
Inquiry into the Agricultural Industry noted

communal area households in Mashonaland West

that:

The Gemini (1993) study on small scale
enterprises in Zimbabwe observes that about

Some 57 per cent
38

of the communal and

and Matabeleland South provinces, respectively,
were

below the

Poverty Datum Line in 1987/

1988. On the basis of all such studies, it is not

an

exaggeration to say that perhaps at least three
quarters of the households in communal areas
live close to, or below the Poverty Datum Line.

areas.

The

study notes that the majority of these enterprises
are one person firms with about 97% having less
than 4 workers in each firm. Further, not only do
88% of the firms make net earnings that are
below the average earnings in the formal sector,
but close to two-thirds of them have earnings
below the lowest minimum wage in the formal
sector,

that of domestic workers. The infonnal
in Zimbabwe is dominated

by women
participants and
who are mainly in low profit and easy entry
activities. The Gemini (1993) report appears to
sector

who constitute about 71 % of the

subscribe to the uncritical conventional view
that the infonnal sector fulfills

an important role
employment creation:
Employment creation within the MSE (micro
and small scale enterprise) sector is also high.
For example, unregistered MSEs created five
times as many Jobs as did the fonnal sector over
the last five years.
In 1991 and 1992 alone,
unregistered MSEs created 12 times as many
jobs as did the fonnal sector (p.23).
The report warns against the undue alann
contained in the popular observation that the
nature of the unemployment problem is

in

.

.
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manifested in the fact that 2()() 000 to 300 (X)0

In Zimbabwe, it is for such informal sector jobs

school-leavers enter the

that less than Z$50,00 is

while the

10 000 to

job market each year
formal sector only generates about
20 000 jobs a year. It notes that some

of the school-leavers do not enter the labour
market, while others
.sector to
new net

are

absorbed in the formal

replace natural labour attritions and as
employees amounting to about 42 000

jobs a year, and while still more are absorbed
in the informal sector. The report concludes that
this alarm regarding school-leavers is
unwarranted since “a substantial amount of job
creation outside the formal sector is ignored”.
Similarly, perhaps we should be glad that a
majority of the labour force in Zimbabwe is self
employed in the communal subsistence sector.
new

required for entry, and
for which returns to labour are significantly less
than the lowest minimum wage in the fonnal
sector. This type of informal sector employment
constitutes under-employment or disguised
unemployment first because the net returns to
the labour

are too

low relative to the amount of

hours of work involved. It is for this

reason

that

many such participants would immensely prefer
formal sector employment to working in the
informal sector. Second, under known domestic
and global

techniques of production in the fomial
an appropriate policy

and under

sector,

environment, it is conceivable that the

productivity and incomes of this labour could be

The view that the informal sector represents a

raised for the individuals themselves, and for the

solution to the

unemployment problem is quite
popular and prevalent in government, NGOs,
and the donor community, quite contrary to the
views of the participants in it, the majority of
whom see the sector as a survival option, or as a
temporary palliative, with most of them preferring

economy as a whole if this labour were reallocated
into formal small, medium and large scale

work in the formal sector if circumstances

effect consists of the need to transform

to

allowed.
A further critical comment on the employment

potential of the infonnal sector is in order, given
the tenacity of the romanticism and welfarism
as.sociated with its role as a panacea to the
unemployment problem in Africa. First, it has to
be determined
sector

whether the labour tied in this

represents an efficient allocation of
at both the microeconomic! at the

resources

enterprise) and macroeconomic (at the economywide) levels and in both the short (and static) and
long (and dynamic) terms. It is important to
distinguish between optimal productive
employment and underemployment, or what
development economists have referred to as
disguised unemployment. Only a small
proportion of informal sector activities represents
productive employment that is optimally
desirable from the point of viewofthe participants
in these activities in that they would prefer their
present activities in the infonnal sector, relative

enterprises. Indeed, this is

a contention that can
be made for the communal sector as well. For a
or an underdeveloped country the
promoting growth and development in

developing
task of

underemployment or disguised unemployment
into productive employment at both the
microeconomic (or enterprise) and the
macroeconomic (economy-wide) levels. The fact
that there is a failure by policy makers or by the
economy, of its own accord, if market driven, to
precipitate such a reshuffling and redeployment
of under-employed labour from non-foimal
types of employment into fonnal employment
does not transfonn such labour into
form of
static

proclivity to take as desirable any given forms of
employment simply because they exist is not
only defeatist, but smacks of paternalism and
condescension, whereby it is assumed that
Africans are destined to be peddlers mired in
subsistence and survival activities, and not
more productive and dynamic
activities that have transformed economies the

deserving of the
world

from the

mention

of employment that they
in the formal sector; and
point of view of the economy as a

whole, in that under the

desirable

microeconomic and macroeconomic levels. The

any alternative form
would be qualified for
to

a

employment, from the point of view of
and dynamic efficiency at the

over.

One final fomt of underemployment deserves

precisely because it is manifested in the

formal sector. This relates to the over-reliance on

given and known
techniques! on the basis of knowledge accessible
from the domestic and global technological shelf)

of the

in the formal sector, if this informal sector labour

alternative productive employment opportunities

were

reshuffled by being redeployed

in the fonnal

incomes forthe individuals concerned

sector, total

and for the economy as a whole would remain the
same or decrease. Such labour in the informal

sectorcould be said to be
where it is

,

productively employed

in the infonnal sector.

However, the

majority of the informal sector
jobopportunitiesconsi,stofea.sy entry, low return
activities, as is well recognised and demonstrated
by the Gemini report with respect to Zimbabwe.
Sapem March. 199,3

labour in

some

formal sector activities because

cheapness of the labour and the absence of

with better incomes. In Zimbabwe the

majority
employed in
low wage service activities as domestic workers
and security guards, and as agricultural wage
of the fonnal sector labour force is

labour

on

withdrawn without

reducing the incomes or
productivity oftheiremployerseven ifthe absence
of such labour might inconvenience them
somewhat. Further, formal sector substitutes for
such labour services could be

supplied in a
expand total production and
release such paternalistically utilised labour for
more productive purpo.ses, with economy wide
net benefits accruing.
The foregoing discussion is intended to
underscore the fact that for an underdeveloped
country like Zimbabwe, and indeed those in
Africa, the problematique of underdevelopment
is the fact that the majority of its labour force is
under-employed or is in disguised
unemployment, both of which are also the
structural underpinnings of the pervasive poverty
in these countries. The task of promoting
economic development, then, is represented by
the need to transform this under-employment or
disguised unemployment in the communal,
infonnal and fonnal serv ice sectors into prixlucti ve
employment at both the microeconomic and
macroeconomic levels, in both static and dynamic
terms. In this respect, the promotion growth and
development has of necessity to entail poverty
alleviation and vice versa, and any economic
policy programme such as ESAP. that does not
explicitly address developmental and poverty
manner

issues

as core

and fundamental

concerns

is not

worth its salt, hence the disenchantment with

S APs all over Africa inspite ofthe their statistical ly
extrapolated presumed benefits. For our present
purposes then, the question is whether the
combination of SAPs, Social Dimensions of

Adjustment and poverty alleviation programmes
is adequate to resolve the fundamental problem of
structurally bequeathed under-employment in a
manner that would result in development, or growth
with equity.
The Social Dimensions of

The

Social

Adjustment

Dimensions Fund, and its

accompanying programme, was initiated in 1992
as the sugar around the bitter pill of ESAP. As is
getting to be the case with all such programmes
(including SAPs) the symbolic and propaganda
value of the programme far outweighed its
practical implications for the majority of the
people targetted. The fund was initially budgetted
for Z$20 million (less than USS3 million) to
ameliorate the transitional negative consequences
of adjustment.
The key components of the
programme were:
the Training and
•

to

Employment Programme

assist retrenchees to launch small scale

busines.ses;

commercial farms. This labour is to

degree or another under-employed. Many of
the service workers are under-employed because
such labour is essentially used for consumption
purpo.ses and not to make net contributions to
total output in the economy, and could easily be

that would

•

one

an

education fund to ameliorate the

of

expenditure reduction and cost

impact

recovery

the urban and rural poor;
health fund to cushion the urban and rural

measures on
•

a

poor from

the adverse impact of expenditure
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reduction and cost recovery measures in the
provision of health services; and
a food support programme to assist families
that were hard hit by inflation and drought.
The manner in which the foregoing
programmes were implemented will not be
•

discussed here. It will suffice to note that all
assessments

of the programme

such

as

those by

the World Bank. UNICEF, and the ILO

are

unanimous in

concluding that the SDF has not
only been inadequate to address the frictional
negative con.sequences ofthe adjustment measures,
but has also been far from adequate to address old
fonns of structural vulnerability such as those
discussed above.
In

September 1993,

committee

was

an inter-ministerial
tasked to review the SDA

Numerous weaknesses were
fai lure to reach
eligible beneficiaries: low application rates for
support by anticipated beneficiaries due to the
perceived high transaction costs; low
disbursement rates; inadequate information
regarding the benefits from the fund; and
complexity of appl ication procedures given the
levels of literacy or education of anticipated
beneficiaries. In recognition of the shortcomings
of the SDF the Poverty Alleviation Action Plan
programme.

identified, such as the following:

(PAAP)

was

launched in 1993

as a

“new

development paradigm". An elaborate version
of the PAAP has just been released in two
volumes. Unlike the SDF. the PAAP aims at

addressing “both the ongoing genre (of poverty)
experienced in Zimbabwe and structural
adjustment-related poverty”. Again, as with the
SDF, the propensity for projected faddishness,
symbolism, and propaganda far out-distances
the critical assessment of the full implications of
the strategy (as an implicit critique of SAPs)
given the optimism incessantly regurgitated
regarding the final outcomes of ESAP.
The "new paradigm" of PAAP has
incorporated all the currently fashionable
conventional wisdom

from the NGO world

regarding project implementation. It promises to
rely on a ‘bottom-up approach' designed to
‘empower’ the presumed beneficiaries, through
processes of ‘consultation', ‘mobilisation'
‘decentralisation' and ‘devolution’ based

on

Poverty in the urban
chronic and frictional poverty. The PAAP has
been designed as a three-year programme with a

projected budget of about US$150 billion
(Government and donor funds) cutting across all
the sectors, fonnal and informal, urban and rural
and

spanning four

years.

Now. the nature of underdevelopment

and

relatively; and an important aspect of
promoting economic development is the
upliftment of this impoverished majority in terms
of increasing its productive participation in the
fonnal economy and enhancing its incomes and
standards of living—it needs to be asked whether
poverty alleviation programmes are economic
development programmes, and if so. what is it
that SAPs are intended to achieve given that the
upliftment of the majority depends on policy
after-thoughts and appendages such as poverty
alleviation programmes. It may be noted that the
government of Zimbabwe, like many other
African governments, sees SAPs as the enabling
environment creating strategy, as well as a growth
and development strategy, even if the purveyors
of these programmes are now revising this latter

the undertaking of a
followed by the
identification of the target groups and the
formulation of the strategy to be pursued.
The second phase will entail the initiation of
various income-generating activities and their
various associated supportive measures, and the
redefinition, refinement and streamlining of the
SDF programmes, all aimed at addressing both
on
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the increase

trap. The over-riding strategy as encapsulated in
SAPs

that economic

development and
poormajority will eventually
take place once SAPs are consistently,
comprehensively and religiously implemented
through ‘trickle-down' effects from the dynamic
lateral expansion of the fonnal sector and through
the ‘boot-.straps' vertical self-upliftment of the
poor as they take advantage of the new enabling
environment, thereby leading to dynamic
assumes

the upliftment of the

allocative, microeconomic and distributive

efficiency with the most minimal of government
intervention. Unfortunately, in Zimbabwe, as in
other African countries, the nature and extent of

poverty and under-employment are such that even
lO'Tto 15%annual growth rates in Gro,ss Domestic
Product would not be

lateral

enough to result in the
expansion of the formal sector in a manner

that would absorb the net additions to the labour

force, let alone resolve the

pervasive underemployment and poverty in both the fonnal and
non-foniial sectors. Further, the poverty and
under-employment are such that the majority of
the poor and
them.selves by

under-employed cannot lift
their boot-straps due to wellknown over-riding structural constraints that the
market cannot resolve, and what the market may

actually reinforce. Zimbabwe, like all other
African countries would be better off revisiting
the agendas they set themselves, in the various
plans that were promulgated w ith so much fanfare,
but were never taken seriously, and attempt to
implement in the context of the do's and don'ts
learned from SAPs but with the purposive and
directing role of the state to facilitate the resolution
of the majorstructural constraints militating against

claim,

will focus

on

modest fomier

claim in favour of much the

agreement, respect, openness, or other suitable
organisation." The first phase of PAAP, to begin
poverty assessment study

is

implying that SAPs are only meant to be
necessary prerequisites, and not necessarily
sufficient measures for the promotion of growth
and development. What these other additional
strategies are, still remains a mystery given that
the market is supposed to resolve all the problems
of underdevelopment.

"equity, collaboration, mutual understanding and

this year,

is such

that chronic poverty afflicts the majority of the
labour force and the households, both absolutely

areas

more

The truth of the matter is that African

dogmatically and
uncritically embraced SAPs and their erstwhile
external supporters and financiers are caught in
governments that have

allocative, microeconomic and distributive

efficiency.□
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GENDERING CONFIDENTIALITY FOR
WOMEN PART II
Patricia McFadden
N THIS second part of the discussion on
confidentiality. I want to skim the issue of
bodily integrity. The right to bodily integrity
lies at the heart of the naming and rejection of
marital rape — that dangerous, slippery slope
down which so many women and men slide so
many times in their lives as ‘respectable citizens'.
Therefore. 1 shall try to touch on some of the
other aspects of the right to bodily integrity, and
the consequences of its absence for women in
general, but particulary for poor women on this

I

continent.

Just
with

as a

Swazi male

can

say to any woman,

presumed flippancy and all the weight of

tradition behind his words

—

‘who/what

were

being a woman’, so also millions of African
men cannot fathom that central to
being female
and human is the right to bodily integrity. Yet
bodily integrity is central to our existence as
human beings, and it is the divider between those
who have power and those who do not. Its
absence, and the non-recognition of this absence,
serves to compound the issue even further.
Something may be absent but noticed. But when
something is absent and that absence raises no
questions, no concerns, then the depth of that
problem becomes the more frightening.
you,

Sexual Harassment
The

representation of women’s bodies

as

available for male appropriation takes various
fonns. The most blatant is the casual touching of
women

in

passing—in buses/taxis, staff-rooms,

board-rooms and
When

on

the street.

particularly vulnerable and
occupy statuses which are considered inferior
and marginal eg. as domestic workers, as
women are

waitresses,
defined

as

entertainers, then their bodies

are

infinitely accessible to most men.
Touching particular parts of women’s bodies
(breasts and thighs in particular) is not incidental.
These body parts are directly related to what
supposedly turns men on, and. they are also very
critical in the reproduction of the human species.
The control over certain parts of women’s bodies,
their eroticisation as an expression of male sexual
pleasure, lies very centrally within an ideology
which constructs women’s bodies as things/
means/vehicles for specific male interests.
And, by using a perverse notion of the erotic to
sell commercial products (cars, perfumes,
clothing,etc.)through fragmented representations
of women’s body parts (legs, thighs, breasts).
as
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patriarchal ideology

the message that
particularly these parts of

conveys

women’s bodies, and

concept of humanness and rights to women’s
bodies. Yet most

women’s bodies, are to be hankered for. to be

very

fought

over, and occupied by men.
Advertising which denigrates and objectifies
women, provides a context for the assumption

bodies.

that women’s bodies

presentation

which

are

accessible territories

aspire to occupy. So that when a
being ‘handled’ by a man — be
it in a bus or at a party, he can fake surprise (or
actually be surprised) that she is expressing a
conception of herself which is grounded in the
right to bodily integrity. Often, one will hear
men can

woman

men

reacts to

( and some women) say ‘she needs to be

handled’

or

‘he doesn’t know how to handle her’

expressions which mean basically the same
thing — getting her under control. And control
can be part of giving himself pleasure, or, it can
be an expression of his power over her.
That is partly why so many African men sneer
at the idea that their advances, their accessing of
women’s physical spaces and bodies is sexual
harassment. Theyconsidersuchan idea ‘foreign’
to the extent that 1 have been engaged in arguments
(not discussions, because one can only discuss
something if the other person actually recognises
its validity for the other party) with supposedly
educated African men, colleagues who claim to
be enlightened and ‘feminist’. These men have
argued that the notion of personal space as it
relates to the female body is bourgeois and liberal,
and that it is grounded in the concept of private
property. That might be so, given that we live in
bourgeois societies where capitalism reigns.
However, tho.se very bourgeois rights, when
they are extended to men, they are called human
rights. And. these very men. who defend the
right of habeas corpus at a general level, cannot
extend this very fundamental principle to the
right to bodily integrity for women. Why?
—

Because these

men

also have wives, lovers,

acqaintances whom they would like to
be able to access when and as they please. They
do not want to have to give up the privilege of
being male, a privilege which ‘entitles’ them to
interpret the meaning of human rights in a
gendered sense which does not move them from
their positions of power. Ho w can anyone demand
human rights for all and not he able to move
themselves intellectually and politically (as well
as physically in terms of
relating their behaviour
to their politics) if they are unable to extend the
women

men

actually do occupy this

schizophrenic political position viz women’s

I remember an incident in Halifax, NovaScotia,

several years ago,

when, after I had given a
feminism and personal politics,
this relatively young Black South African
‘comrade’ came overto me during the tea break,
and ‘playfully’ shoved me on the shoulder, saying
‘You are wild. You need to be disciplined’ — all
the while smiling, yet his body language and his
eyes were angry and violent. 1, of course, tried to
rise up to him—stretching my not-so-large body
to meet his (and he was big compared to me —
physically, that is), and gave him a good chunk
on

of what 1 think of

back-off. He

like him. I told him

men

to

violating my physical space by
touching me. and I would not tolerate that. But
the point is that he could and did violate my
physical space, publicly, in a neo-liberal setting
where I should have been presumably safe from
was

such behaviour. And to

a

certain extent, he

was

able to get away with

it. The other people standing
around us seemed to shrink away, confused and
unable to respond, because he had moved all of
us to this
really unsafe and highly problematical
place. Something only men can do in our societies.
Afterwards I kept on thinking — here is a man
who is supposed to be fighting for the liberation
of South Africa: is supposed to have learned to
respect women if only by observing their work,
committment, loyalty and giving of life to that
liberation process. Here is someone who should
have been celebrating the intellectual
achievements of a sister

-

someone

heard about in the Movement
context

—

whom he had

and

given the

of Halifax (northern, white-dominated

and very liberal) — to have a Black sister speak
on the
power of thinking freely and what that
means

in the

struggle for a free South Africa was

achievement. Yet all he could say was how 1
needed to be disciplined — meaning, of course,
an

to

be beaten

shudder

to

up/controlled/intimidated, etc. I
think how he relates to his wife (and

he definitely has one) or his sisters and work
colleagues. That is why we must think through
the implications of not extending the right to
bodily integrity to women. Its absence leaves so
many loop-holes available to the violation and
abuse of women and girls.
I know that this is a very difficult arena to
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enter, especially for men who consider themselves

doctors

a PC position on gender
issues. To have to turn the mirror onto one’s self,

obstetricians

as

having arrived at

and

acknowledge that what he sees is

that most

gynaecologists and
leading medical
researchers, who spend billions of dollars every
year on experiments which use women's bodies
are men;

are men;

laboratories

that the

Men control medical

the bodies of poor

Black women. After all,
only objects.
Someone told the tragedy of how the spatula
was invented
through the experimentations of

on

they

are

—

white doctor

the bodies of Black

women

conveniently ‘gender sensistive’. but really not
fundamentally different from the sexist over

as

science, and for the longest time they deliberately

enslaved in the American .south la.st century

there, is hard. But it must be done, and the best

kept women out of this field of knowledge and

and he had free

is to

we can

do

but

will not nurture

we

as women

point these issues out,
into accepting that

men

they are responsible for their own deconstruction

And

men

do have a different view of women’s

bodies because

The issue of the

women

be denied, and is criminali.sed, in all our

to

societies

this continent

on

exceptions

with conditional

goes to the heart of the matter.
right to bodily integrity, women’s

demands for control
Unless

vacuum.

—

—

Without the

over

their bodies fall into

a

recognises that women’s

one

bodies are theirown, and that that is a fundamental

democratic

principle,

one cannot

defend the

demand for abortion, nor can one sustain such a
demand, in the face of

a

patriarchal ideology

which has

appropriated women’s bodies as
belonging to fathers, husbands, male-relatives
and

the

even

ones

their

who

sons.

are

In

some

societies,

sons are

tasked with the murder of their

only way to cleanse the family
or real sexual promiscuity.
Matricide becomes the ultimate purifier of the
men who consider themselves polluted by
uncontrolled and unregulated female sexuality.
mothers —

from her

as

the

alleged

The Excesses of Female Genital Mutilation

The denial of

bodily integrity for women is
through physical mutilation of
women’s bodies, the worst excesses being, of
course,
female genital mutilation. The
presumption that someone can cut up, pull apart
and distort a little girl’s body because this is
‘protection’ for her from herself, is the ultimate
perversion possible (short of murder, which also
happens in many societies). And this violation
of women’s bodies even extends through to their
also manifested

death. There
cannot

are

still societies where

be buried if she dies

a

a woman

virgin, and must be

occupied by some male, so that ‘her spirit can
rest’; where hercorpse has to be sexually occupied
by the village fool in order that her husband, who
is still living, can take another wife without
being haunted by her spirit, and a ho.st of other
grotesque practices

which

scream

of the

denigration of the female self — because she is
not

considered human in and of herself. None of

these

practices are extended to men, of course,
speaks volumes on its own.

and that

Appropriation by the Medical Establishment
Another male domain which thrives

on

the

appropriation of women’s bodies and which
continues to objectify women, is the medical
establishment. We all know that the majority of
42

practice, having appropriated women's healing
knowledge from centuries past.

the

personal political level.
right to terminate unwanted
pregnancy, and the fact that this right continues
at

are men.

as

they are men. Most doctors treat
though they know nothing about

themselves, and often become irritated and

impatient with someone who asks questions and
or even tries to engage in a conversation about
what is happening to her body.
A large part of this attitude towards women's
bodies is

a

reflection of

an

ethic which

discouraged the medical care giver from entering
into a subjective relationship with the patient.
This was meant to protect the patient from certain

a

on

—

reign. Any woman who has been
submitted to the indignities of having a pap
smear taken, being strapped onto that cut-off
table which is intentionally constructed to
humiliate and degrade women (and 1 have no
doubt that it w as invented by a man), knows what
1 mean about the absence of bodily integrity for
women

in the medical establishment.

Challenging the Representations of
Women’s Bodies as Things
The

point is that now is the time for us to not
only challenge those representations which
commercialise women’s bodies, which objectify
and trivialise

our

personhood and integrity, and

which

lay women’s bodies out like endless fields
which men waged their vicious battles for

types of behaviour, maybe, but over time, it has
translated itself into the treatment, particularly

upon
control and domination. Now is also the time to

of women’s bodies, as

con.struct new

babies to term;

are

things. Things that carry
things that nourish babies and
make sure that they survive; things that provide
continuity of the human species; things that can
be manipulated, pushed about and meddled with.
Consider the amount of time and energy, let
alone material resources that have gone into
controlling the reproductive capacities of women,
especially poor. Black women. And this is all
research by white males, based in the north,
linked up with huge multinational companies,
and supported by a population control lobby
which involves government. NGOs, private
enterprises — you name it. The bodies of poor
Black women provide a super comfortable
standard of living for hundreds of thousands of
mainly white male researchers and medical
personnel. Women’s bodies are objectified into
‘a problem of fertility’. Black women who are
poor are constructed into a problem of ‘too high
fertility’ — and Norplant was developed to deal
with this problem.
Therefore, by surgically inserting capsules
which discharge a continuous supply of estrogen
into women’s bodies over a period of 5 years
(that is what they say, but who knows for how
much longer this poison continues to bombard
the female body), medical science invades
women’s bodies and objectifies them ‘for their
own good’. Women cannot and do not control
such technologies, and having those capsules
removed is tantamount to levelling a mountain
with a teaspoon. That is what the objectification
of women’s bodies is about in the medical sense,
and if

we return to

the issue of HIV/AIDS, can

you imagine what it means in terms of the kinds
of unethical practices which are being unleased

images and realities of who women
beyond the invented identities that put
women in dangerous places where they are
continuously violated. We mu.st recognise that
every human being has a physical space which is
part and parcel of their humanness, and that that
space must be recognised, regardless of whether
that person is female or male; young or old;
Black or white. The recognition of our physical
spaces provides a premise for the more important
recognition that human bodies are inviolable,
and that for that to be a right in the complete
sense, it must be extended to both women and
—

men.

without conditionalities.

Do not tell

me

that it is unAfrican for

women

physical space because we know that
that is hypocritical, especially coming from socalled progressive African males. We must try to
understand how. by linking sexual harassment to
the absence of a right to Ixidily integrity, we
actually begin the process of thinking and visioning
differently — a process which is bound to have
to have a

very significant implications for the ways in w hich
we relate to each other as women and men.
And

as a

final connection with the issue of

confidentiality — unless women own and control
their bodies and what happens to them,
confidentiality will mean literally nothing to
women, especially to poor women with HIV —
because anyway, they are inherited, u.sed, and
shifted around by men, amongst themselves, as
objects of sexual and material gratification. Of
what use is a discussion of confidentiality when
it doesn’t bring women any closer to the most
fundamental rights they should have first —
before they can enjoy privacy and the ownership
of self. □
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BLACK AND WHITE BED POLITICS
Rejoinder to Pat McFadden’s article Black Men White Women: The Politics of Race and
Privilege
Ama Biney
F A BLACK

I

woman

man sleeping with a white
political statement as Patricia

a

McFadden contends (SAPEM vol.

4 Dec-Jan

black

a

is

8 nos.3/
1994/95), what kind of statement does
make when she “chooses” to

woman

sleep with a white man? According to McFadden:
it is not the same thing when Black
women sleep with White men. It could
never he the same thing as long as patriarchy and racism construct men as being
superior to women, and racism privileges
White people through Whiteness.
.

This

.

.

erroneous

assertion fails to look at the

profound pervasiveness of a racist ideology and
the extent to which this disease has been

unconsciously internalised by black women as
well

as

black

men.

It also suggests

question of power does not figure in
woman marrying a white man.

that the
a black

A Question of Power

There is, of course, an explicit power dimension
the black

sleeping with a white woman
which cannot be analy.sed outside the historical
context of slavery and colonialism in which
to

man

sexual relations between the white
the black

woman

and

prohibited. Therefore to
and white patriarchal society
the black man needs to have
that which was denied him — the

man

were

prove to himself
his acceptability,
power over
white woman.

can

powerful example of this
be

seen

in the recent US

and UK media fascination in the O.J.
trial in America. Here
black

we

have

a

Simpson

“successful"

who is

regarded as such because his
appeal transcends the racial divide. He has
man

become

a

national hero. He has in other words

been

accepted as a honorary White person. Yet,
as the white journalist Playthell Benjamin recently
reported in a British Newspaper (The Guardian
Feb. 10 1995), there are two subtexts in the

case which belie a deep “fear of
miscegenation” in the white psyche. The first is
that a black man having a relationship with a
white woman is destined to Othellian tragic
destructive dimensions. Secondly, is the
perpetuation of’thedemonisation of black males
as violent sexual predators” through which,
historically the white man justified the lynching
of the black man. In agreement with Benjamin,
the massive UK and US coverage of the Simpson

reporting of the
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institutions. Hence, the argument goes, black
have little choice but toenter relationships

women

with white
Another

men.

put forward is that black men

likely to have a white partner than a
black partner, and it is important to ask
ourselves why this is so? Is it simply the case

resent

of what has been

submissive female.

more

good for the goose is now
good for the gander?

reason

strong, articulate, educated, upwardly

mobile black

They seek a weak and
Compared to her white
counterpart, the stereotypical Amazon black
woman is not only a “ballbreaker”, but
women.

“unfeminine and hard-hearted”

as

Michelle

Wallace claims in her book. Black Macho and

trial not

the

in the

black man gradually begins to believe that if only

only “satisfied our voyeuristic interests
private lives of the rich and famous by
providing us with an intimate glimpse of the
lifestyle of O.J. and Nicole, there is also the
powerful issue of sex and race”.
Historically, the black woman was always
accessible

to

the white master. However,

contemporarily since black women still constitute
the lowest class of the low, they hope to acquire
power by sleeping with white men in the same
way black men hope to by sleeping with a white
woman. But the black woman, by virtue of being

Myth of the Superwoman. Therefore, the

the black

women

was

mysteriously become
contention that until
threatened

weaker, “he might

more
men

powerful”. It is

my
learn not to feel

by educated black women and that
a sign of insecurity, the problems

domination is
of black

men

and

women

will continue.

The Forbidden Fruit
In October 1993 the UK’s Channel Four
Television featured two talk shows

prefer a white man as a sexual partner? A male
friend told me that it was considered the norm for

examining
relationships. Called
“Doing It With You is Taboo", Nigerian sister,
Donu Kogbara, sat with four black women
discussing the new trend of black women in the
UK dating white men. She also had a roundtable

black

men to

discussion with four black

more

“noticeable”, "profound and abominable”

a

woman,

is still inferior to the dominant white

male. So, what does it mean for a black woman
to

for

A controversial and

inter-racial union

More often than not, a “successful” black
man or black woman in Western society — is

black

sleep with white women but it was
be

white man. In
honesty he said, black men can do it with
impunity, but black women could not because of
the

a

mere

woman to

fact that she

seeing

was a

a

woman! More often

than not, a “successful” black man or black
woman

have

a

in Western

society — is more likely to
than a black partner, and it

white partner

is

important to ask ourselves why this is so? Is it
simply the case of what has been good for the
goose is now good for the gander?
Recently, in the UK, there has emerged
growing phenomenon of professional black
women having relationships with white men. It
is indeed as McFadden claims “a burning social
issue”. For instance. I

was

in

a

recent

small

friends, where this issue
was one of many topics of discussion. An old
university acquaintance lamented the fact that
gathering of

there

were no

women

“decent black men” in the UK of

equal professional status to match educated black
women. They were too busy graduating from
prison or worse still, locked in secure mental

black and white sexual

discussed

men

who also

why they had chosen white female

partners. Kogbara asked the men whether the
reasons

the

why black

same

men date white women are
in the 1950s and 60s as they are now?

The

only black man among the four, (who had
experiences with white women but
was now married to a Ugandan) said in the 1950s
and 60s, black people still had acolonial mentality
had sexual

and white

women were

forbidden fruit

the forbidden fruit and

always sweeter. He failed to
add that this is still a major reason why black men
and women seek white partners today — though
many would vehemently deny this as escapist
justification that usually begins; “1 never set out
to

was

find a white man” or “Colour does not matter”.

There

glaring example of the colonial
mentality by the black Zimbabwean man who on
two

was a

occasions referred to Zimbabwe

as

“Rhodesia”!
What

was

also

interesting about the

aforementioned talk programmes, was that there
was a general consensus by both sexes that they
did not consciously choose to date white partners
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and that

dating white partners was not about
seeking individual revenge on black women or
men.

One black

said she had had

woman

a

bad

experience with a black man. It is very likely that
this has influenced her in making a conscious
choice to date white men
though it is likely
she would deny this. Another, graphically said
that she did not .see her relationship with a white
man as “f—k—g the oppressor!"
On the whole, the two programmes did a great
deal to perpetuate the racist sexual myths
surrounding the black woman as a voracious sex
object, who was willing to teach white men the
art of love-making. And it was black women
themselves who bolstered these sexual myths!!
In the presence of an occasionally embarrassed
Kogbara, the black men. in typical male
braggadocio, also repeddled the racist sexual
images of the overly sexually-endowed black
man who had a higher sex drive on account of
their athletic physique!
—

Black women are not immune from the daily
onslaught of powerful racist and sexist images
and values inflicted on our psyches. Both on the
African continent and particularly in the West,
the constant barrage of white images of beauty,
standards of dress, morality and aspirations are
propounded in magazines, television and the
education system. White models now have their
“black" Westernised equivalents in Naomi
Campbell and Iman (who is married to the white
pop star(David Bowie) and many African women
with access to this universal vulgar culture wish
to

look like them.

Psycho-Sexual Analysis
In my

opinion the entire issue of black and
white relationships can be understood by using
the psycho-sexual analysis of Fanon’s classic
book. Black Skin, White Masks, and especially
the Chapters The Woman ofColor and the White
Man and The Man ofColor and the White Woman.
In short, Fanon critically examines the inferiority
complexes and psychological alienation that
drives

a

black

man

and

woman

“to

run

away

from his (or her)

(or her)

own

individuality, to annihilate his
presence" by acquiring a white

lover. For Fanon. it is

a

"devaluation of sell".

McFadden is correct in

pointing out the
patriarchal power dynamic in the sexual
relationship between a black man and a white
woman. My altercation against her is the denial
of a similar dynamic in a black woman sleeping
with a white man. Nevertheless, the black woman,

by virtue ofbeing a woman, can sti 11 be dominated
by a white man in the relationship. Both may be
fundamentally and equally subject to an
unconscious/subconscious desire to be accepted
as White. They acquire “Whiteness" by marrying
or seeking relationships with white partners in
ordertogain social status in a society that believes
44

Class

gives

one access to a

certain lifestyle and power

in the

slave who

White

house, but

superiority of white skin to black skin.
ideology has produced the deep-rooted
psychological disease of racism, and its
damaging corollary has been an inferiority
complex, a self-denial if not self-hatred among
some black women and black men aspiring to
“whiteness" by relating to white bourgeoisie
culture, values, etc.
McFadden

“sleeping with a
higher
social elevation for the black male". Similarly,
a black middle class woman sleeping with a
white man is more likely to expect a higher
profile in society and to gain some power. This
is a class issue and class gives one access to a
certain lifestyle and power. This can be seen in
Malcolm X's classical analogy of the "field
Negro" and the "house Negro". The black female
White

woman

argues that:
becomes the

means to a

only worked in the Massa's
slept with him was given more
privileges — better food and clothing than the
not

black female who worked in the fields who
would be
love him

more

inclined

to

hate the master than

the house

Negress would. Michelle
Wallace points out that a slave woman had four
ways to distinguish herself as a hardworking
slave through physical labour, becoming a sexual
partner of the master, striving for status as a
"mammy" or acquiring specialist skills such as
becoming a laundress, weaver or spinner through
which she would be valued by the white master.
Furthermore, in the racist hierarchy of beauty.
as

the so-called mulatto

"mixed race"

was

with the black

women

or

woman

beneath the white

woman

hierarchy. Therefore, if

at

of

woman,

the bottom of the

we are to

address the
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question of “whiteness being a privileging
ideology”, as McFadden temis, we must also
address the reality that the sickness of racism has
also led some black men to consider lighter
skinned black
race”

women,

or women

of “mixed

preferable to darker skinned African

as

Conversely for black women, access to
power and social status in society can be enhanced
via sleeping with a white man, or a man of
“mixed race" as opposed to a dark skinned black
women.

only to look at the silky blonde wigs black
women wear in the Western capitals of Denmark,
Belgium. Paris and London that are undeniably
imitations of the colours and textures of European
hair, or to watch so-called modem/city women in
Africa frequent white bars and clubs hoping to
pick up white men or professional — to see
internalised pathological manifestations of black
inferiority and aspirations of whiteness by black
women.

In agreement

man.

As McFadden says:

“Black middle class
women do not want to marry poor men of any
race
poverty is something everyone tries to
escape from”. In a well-paid job. the middle class
—

black

woman

in the West who is victim of

psychological inferiority, will acquire her status
not simply by earning a certain amount of money,
driving the latest model car, possessing her own
house and all the accompanying latest materialist
gadgets (satellite television, CD player, etc) —
the circle of friends she is likely to socialise with,
are likely to be white or a circle of black women
ofa similar professional background and middle
class outlook of life. She will be nothing more
than a black skin in a white mask. Acquiring a
white husband validates her position. This is
why in the Caribbean, for example, black men
and

women

him

or

her

whose wealth and status whitens

are

called hackraman.

Political and Economic Context

serves to

divide black

men

and

women to

the

advantage of white patriarchal capitalist society.
For example in the West, there is a prevailing
reality that black women are doing "better”
educationally and have greater chances of social
and

occupational mobility than black men. This
society still perceives the
black woman as less of a threat to the system than
the black man. Yet, as long as black men and
women cannot relate to each other, black people
is because white raci.st

cannot move
are

and

forward. If

we

hate that which

we

aspire to the values of the coloniser,

liberation will remain

an

of "choice”

illusion. Furthemiore

—

liberal circles

a

simple

buzzword in both feminist and

—

be made in

cannot

an

economic

and

political vacuum. Rather, our “choices” are
constrained by certain political, social, economic
and cultural parameters. Or in other words, our
subjectivity is determined by influences of our
objective circumstances which is predominantly
a racist, capitalist and sexist society which impacts
on us all to varying degrees. To paraphrase
Marx: people do make their own choices but not
in circumstances of their own choosing. For
instance,

a

friend of mine who studied in the

heydays of Africans in Moscow where there was

always an acute shortage of African women, told

—

those
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Clearly both black men and women marrying
making a political statement
of their desire for acceptability/approval into
bourgeois white society and their alienation in
black society as a consequent of the disease of
racism which propounds that all that is black is
evil and all that is white is good. The extent of
this disease has been powerful and extremely
damaging. And of course the power of any
hegemonic ideology is by subtle and not so
subtle acceptance or acquiescence by the victims.
Sometime ago in a discussion with an aunt, she
expressed the view that it was better to marry a
white partners are

white

man

that what she referred to

as a

“half-

caste” man!! African culture demanded that 1

politely tell my aunt that I disagreed with her and
that she was seriously mentally sick!!
White people have also been susceptible to
racist and sexist stereotypes. For example, there
is nothing more pitiful and distasteful than to

not

watch

a

white man. who feels the need to exhibit

his

ability to be physically demonstrative in
public towards “his” black woman who is utterly
embarrassed by her white lover’s public action.
While there is indeed

a

cultural difference

(African culture certainly frowns on such open

it their first preoccupation—even before arriving,

display of intimacy between men and women),
there is undoubtedly a sense of tropism on the
part of the white man showing off his exotic
black woman in public. Speaking as a black

on

of

were some

African

men

arriving in Moscow, to sleep with white
in order to fulfill their life-time ambition

tasting the forbidden fruit. Out of necessity
African

sought carnal satisfaction in
white Soviet women. Others sought more longterm serious relationships with Soviet women.
Yet. others do it for the kick of “something
some

men

different”. Moreover, with frankness he told me
there

was one

African

woman

the

among

was

bitterly resented by the African

This is

unquestionably a case of the double
standards of African men, including many of the
so-called progressives amongst them, who will
argue that what is good for the goose is not good
for the gander. Yet, Augustinho Neto, Amilcar
Cabral, Sedar Senghor, Seretse Khama, Riek
Machar, Cheikh Anta Diop, Eduardo Mondlane
men.

—

all had white wives. Others such

Nkrumah shared

as

Kwame

close companionship
with a white woman. This was a huge
contradiction of these petit-bourgeois African
a

very

leaders for whom African nationalism
battle cry.

was

their

this is

no

different from the black

man

walking with his white woman, whose eyes dare
not meet my own, or if they should, by accident,
avert quickly, whilst he simultaneously tightens
his hold

very

few. who had a child with a white Soviet man and
how she

woman,

man

These political leaders were
seemingly invisible
passionately committed to their political
political and economic ties with the former
principles. Yet. the reality is that their “choice”
colonial powers — reinforce the images and
of a white wife was a glaring contradiction to
values of the white power structure. One has I their politics. Undoubtedly, they were a product
neo-colonialism

period.

The Political Statement

who made

that there

me

women

political and economic context of
black/white relationships that one needs to
examine if one is to understand why black men
and women are pursuing relationships with white
men and women. For too long black men and
women have often been blaming their problems
on one another rather than placing them in a
larger political and economic context ofcapitalist
and neo-colonial oppression. This blaming only

politics is not

question of personal “choice”. The whole nation

and

It is the

with McFadden, the question of

black and white sexual

of their colonial

to

on

“his” white

and the white

their property

woman.

man are

—

Both the black

asserting their claim

women.

Overall, McFadden has re-opened the
discourse
very

on an

intense and intimate

few black

men

and

subject that
feel

women can

indifferent to. This is because the entire issue is
one

of the central issues to the liberation of black

people, particularly those in the Diaspora. Indeed,
whiteness is a privileging ideology that manifests
itself in a black man or a black woman having a
relationship with a white man or white woman.
If we lived in

an

ideal world where racism did not

exist, sexual relations between the

races

would

be framed in critical and

negative economic
and political nuances that affect the dynamics of
living as one human race. The bedroom is
certainly an arena of struggle.^
not

Ama Biney is the

Chairperson of the London based
(ARIB) and

African Research & Information Bureau

also Reviews Editor of Africa World Review

(AWR)
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PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
Conflict Resolution and Peacekeeping in Africa:
Harare

Workshop, 23—27 January 1995
CHAIRMAN’S SUMMARY

A

workshop
place in Harare from 23-27
January 1995, organised jointly by the

and there

officers from 17 African countries,
was

active

participation from

a

number of other

countries, and International and Humanitarian

organisations.
The workshop took place in the context of the
adoption by the OAU of the Mechanism for the
Prevention. Management and Resolution of
Conflict and recent initiatives to improve the
capacity of the international community, working
through the UN and the OAU, in the areas of
early warning, preventive diplomacy and
peacekeeping.
Keynote addresses were given by the Hon
Minister of Defence,

Moven Mahachi, MP

Republic of Zimbabwe and by Field Marshal Sir
Peter Inge, Chief of Defence Staff, United
Kingdom. The UN and OAU were represented
by Dr Kapungu and Lt Col Danger (DPKO) and
Col Zoula
The

respectively.

workshop did not set out to prepare agreed

conclusions,

nor was

it constituted to do

Nonetheless, the workshop was

so.

able to bring

together a wide range of practitioners of
peacekeeping in Africa and number of lessons
and themes emerged which may have wider
value.

Peacekeeping Mandates
It

was

pointed out that peacekeeping required

clear and precise mandates for operations, which
can

be translated into effective action on the

ground in pursuit of clear objectives. Mandates
should

take

into account the

need for

peacekeeping operations to remain impartial in
implementing their mi.ssion, and to operate with
the consent of the parties to the conflict. They
also needed to be framed with a view to the
resources

which the international

community

ready to commit and could only be successful
against the background of a genuine political
was

framework for reconciliation.
46

There

took

Republic of Zimbabwe and the United Kingdom
and sponsored by the United Nations (UN) and
the Organisation of African Unity ( OAU). Its
aim was to examine the conduct, practices and
principles of peacekeeping operations from a
military perspective and to help provide guidance
for commanders on education and training

preferably out of theatre;
The importance ofmine clearing skills could
not be over-estimated. All peacekeeping
units should have a developed mine clearance capability;
Officers need to be trained in the particular requirement of peacekeeping in a multinational environment, especially before
undertaking Command and staff appointments at a mission headquarters; and
Peacekeepers needed to take account, before deployment, of the climatic and

Doctrine

FIVE-DAY international

was

broad acceptance that the principles

•

impartiality, as outlined in the UN
Secretary General’s Supplement to an Agenda

of consent and

for Peace,

were

fundamental

to

the successful

conduct of

peacekeeping operations. Both the
practical demonstrations of peacekeeping by the
Zimbabwe National Army (ZNA) and the Map
Exercise emphasised that peacekeeping requires
a combination of skills, including restraint,
negotiation, mediation and liaison, which are
less important in peace enforcement operations,
let alone in

war

other factors relevant to their area of

by representatives of
humanitarian agencies and delegates with
experience of UN civil affairs underlined the
crucial importance of effective coordination and
an improved flow of information between the
Contributions

components of a peacekeeping

operation.

Humanitarian

agencies and NGOs needed to
understand how the military could contribute to
their operations, but the military also needed to
understand the structures and mandates of the

which

agencies, and the principles by

fundamental

for
peacekeeping troops was considered to be a
thorough grounding in basic military skills. The
UN and the OAU required peacekeeping forces
to

be well-trained

as

requirement

conventional soldiers in

their national armies.

Taking these skills as a base, the vigorous
expected of fighting soldiers
needed to give way to attitudes appropriate to a
peacekeeping deployment. These included
reactions to be

impartiality, patience,
negotiation, mediation and liaison, together with
an understanding of operations in a multinational
environment and of the importance of effective
cooperation with civilian and humanitarian
agencies on the ground.
More specifically, the following additional
points emerged;
Peacekeepers should be made fully aware
of cultural and religious sensitivities;
When peacekeepers are required to operate
equipment which is new to them, time
should be allowed for adequate training,
restraint, fairness,

•

•

operations.
Training needs might sometimes be met by
pooling resources at regional level. Short
training courses with a peacekeeping focus,
targeting instructors and conducted at African
staff colleges, would be of value.
Rapid Deployment
It was emphasised that many countries
require assistance with the provision of key
equipment. UN logistics bases in Africa
maintaining basic equipment (vehicles, comms)
for deployment at short notice would make a
contribution.

valuable

they opierate.
Training

The

•

fighting.
Coordination

humanitarian

•

This

should be

complemented by bilateral arrangements
between UN Member States, and by assistance
in maintaining national equipment through
rapid mobile logistics teams.
Broad support was expressed for the UN
Secretary-General Standby Force initiative.
African Peacekeeping Operations
Syndicates considered the lessons from
Somalia, demobilisation in Zimbabwe and

Mozambique, Rwanda and Liberia. Particular
lessons
•

were:

The

dangers of abandoning the principles

impartiality and unity of Com(Somalia).
The importance for peacekeepers of good
communications, health education, rapid
of consent,
mand

•

deployment capabilities, training, adequate
public information strategy, transparency
and
•

political will (Zimbabwe, all).
conflict inducements to

The need for post

former combatants to remain disarmed

(Mozambique).
Continued

on

Page 44
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SEHING THE RECORD STRAIGHT

ON LIBYA
The

Continuing Terror Against Libya By Fan Yew Teng: Kuala Lumpur: Egret
Publications, 1993.
Reviewed by Pip Hinman

A

PART FROM Jonathan Bearman’s

After World War II, Britain, France and the

backdrop to the September 1, 1969. bloodless

1986 scholarly work. Qadhafi’sLibya,

United States maintained de

revolution in which the Free Unionist Officers

there has been very

Libya. As

Qadhafi took power. A
days later the new government announced it
would not renew the foreign base agreements
and that 51 per cent of foreign banks would be
nationalised. In 1973, Libya nationalised 51 per
cent of all oil companies, including the

little published
about this north African country of 3 million
people which has dared to thumb its nose at the
West. This makes Fan Yew Teng’s study
especially welcome and useful.
Teng argues a convincing case that, far from
being an international terrorist, Libya has been
one of the main targets of the terrorism of the US
government. Since the 1969 revolution in which
the US puppet. King Idris, was overthrown, Libya
has been singled out by the West as one of the

one

facto control of
of the outposts for the control of

north-east Africa and the eastern basin of the

Mediterranean, Libya remained a strategic asset.
(The US had, by that time, spend US$ 1 (X) million

developing its first air base in Africa, the
on the outskirts of Tripoli.)
King Idris proclaimed Libya’s formal
independence on December 24,1951. According

on

Wheelus airfield,

renowned South African author Ruth First.

to

Libya “was perhaps the poorest country in the
world. The battle of the Second World War had

"bad” Arab states.

devastated what infrastructure had been built

For 25 years the US and its allies have waged a
covert and overt war against Libya. This has

and

includedaseries of CIA-orchestrated assassination

no

disrupted the economic life of

even

the

Bedouin communities... there had been virtually

under the command of

few

subsidiaries of Exxon, Mobil, Texaco, Social
and Shell. It also doubled the

price of its crude

oil. In 1974, it nationalised three US oil companies
and announced

oil

embargo of the US.
backdrop to more recent US
economic and military attacks on Libya. Teng
has put together an informative chronology of
events and unanswered que.stions surrounding
an

This forms the

education system capable of preparing men
for government and admini,strative service.”This

the Lockerbie disaster and

Qadhafi (such as the 1986 bombing of Tripoli and

allowed the

He goes to some effort to detail the

Benghazi in which 100 people were killed,
including Qadhafi’s adopted daughter),
provocative incursions into Libyan territorial waters
by the US Navy, the attempt to blame Libya for the
1988 disaster when a Pan Am jumbo blew up over

governments over a period of 17 years.

attempts on Libyan leader Colonel Muammar

Lockerbie in Scotland, and the 1992 United Nations

decision

to impose economic sanctions on Libya.
Why is the US waging war on Libya? Because,
as Teng argues, not only did it kick out a puppet
regime, it nationalised the West’s oil companies,

abolished the US and British bases and insisted

king to preside

over eleven corrupt

and capital had
Libya’s bases and oil.
During the Korean War, Wheelus was used by
the US Strategic Air Command, later becoming
a primary training ground for NATO forces.
For the West, Libya was the only source of
mid-eastern oil that remained unaffected by
the long-term closure of the Suez Canal. By
1967, US private investment in Libya stood at
US$456 million, the second highest after South
access

US hypocrisy
branding Libya a “terrorist” state and quotes
from a variety of outspoken democratic rights
campaigners including Alexander Cockburn,
Noam Chomsky, Basil Davidson and Ruth First.
Libya is one Arab country in which the
population as a whole benefited from oil revenue.
The US, France and Britain have never forgiven
Qadhafi for kicking them out, and until he is
replaced by another King Idris, Teng argues,
there will be no let-up to the anti-Libya
campaign.□
in

Western governments

unrestricted

gives some detail of
the disastrous effects of the economic sanctions.

to

just oil prices, setting an example for the re.st
Libya has (despite some
inconsistencies such as Chad) supported antiimperialist Third World movements, including
the Sandinistas in Nicaragua, the ANC in South
Africa and the Palestine Liberation Organisation.
Italy colonised Libya from 1911 to 1943,
during which time the Fascist dictator Benito
Mussolini organised a mass migration program
intended to crush any nationalist resistance and
ensure control over this strategic oil-producing
country. Winston Churchill, before the Second
World War, was happy to cultivate a partnership

Africa.

with Mussolini, whom he described

study needed to be given to Command and Control when sub-regional bodies and the
UN are deployed together. (Liberia)
All delegates participated actively in the workshop and learnt from the collective direct experience
of all the recent UN operations in sub-Saharan Africa. Lessons learnt will help to inform both
National policies on peacekeeping and contributions by the international Community.□

on

of the OPEC countries.

law-giver among
Communist stand”.

as

“the great

living men for his antiBy 1931, more than 750 000
Libyans had been killed resisting Italy’s
occupation.
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This is

some

of the

under-publicised

—

fascinating — but rather
history which forms the

From Green Left

P@QC@k@@pinQ OpGrOtiOnS
•

The

Weekly #171, 14/12/94

(continued from page 43)

importance of close coordination at all levels between military and humanitarian activities

(Rwanda).
•

•

Where

Peacekeepers have to operate unfamiliar equipment, there is a need for an in-theatre
training capability (Rwanda, all).
Where sub-regional bodies carry out peacekeeping activities, they should ensure UN/OAU are
consulted beforehand

•

on

the mandate

(Liberia).

Further
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BEYOND THE GENOCIDE IN RWANDA
Genocide in Rwanda: The

Responsibility ofAfrica

(Harare, 28 January 1995 One Day Seminar)
Reviewed by Ondoga ori Amaza

A

ONE-DAY

seminar

to

discuss

genocide that took place in Rwanda
last year, on 28 January 1995. turned
into an acrimonious exchange between
representatives of the Rwanda Patriotic Front
(RPF) and Rwandese refugees living in
Zimbabwe. Tbe seminar, held at Ranche House

College, in the Zimbabwean capital Harare, and
organised by the Zimbabwe Chapter of the Pan
African Movement, attracted about two hundred

participants from Zimbabwe. Rwanda, Zambia
and Uganda.
Trouble started when a Rwandese refugee,
who claimed to have worked under the RPF

government as an immigration official from July
to December. 1994. stood up to react to a

presentation made by the RPF Director of
Information. Major Wilson Rutay isire. Speaking 5
in Kinyarwanda and waving a bible-sized book
I
on the immediate pre- and post-independence
upheavals in Rwanda. Silver Biziyarenyaaccused
the RPF government of widespread killings in
a
Gishwati and Gikongora. He named one
Runyinya as an example of those who have been
The government will bring to book
killed by the government.
Reacting to the allegations. Major Rutayisire
warned the Interahamwe not to imagine they
denied that Runyinya had been killed, but said
would be allow'ed to hide behind democracy. He
had been arrested and awaiting trial. Runyinya,
was reacting to a Rwandese refugee who had
he said, was an Interahamwe commander and
thanked the organisers of the seminar which had
would have to face the law at the appropriate
enabled them to democratically discuss their
time. Rutayisire then went for Biziyarenya’s
throat: “The fact that he is expressing concern for
problems. Professor Campbell, who teaches Pan
African Studies at Syracuse University in the
the likes of Runyinya who are responsible for the
genocide of our people is quite revealing. USA, but is currently in Zimbabwe, was one of
Obviously, there are Interahamwe militia in this the organisers of the seminar. Speaking earlier
on. Campbell said but for the Rwanda genocide.
country, posing as refugees and 1 call upon the
1994 should have been the highest point of the
government of Zimbabwe to round them up and
African liberation movement with the
have justice done.”
Explaining the position of the RPF government independence of South Africa. With the genocide,
on the issue of bringing to book those responsible
everything that has been said and written about
Africa is now on trial.
for the genocide, Rutayisire said all who had
committed the genocide would be tried if and
Speaking at the same conference. Professor
when they are apprehended, with or without the
Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja. a Zairean academic
and deputy president of the African Association
consent of the international community.
Admitting there had been acts of revenge of Political Science, castigated the French
involvement in the Rwandese conflict, saying it
committed by elements in the Rwanda Patriotic
Army (RPA). Rutayisire reiterated that justice is had nothing to do with humanitarianism. He
<

<

they talk of trying tho,se
responsible for genocide, they do not exclude
members of their own army who had killed
innocent civilians. Professor Horace Campbell
total, saying when

48

demonstrated how African leaders become

inextricbly fused with key leaders of imperial
where these powers
will do anything to protect and promote the

nations, leading to a situation

those responsible for the genocide
dictatorship they establish. He singled out the
French attempt at establishing a “safe zone" in
Cyangugu as RPA closed in on Kigali last June,
saying the area was known to have been used for
extensive opium and marijuana cultivation by
senior French officials in collusion with National

Revolutionary Movement for Democracy and

Development (MRND) officials. Quoting
extensively from Belgian newspapers Professor
Nzongola contended that the cordoning off of
Cyangug was actually intended to give the
French time to destroy these opium fields so that
when RPF finally took over, there would be no
evidence of the vice. Major Rutayisire had on his
part,

intimated that the French aim in setting up

the so-called “safe zone"

was to use

it

as a

base

for reorganising the Interahamwe and the deposed
Rwandese government troops for the purposes
of fomenting an armed uprising against the RPF.

Nzongola and Major Rutayisire
convincingly argued that if the French had been
genuinely interested in the wellbeing and lives of
the Rwandese people, the time for them to act
would have been the days immediately after
Habyalimana's death. Inexplicably, it was
Both Professor
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The cornerstone

precisely at this time that France joined the USA
Security Council members to vote lor
the withdrawal of UN forces, including French
troops, from Rwanda. France's decision to return
to Rwanda supposedly to establish a
protective
and other

7.one at a

time when the

come to an

the

end.

was

massacres

therefore

had almost

highly suspicious,

of Rwanda’s future

agitated Major Ondoga explained. The NRA

that the RPF government should declare an
unconditional amnesty for all refugees. In

and its President Yoweri Museveni

the

of the

were

the

in Rwanda.

Major Ondoga ori
Amaza told the participants to realise that the
people of Uganda have their own political
problems which they are duty bound to solve.

"We had

war

a man

called Idi Amin who brutalised

people so much that we had to chase him out
by using armed forces. Then we had the
dictatorship of the Obote regime which we had
to remove by means of a protracted
people's
war. We were not going to let these fellows
continue brutalising us just because we have
some Rwande.se
refugees, who we did not invite
to begin with,
living in our country. The fact
that some of these refugees took advantage of
the fluid situation in our country to join the
National Resistance Army (NRA) and to later
desert it so as to invade their country should
therefore not be blamed on Uganda or Museveni,
but on those who sent these refugees into exile.
Rather than being the cau.se of the Rwandese
conflict. Uganda at best, provided the condition
for it to flare up in the RPF war." a fairly
our
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who wanted guarantees and
no harm would come to them

Secretary of Global Pan African Movement
Secretariat, had earlier on pre.sented a paper on
the background of the Rwandese conflict.
Other speakers at the seminar were Ms
Christine Umutoni Nyinawumwami of the RPF.
Mrs Merinah Konyonyo of the Uganda Chapter
of the Pan African Movement, and Thomas Deve

causes

those

assurances

argued.
meetings on Rwanda, the Harare
meeting found itself grappling with the question
of what the role of Uganda in the Rwandese
conflict is. Reacting to the charge that Uganda
two

Uike most

were

officer, who had been invited for the one-day
seminar in his capacity as Deputy Publicity

of SAPES Trust,

who is also the

Pan

African

they returned, and others who demanded

his efforts to assist those among the refugees
who want to go home to do so and to ensure

that those who

were guilty of genocide are
brought to book, Major Rutayisire on
Monday, January .JO, sought audience with

acting
region of

the UNHCR Protection Officer in Harare,
Mr Alfred Albtrcht,
who said his

Movement and Nathan

organisation would help those who wished
go home. As for the those who might have
committed crimes against humanity, he said

Coordinator of the Southern Africa

Byamukama.

if

that

Ugandan post-graduate student
at the University of Zimbabwe,
sponsored by
SAPES Trust. Byamukama later chaired a
meeting between the Rwandese refugees and
the two RPF officials from Kigali. The meeting
which lasted from mid-morning to midafternoon, took place on January 29, at the
premises of SAPES Trust.
During the meeting, which was conducted in
Kinyarwanda. Ms Nyinawumwami. who is

argued that anybody who had
genocide did not qualify for
refugee status. Major Rutayisire later met the
Zimbabwean Deputy Minister of Information,
Cde Chen Chimutengwende, who is also
chaimian of the Zimbabwe Chapter of the Pan

Assistant Ministerof Rehabilitation and Social

African Movement, and briefed him

Integration, briefed the refugees

situation in Rwanda. He also visited SAPES
Trust regional head office and met Dr Ibbo

a

in Rwanda and called
Like her

on

them

on

conditions

to come

home.

compatriot. Major Rutayisire. Ms
Nyinawumwami. however, insisted that if
there were any among the refugees who had
committed atrocities, they would have to face
the law. Reactions of the refugees to the
message from Kigali was mixed. While a few
expressed willingness to go back home, saying
they were only being constrained by lack of
funds, others were not so keen. Among these

to

more concrete
to

evidence needed to be available

their office before action could be taken.

He, however,

committed

on

the

Mandaza, the Executive Director. Major

Rutayisire expressed his desire for Southern
African Regional Institute for Policy Studies
(SARIPS) to organise an international
conference

on

the reconstruction of Rwanda,

adding that his government will do everything
possible to support such an initiative because
the world has

a

lot to learn from Rwanda’s

experience.□
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TEARS OF THE CROCODILE
From Rio to

Reality in the Developing World by N. Middleton, P.O. Keefe and
S. Moyo, Pluto Press, 1994
Reviewed by Chris McIvor

T

WO YEARS ago the United Nations
Conference on Environment and

Development (UNCED) was held in
Rio de Janeiro in a considerable blaze of
publicity and expectation. Agenda

worldwide
21

was

the document to have arisen from that

nothing to help the situation. Yet while the

done

industrialisation world has contributed most to

global pollution and climate change (from 1960
to 1990 per capital carbon production in the
USA, for example, stood at 22 times that of per
capital carbon production of the least developed

undefined term of development planners
“community participation”.
Yet, as the authors point out, the real issue is
land ownership and control, the return of
resources to the people who have a more vested
interest in its long-term sustainability and
productive capacity than corporations that exist
yet

conference.

Consisting of

countries) UNCED made little attempt to ensure

such issues

as

that consequent clean-up costs and investment in

in other countries

environmentally friendly technologies
would be proportionate to that history.
UNCED has effectively marginalised the case
that Northern industry made the environmental
mess and that any Southern contribution to global
pollution is largely a consequence of the uneven
patterns of development forced on the South by
Northern finance and protectionism. In the same
way, it has rendered ineffectual the argument at
the sale by Third World states of scarce resources,
mainly to service debts but also to obtain enough
income for development, is compelled by
Northern fiscal and trading practices (p.6).
Soil erosion, desertification, destruction of
forests and impoverishment of agricultural land

distant cities. Without land reform in favour of

and

some 40 sections on
climate and energy, biodiversity

biotechnology, forests, agriculture, waste
the
development

and water, etc., it was intended to set
framework for environment and

policies for the world as it emerged into the next
century. This publication is an analysis of both the
resulting recommendations. In
particular, it critici.ses what it considers to be a
fundamental flaw in the UNCED process. In its

conference and its

desire

to

achieve

consensus

and the support of

initially reluctant northern participants, such as
the United States government, the structural causes
of environmental degradation were largely
ignored. Environmental issues became separated
from developmental issues, despite the fact that
the latter underpinned many of the problems that

precipitated ecological crisis. Echoing a
previous UN study on the environment, the
Brundtiand Report published in 1987, which
stated that a world in which poverty and inequity
were endemic would always be prone to
environmental crisis, the authors go on to claim:
UNCED has turned aside from this
approach and has instead invited the
world to find solutions to a number of
pre.ssing environmental problems, thus
shifting the centre of the debate away
from development and towards the
environment, or. to express the matter
more brutally, away from people and on
to things, forces (p.4).
The authors give several examples of how
have

towards
safer
practice are likely to fall on deaf
ears. Appeals, for example, to developing
countries to adopt “clean” industry and reduce
emissions of polluting chemicals and gases, etc.
are likely to carry little weight with governments
fighting to appea.se the more pressing and
UNCED

exhortations

environmental

immediate economic social needs of their

populations. Clean industry, as one participant at
UNCED from Africa complained, is a luxury
that few developing countries can afford without
substantial assistance from the richer nations. At
the

same

time the frequent

northern habit of

sendingold and polluting machinery and factories
to the Third World, passing them off as aid, has
50

more

were

also a focus of UNCED discussions. Yet here

again, according to the authors, symptoms rather
than

causes were

dealt with. Exhortations to the

Third World government to investment in training
for local farmers, to develop more sustainable

farming methods, to access more environmentally
friendly technologies, etc., while offering some
solutions leave untouched the important issues
behind environmental degradation.
Patterns of land use in many developing
countries were inherited from the practices of
their colonial masters. This involved the

perception of land as a resource to be plundered
and mastered, where nature was seen as a raw

industrially processed in the same
way as any other factory material. As part of this
process systems of indigenous land management
and traditions of common ownership were
destroyed. Land was seized and property rights
established. Individuals and corporations now
material to be

or

landlords who reside in

indigenous peoples patterns of exploitation will
degrade natural resources.
Land, in most of its meanings, has huge
resonances for practically everyone. For small
farmers, pastoralists and peasant communities
throughout the world these have to do with place
and family, community and survival. The failure
to recognise them is a certain route to
unsustainability in agriculture (p. 109).
Underpinning unsustainability in natural
resource management in developing countries

continue to

are

economic factors which UNCED seemed

reluctant to tackle. These have to do with

global
adverse financial
environment which has played a major role in
the destruction of resources in many parts of the
globe. According to the author pressure to real ise
foreign exchange in order to service external
debt has led to many types of environmental
mismanagement. The publication traces the
destruction of forests, pollution of rivers and
waterways, the dumping of international waste
in developing countries, the presence of unsafe
industries and the misuse of marginal land for
export crops to a set of global economic factors
patterns

of trade and

an

for which the North bears considerable

responsibility. While UNCED served to highlight
many of these environmental problems in the
international media, its failure to tackle the issue
of poverty and economic inequity has
that the recommendations of Agenda

meant
21 are

largely cosmetic. The publication concludes:
There is a sense in which UNCED can be

UNCED forum. Instead calls have been made

skillful exercise in propaganda.
helped to divert attention from the
real nature of the is.sues. It has gulled
some
Northern campaigners and
observers into a sense that something is
being done in the internationalfront. For
politicians, it is a surrogate for serious
action over a whole range of matters on
the homefronts ofNorthern governments.
Most importantly,it could sen'e to buttress
yet further the entrenched institutions of

from “local consultation” and that most frequent

Northern economic control.d

held sway over vast areas

of land which had

previously benefited whole communities. Yet
despite the problems of an approach to land use
in the Third World which has caused the

widespread cutting down of forests, the
contamination of rivers and streams, the
irreversible destruction of land in the rush to
maximise

profits, patterns of ownership and
rarely been questioned, even in the

control have

seen as a

It has
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CATCH-22: ‘DEVELOPMENT’ AS
PACIFICATION OF THE DESTITUTE

(PART I)
Catherine Alum Odora

I

S

COMMITMENT

to

the

idea

of

‘development' as practised today a case of
ideological amnesia, or does it signify the
triumph of the pacification of the destitute? What
has the ideology of development done to the
struggle against imperialism for which so many
lives have been lost? Has liberation and the

independence that followed in tow turned out to
be a catch-22, leading African countries, via the
ideology of development, straight into the bosom
of imperialism? What is the thing about this
‘development’ after all?
As conceived and practised today,
‘development’ is not just about the West
maintaining an iron grip on the resources of the
Third World countries and insisting that it is the
style with which they rapaciously deplete those
that is the measure of development. It
just about the institutionalisation of
calculated altruism designed to ameliorate the
visible effects of their attitude to human (in the
universal sense of that word) progress. But it is
also about strange absolute silence over the
resources

is not

agent of production which can produce, but so

forced

live

are

only by the permission of others. As the
dominant ideology in the world today,
‘development" without shame, glaringly reflects

participation into those costly aerobics,
justified expenses in the path of making the
world fit into the jackets that are already

manufactured and have to be

the ‘new consciousness’ and rationalised interests

of the western countries in their

ambiguous
relationship with the colonies that have been
subjected to centuries systematic plunder by

to

themselves. It is in this ‘new consciousness’ that

and actions

the hideousness of the concrete actions of the
Western countries is

given

a

humanitarian

coating, albeit

a rather thin one.
This new consciousness is typically concerned

with ‘global development' and the ushering of
democracy for all mankind. It has, following
the concerted and successful campaigns by elite
groups such as the Round Table Movement,
since comfortably settled in to the new definition
of imperialistic plunder: a noble mission to bring
light onto those subjected to that inhumanity. It
is a consciousness that is easily irritated by even
remote reminders as to the nature of that cruelty,

worn.

These actions are not bizarre figments ofhuman

imagination. They have happened and continue
happen. They are part of carefully
contemplated, executed and orchestrated policies
by the Western countries in the wider
project of ensuring that true development never
really happens.
The paper shall argue that there is no better
way to ensure this than by avoiding to holistically
confront the pains, consequences and
fundamental distortions caused half the world's

planet by Western domination and control; by
orchestrating the image of imperialism as a
mission in human salvation; by endorsing the
fundamental principle of the ‘dominant races
and subordinate tribes’

as

the ethos and rationale

for Western altruism in Africa and the Third

World; and by

something to do with the

extoll
it the
starting point for everyone it encounters on the
path of ‘development’. It is a consciousness that

detennination to transcend the bloodiness of that

has taken sides and endorsed the socio-Darwinist

adopting the Western scientific
measure and instituting
in its wake, the most pervasive and elusive form
of multiple patriarchy known to a conquered
people.
Casting Imperialism in Humanitarian Cioaks
One of the most powerful offensives launched
by the British to whitewash and blunt the crimes

history and begin anew. It would have been even
more understandable if that silence had something
to do with sheer oversight, a lack of information,
a lack of knowledge. But no. The silence is a

creed which decrees that the West shall

of

consequences of the continuity of this type of
relations on children, people, cultures and

knowledges of the world.
It would have been
‘silence’ had

deliberate

one

as

a

bit understandable if the

much

as

the disinterest in

redressing the structural and psychological effects
as digressions,
diversions from ‘more important business’. The
‘more important business’ of course, is
maintenance of control and exploitation in
practice, ignoring the side and core effects of it,
while sponsoring extensive and bizarre
propaganda about ‘peaceful co-existence’,
‘global development’, ‘human rights’,
‘democracy’.
‘transparency’
‘human
development’, ‘order’, and the promotion of
‘progress’.
Alas! Africa’s development is supposed to
spring forth from the elaborate process by which,
of decades of abu.se is taken

as a

continent, its role is reduced to that of
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an

and how memories of it could affect even current

attitudes. It is

a

consciousness with

a

short,

distorted memory, that is determined to
that particular shallowness and make

reign
high and set forth to civilise mankind into its own
image in the same manner and style as they
have done to rise that high (even if it took the
disappearance of the ozone and the inscription of
slavery in the annals of human history to gain
that ascendancy). It is a consciousness that
endorses the patriarchy of Western science as
the methodology for egalitarian and democratic
human development, and the subjugation of all
others as a natural process in the path of
‘development’.
This paper is about the factory that
manufactures those one-size Western-style
straight-jackets into which all mankind is
supposed to fit. It is also about ‘making it work’
i.e. the actual fitting project. ‘Fitting’, in this
usage, is the objective, the fixation. The chopping
of arms and legs, the financing of expensive
slimming medications and fitness centres, the

—

measure as

the universal

imperialism in its African dominions

was

accomplished through the activities ofthe Round
Table Movement (RTM). In South Africa, the
RTM had its incarnation

as

Lord Milner's

Kindergarten, and was made up of a circle of
‘bright’ young men; products mainly of New
College and All Souls’s College at Oxford. The
latter, was a college with no students but only
members who served as professors for a period
of seven years, so that there is a succession of
young jurists, historians and students of political
science in residence. It

was

the task of these

to cast

the actions of the British in

liberal

light. African children

men

particularly

were taught in
schools that the British believed in what they
called

‘equality between all civilised people’
‘equal rights to all civilised men’. That
civilised meant ‘white’ was conveniently left for
the diabolism of practice to illustrate. Magubane
writes, of the experience under Rhodes of this
and in
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Victims

.

Like

created about

(Rhodes), who

maintenance, through empire.of the world

had utter contemptfor black people whom

wide ascendancy of the Anglo-Saxons.
History was an aspiration, not a lessonfor
them (Tidrick 1990:231. In Magubane

a man

he likedtocall 'a subject race’

that should
be ruled with an iron hand.. .Indeedfor the
mission-educated African he had a
particular hatred. Of them, he usually
complained 'there are kaffir persons
everywhere — these institutions are
turning out a dangerous class'.
(Magubane 1994:4).
'Informed opinion' and analysis generated by
the members of this small self-selecting and
secretive organisation were published in articles
.

.

in The Round T able Journal. It was this journal
(along with perhaps a few others), that constructed
aconceptual framework within which the colonial
ideology could be defended and propagated.
They also selected aspects of this enterprise that
had policy implications and dealt with these in
details. In the pages of The Round Table
quarterly, readers could participate in a dialogue
of experts who shared information and set up
moral standards of what was 'just', and 'unjust'

in the treatment of the 'lesser breeds’, and see
how

they resolved problems that they perceived
common and which could prove unsettling
the empire (Magubane, ibid.).

be

...There

was

indeed a wild ambition about

the Round Table's scheme and dreams
which
52

.

their mentor Lord Milner. Round Tablet s

the word
'civilised' for 'white', a whole mythology
.

was

to

of their purpose.

.Later, by substituting

.

to

of imperial greed

reasonableness

kind of calculated obscurantism:

belied

the

unvarying

were

British

race

patriots dedicated to the

ibid).
L.S.

Amery, another fanatical devotee of the
empire, writes that there was an 'Elizabethan'

quality in Cecil Rhodes, the suggestion in the
adjective being that with his patriotism and vision,
there

something of the love of gain for the
and a lack of scruples in methods
adopted by the process of the rise of imperialism.
However, as the word 'empire', particularly
following the Anglo-Boer war had become
synonymous with greed and brutality, the Round
Table and General Smuts soon brought into
vogue the fine but clumsy word 'commonwealth'
which gave the idea that empire was a voluntary
was

sake of power

association in which Britain
senior member and

was

the selected

guiding force.
Everyone knows the crimes of colonialism
and imperialism. In our history, we know that
propelled by an insatiable greed for profit sitting
atop a raft of race patriotism. European capitalists
had devastated Africa with impunity, imposed
slavery (and now a sophisticated level of poverty)
on millions, and in the era of imperialism, had
a

divided the continent and forced millions
into

more

back-breaking labour in the mines and
plantations: the endeavour they insist, is called

'development'. Yet one of the amazing and truly
insulting myths created has been that which
justifies colonialism and refers to the colonial
process as the 'white man's burden'.
As Magubane writes, this was one of the main
dilemmas that faced the architects of imperialism
in Africa. The issue was: could its history of
brutality, slavery, capitalism, oppression and an
endless list of intrigues and inhuman crimes ever
be relativised or wished away ? If that was
conceivable, then the question was how'? If an
appropriate strategy was found, how could its
permanency and propagation be ascertained over
time?
These

questions were real, and for the arcimperiali,sts like Rhodes after whom the British
colony of 'Rhodesia' was named, the Rhodes
Trust and Rhodes Scholarship were established
to ensure, among other things, that the history of
greed and imperial brutality was written in a
patriotic manner. For the Round Table
intellectuals, their ta.sk

was

to cast the British

imperial enterprise in the best possible light. In
this endeavour, the writing of the history of
colonialism was considered key. As historians
and managers of empire, it became their mission
to wage a yeoman's ideological struggle against
any hi.storical analysis which as.sociated the
rise of colonialism and

imperialism w ith the
imperative of capitalism. This was
the only way they could explain away the
exploitative essence of imperiali.sm.
The reconditioned version of imperialism to
economic
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SOCIAL AND PUBLIC POLICY DIALOGUE SERIES
the Round Table
projects contained
noble ideas indeed. The new objectives for the
imperial was no longer what Marx had presented
as a picture of the capitalist 'progress’ which
involved dragging individuals and peoples
through blood and dirt, through misery and
degradation. In the rosy picture created by the

emerge after the work of
Movement and the Rhodes

more and more
Ake states that the rationalisation of the

becoming

interests of the Western countries take place
glaringly in three basic ways:
By encouraging admiration of the Western
•

countries:

By reinforcing the subordination of the noncountries, not only by inculcating a
sense of inferiority, but also exciting their
passion for goods whose supply is controlled
by the Western countries;
By representing the cause of underdevelop-

•

Round Table Movement, that intellectual
movement

whose

objective it

western

was to generate

and inculcate the fundamental amnesia, it was
of these. Britain was, all of a sudden, 'a

none

reluctant
it stood

imperialist’. The programme for which
was

re-named the ’commonwealth’,

Western countries is ennobled rather than

governments.

so

far

as

attempting to whitewash the inherent violence,
cruelty and abuses in the relations underpinning
'development’ are concerned.
In order to grasp the time dimension here, one
can point to the fact that in 1492, Columbus
‘discovered’ the Americas and Va.sco da Gama
rounded the

Cape of Storms, at least so the story
But from that time up until today, Africa
experienced the agony of the slave trade and the
pain of racism bom of this nefarious trade. In the
course of the next five hundred years, European
imperialists would appropriate everything in
Africa they could lay their hands on including
the entire tangible cultural heritage of the Edo of
Benin, now scattered in European museums and
private collections. For Marx, writes Magubane,
this was the process he called primitive
goes.

accumulation. Marx, he states, would remind us

into the world dripping from
head to foot, from every pore, with blood and dirt ’.
But by cutting out all references to the cruelty
of European intervention and conquest of Africa,
the ideology of development attempts to convince
us that history is really Just a process of
development. It is the degree of 'development'
that supposedly determines all essential
that

'capital

comes

capabilities of a nation-state including the
capability for democracy, political stability,
overcoming poverty, etc. (Ake 1978).
According to this ideology, 'development'
has been achieved in the ‘bourgeois’ countries,
though it admitted in passing that some
development is still occurring in the.se countries.
In the rest of the world however,

'development'
promise to be realised, with the assistance
of the west. Since, by some strange coincidence,
the characteristics which constitute development
are also the salient features of the developed
is still

a
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whose side

development assistance is really
standing, ask the question: is the particular
'assistance' aimed at redressing the structural
imbalances caused by colonialism, or is it eager
to implementing ameliorative policies'? Which

loan is directed at the
generation and reconstruction ofreality in Africa,
and how does it compare with assistance aimed
at proceeding with 'business as usual’? Check
the content of aid and ask: who exactly is a
particular million dollar budget benefitting?
Evidently, the preservation of the existing order
is a central issue and no development is
encouraged which even remotely begins to
deviate or challenge this ‘existing order’.
I agree with Claude Ake when he, with
donor support or even

understandable ire asserts that the Third World

castigated:
•

hegemony of the ideology and
‘development’ and its corollary
‘underdevelopment’ is akin to the machinations

of the Round Table Movement in

played by the European and

countries

1 add to it:

The rise to

I

in the African countries in such a way

demtx:racy. and shared riches; attributes which
were coldly usurped by the colonial, and today

word

I

ment

that the role

Development as Calculated Altruism

I

•

a

robust Elizabethan word with overtones of

western

I

naturally, to
like those countries.

countries, development amounts,

are

then (through

this strategy of
obliged to appeal to charity
with a pittance. They have been

By ensuring control over knowledge generation and .scholarship (variously through the
Western form of education, language con-

calculated altruism),

trol, research methods, etc.)

defeat is

for the pacification of the
destitutes they have themselves created,
development and its appropriate tool — the
Western type of education — is the best tool for
curbing any traces of revolutionary ardour. At
times, this pernicious zeal is expressed in actual
policies of some bilateral development agencies
as they plot the fate of development in Africa.
This will be taken up in Part 11 of this paper. It is
no wonder that development has frequently been
equated with disempowerment and a unique
propensity to weaken solidarity among the
peasantry and reinforcing their sense of inferiority.
Like a play within a play, it is those very
countries that committed the worst plunder that
are particularly adept at talking of the need to
eradicate poverty. It is the very perpetuators of
the highest degree of cultural and economic
dismemberment of half this planet that keep
reciting the need for order, peaceful co-existence,
peaceful change, stability, and responsibility. It
As

a

is those

strategy

same

countries that created the structure

that has institutionalised poverty on magnitudes
unknown in human history that are talking

Development. Claude Ake writes:
While propagating the idea of
development, the bourgeois countries
offer themselves as the guarantors of the
possibility ofdevelopment andproclaim a
'partnership in development'. Assistance
is given to make the partnership look
.

.

plausible.
but as it worked out, the
proletarian countries get poorer and the
technological gap widens. Still, the idea
of development and the partnership in
development creates the illusion of an
identity of interest (Ake ibid.-21).
.

.

More than that however, if one wants to see on

and to make do

maneuvered into

a

fonn of contest in which their

guaranteed; they are fighting for a
marginal increase in their share of the distribution
of the product instead of a redistribution of the
capacity to produce.
Whatever the ethnicity of Western countries
is, none of them has dared to question the the fact
that colonialism, and

neo-colonialism

as an

objective relation, demands, indeed imposes a
particular political system and particular
ideologies concordant with its objective character.
With frightening ease,

they continue to distribute
premised on the fundamental
Justification of colonialism, namely, that
that 'assistance’

colonialism

was

beneficial to the colonised.

Colonialism is viewed, not as

self-seeking or
exploitation, but as salvation. It remains a memory
of generosity and not rapacity, and so, as Ake
well puts it,
with uncanny ingeniiity, the colonisers
.

..

were

(and are) able to reconcile racism

with the proclarnmation

all

men

ofthe equality of

(Ake ibid.-84).

explanatory for the mocking
missionary dedication with which the West
continues, with such arrogance to keep itself at
the centre of the stage: the greatest saviour of
That, is the

mankind to the 21st century.

To be continued...
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THE NATIONAL QUESTION, ETHNICITY AND
THE STATE IN ZAMBIA
Owen Sichone

A

LTHOUGH
term,

ethnicity is

a

much used

it is infact still very poorly

defined

despite the fact that everyone
meaning is clear. In Zambia it is
mainly used as the politically correct term for
what used to be called tribalism. According to
Eriksen (1993), the word ethnicity was only
listed in the Oxford English dictionary as recently
as 1972. For the purpose of this contribution, 1
will suggest a definition of the term which I hope
is less ambiguous and vague than those previously
in use. Ethnic groups are usually defined in terms
ofdistinctive culture and because ethnic language,
cuisine, dress or music are regarded as different
thinks the

from, and inferior

to

mainstream culture, ethnic

almost

always implies uncivilised classes
(peasants) orraces (non-Hindi, non-Han Chinese,
or

non-WASP American).

My definition is not entirely new, but is an
amalgam of several previous scholarly and
political definitions. It is afso based on my own
experience of identity formation as a citizen of a
young “nation” and as an individual. First of all,
I consider ethnic groups to be forms of human
community. This general concept was used in a
very specialised way by the now defunct Soviet
school of sociology to refer to clans, tribes,
nationalities, and nations. In the usual unilinear
and

progressive way that Stalinists explained the
history of the world, each form of human
community was associated with a particular mode
of production and corresponding social
formation. I refer to ethnic groups as forms of
human community but do not rank them in any
way. Both tribes and nations as forms of human
community are ethnic groups, I could also add
race and gender as well, but that is another
question, suffice it to say here that race and
gender as forms of human community and as
identities

are

similar to tribes, nationalities and

nations in many ways. One of these similarities
is the putting up of boundaries between us and
them. Ethnic groups are

also regarded as closed
genetic pools and cross-breeding with outsiders
is often seen as contamination although this is
more typical of dominant groups than peoples
who own neither empires nor slaves.
The Eurasian idea that tribes are made up of
people who have not (yet) developed a system of
writing and who have no monotheistic religion,
whereas civilised nations do, may be useful in
certain contexts, but I will stress that both tribes
54

groups

The

study of ethnicity is

a relatively new
intellectual fad which has become a major

pre-occupation of ex-Sovietologists and
western

sociologists in the wake of the new

nationalisms

and nations

ethnic groups

and operate in
Differences in size and
technological sophistication are as important as
those between imperialist nations or oppressed
countries, but achieving nationhood does not
require people to conquer and dominate others.
It is not surprising that the term ethnic is vague
and ambiguous. It cannot be otherwise. The
notion of a pure people, pure culture or clearcut
boundary between different races, tribes or even
sexes, is at best an analytic tool, and at worst a
figment of the imagination. Neither race nor clan
or tribe are biologically based as claimed. Ethnic
groups are, above all, ideological. Ethnicity is in
many instances a ‘consciously crafted ideological
similar

creation’

are

ways.

(Vail, 1989:7) in which claims to land

rights, descent from
ancestress, not to

with

a common ancestor or
mention special covenants

god are myths used by people to define and

express their group identity, but also to deny
others access to resources. As van Binsbergen
has shown in his monumental

study of Nkoya
ethnicity, ‘ethnicisation and the production of
history are inseparable processes’. Indeed, all
Zambian groups share this characteristic, because
they descended from migrants, refugees and
conquerers, Zambians trace their history through
ancestors to different places of origin.
The
Bemba, for example, are thus not just any
Bemba speaker, but subjects of the N’gandu
kings, descendants of the people who came from
the Congo and who practise certain rituals. The
role played by political entrepreneurs in crafting
and perpetuating such identities is a crucial one
and the main reason why having a system of
writing is so important for the invention ofnations.
Other forms of human community are, however,
obliged to achieve the same without a written
history, and oral traditions are as important as
written ones for creating and perpetuating ethnic
identity.
Ethnic groups have been described variously
as ‘ascriptive and exclusive’ social groups (Barth,
1977:23); and as politico-economic interest

a

(Cohen, 1969). Each definition captures

part of the es.sence of ethnicity depending on

the

and historical

period upon which a
based.In his recent work on
the tragic Burundi, Lemarchand has argued that
both those who stress ethnicity and those who
deny it are behaving in the manner described by
Vail. In the following section, I will look at the
different ways in which ethnicity has been
discussed by previous generations of scholars in
Zambia and try to develop an updated defintion
area

particular study

out

was

of them.
New Nationalisms and

The

Ethnicity

study of ethnicity is

a relatively new
intellectual fad which has become a major pre-

occupation of ex-Sovietologists and western
sociologists in the wake of the new nationalisms.
In Zambia, however, anthropologists of the
Rhode.s-Livingstone Institute were among the
first to study ethnicity and the creation of imagined
communities in the emerging towns of the
Copperbelt in the post-war period. Mitchell’s
(1956) classic study of urban tribali.sm. The
Kalela Dance, remains the best example of an
analysis of ethnicity at the level of daily social
interaction. Subsequent work by sociologists
and political scientists, after independence, has
tended to focus

on

the state

and

on

the

government’s language orcultural policy. Microstudies such as Mitchell’s are rare these days as
the focus has shifted to meta-theoretical and

global discussions, I hope my paper will correct
some

of these weaknesses and re-introduce the

discussion of real

people in real situations.
important finding of the RhodesLivingstone researchers was that urban tribalism
was different from rural. As people have many
identities, it is necessary to pay attention to the
One

different circumstances when
orPolish-American. Russian

one

or

is American

Georgian, why?

and how?
The
was

campaign by Kenneth Kaunda. when he

the head of state, to create

a

‘one Zambia one

nation ’ out of what he bel ie ved were 73 tribes, or
the claim
‘

by Samora Machel that in Mozambique

for the nation to survive, the tribe must die’ is an

ideological project ofdubious worth, no different
from the creation of Zulu, Hutu, Ibo or Lozi
mythicohistories, but the context defines the
function of the labels. In Africa, we tend to

regard those who promote the interest of tribes as
responsible for bringing imagined communities
Sapem March, 1995
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movement may

into existence and for undennining the resolution

of the national question, but as long as ethnic
boundaries

can

be created, invented and

Every national bourgeoisie claims for itself

right to exploit its working classes and

the

state

threaten the existence of both the
and even

inherited from the colonial past,

the ethnic communities whose freedom they
claim to be

fighting for.

maintained, there is scope for political action
which cannot and should not be suppressed as

natural resources. This is the basis of African

long as there are people who see themselves as

domination and must be seen as the demand

have been marked by a steady

belonging to a group.As Thornton (1994: ) has
shown (although Marxists will recall that this is
not a new idea) in western Europe, nations
emerged and put up boundaries whereas in Africa,
colonialism set up countries and drew uparbitrary
boundaries before nations emerged.
My position can be summarised as follows:
there can be no bourgeois democracy ( and thus
no resolution of the national question) without a
national bourgeoisie. This view is ba.sed on the
west European experience where nations emerged
out of internal social processes. - Every national
bourgeoisie claims for itself the right to exploit
its working classes and natural resources. This is
the basis of African nationalism and its rejection
of imperialist domination and must be seen as the
demand of a bourgiosie for the right to rule. At
independence in 1964, Zambia was one country
but not yet one nation. For president Kaunda’s
generation, the best wayof resolving the national
question was by the one party state method
whereby all the national elites shared state power
across regional and ethnic divisions and prevented
the emergence of sectional interest groups. This

of

and

is what Samora Machel referred to

as

the tribes

dying. Alternatively, the national elites would
have shared the regions. This latter method
demands a federation and is likely to become a
favoured political model, especially if it does
succeed in South Africa. But many Zambians
have been brought up under the ideology of
national unity and feel hesistant to make the sort
of demands for regional power or ethnic group
interests, that, for example, the IFF in South
Africa campaigned for and won, such as having
the political rights of the Zulu monarchy
constitutionally defined and protected within a
republic. It is not clear how long this fear of being
labelled tribalistic will last.
The State and Civil

Society

scholars have been identifying
aspects of a healthy and vibrant civil society all
In recent years,

over

rural and urban Africa. Fascinated

by the

refusal of the population to recognise the authority
of their relevant state,

we

have all looked at the

operati?ig in all walks of life and
seen hope for democratic activity. This,
unfortunately, has turned out to be nothing, but
the celebration of poverty, the poverty of the
infonnal sector, of people coping with stress of
one kind or another: drought, warorSAPimposed
by the irrelevant state and its international allies.
Even the struggles of female- headed households,
or unemployed youth making shoes and other
various NGOs
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nationalism and its
a

rejection of imperialist

bourgiosie for the right to rule.

For the Zambian state, the last twenty years

loss of sovereignty

failure to enforce the laws of the land

a

the country. This decline made it
impossible for the system of patronage that had
been put in place during the Kaunda years to
function and people who felt excluded from stale
power have raised the issue of regional autonomy.
Parallels with the battles being waged by peoples
of the Russian Empire are obvious even though
the histories are very different. One thing Russia

across

clothes from discarded materials are all
as

virbrant civil

society. Indeed, they

the state, but when citizens do

regarded

are not

of

what the state

the bureaucracy) has failed to
society. Such wishful

(more correctly,

do for them, that is not civil

thinking is Justifiable given the fact that the real
heroes of the struggle against poverty are indeed
the women smugglers and not the male rulers
who have heartlessly imposed austerity on their
poorest citizens without any guarantee of
economic

success now or

it is just not

in the

future. But

good enough. If we consider the fact

that survival and not any sort
the

near

concern

of development is

of these non-statist activities and

groups, then we have to see them as an expression
of a people’s poverty and not their potential.
Much

like

over-dependence of the

the

community, our civil
society is proof of the failure of the local elites to

government on the donor
govern.
Chabal (1992)

has in

common

we

shall not find

a

strong home-grown civil society in much of
Africa now or in the near future. That requires a

why regional elites elsewhere may not
greater autonomy in
the future. There is fear that bloodletting may
follow such a political arrangement and indeed it
will if banditry is allowed to ma.squarade as civil
society. But it akso has potential for greater
democracy at the grassroots level if the national
bourgeoisie is mature enough to accept the right
reason

make similar demands for

of nations to self-determination within federal
confederal structures. The

can

be redrawn and the time has

western

participants, except as
national bourgeoisie is battling
as

survive in the hostile environment without the

protection that all other competitors take
granted, and the decline of this class is felt in

state

the universities, in the arts and other cultural
even in the remotest villages.
society does not flourish where the state
is weak. As Gramsci suggested in his Prison
Notebooks, civil .society like the .state secures the
hegemony ofthe capitalists except that the church

activities and
Civil

and schools have

no

anned forces and

use

different

techniques. A weak state is likely to
lead to a weak civil society because a state unable
to enforce the law causes all forms of banditry
and lawlessness to emerge. The peasants .states
of Eastern Europe have all spawned this antidemocratic abomination and Africa is proceeding

along the same destructive route. It is in this sort

come

for the

and economic communities like SADC do

been eliminated

for

or

independence of

meaningless colonial boundaries to be
re-examined,especially if largerregional political
manage to

Our

weak civil .state.

Barotseland constitutional claims, but there is no

organised for class
politics and this class in Africa is under extreme
pressure in the global market where they have
strong national bourgeoisie

to

a

important of these, is the

Eritrea shows that the sacred OAU boundaries

is correct to say that civil society

is where the state is not. but

consumers.

with Africa is

In Zambia, the most

take off.
The

Dynamics of Zambia

As in most parts

of the world, other than
Europe, unless one captures the state,
access to political power or even meaningful
democratic activity in Zambia, at any level is
impossible. This is the reason why under Kaunda,
the system
arithmetic’

of ‘tribal balancing'
was

or

‘ethnic

necessary to ensure

that all

potential political leaders of the various ethnic
groups had access to state power. In the last days
of the one- party state, many traditional riders
had been co-opted into republican structures,
including the Lozi, Lunda and Bemba monarchs.
The MMD came into power promising to appoint
officialson merit and the urbanised, cosmopolitan
elites whomake up the MMD leadership ridiculed
the whole ri t/w/balancing act as adivide and rule
tactic designed to keep Kaunda in power. In part
this is what it was, but mo.st importantly, it
allowed the governing party to mobilise the
public around the slogan ‘one Zambia, one

of anomic situation that bandit leaders appear as

nation’.

champions ofethnic (including national) causes.

The MMD soon found itself being accu.sed of
being a party for Bemba speaking peoples from
the Luapula and Northern provinces. vVith LINIP
holding onto the Eastern province and the Lozi

Bandit leaders like Afonso Dhlakama, and Jonas
Savimbi po.se as champions
appears to

be

a

of democracy. What
lively local level democratic

.‘i.'i
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with their jobs

calling for a return to the semi-autononious
situation they enjoyed after indepedence in 1964.

The

it is clear that Zambia under the MMD cannot be

sacred OAU boundaries

meritocracy and the political repre.sentation of
groups that claim to have been excluded from
power is more vital for the survival of the nation
state. It is dangerous to exclude elites from
central power and deny them their regional
autonomy as well. Some democratic balance
will have to be struck, but at present there is no
indication that the MMD is aware of the problem.
There has recently been a proliferation of
cultural and language groups. Such voluntary

and the time has

associations

has been

a

are

well -established in West and

Ea.st African cities, but in Zambia the various

'tribal welfare associations’ were generally
superceded by anti-colonial nationalism after
the second world war when they amalgamated to
font! the African National Congress. In previous
studies of "urban tribalism'

in Zambia,

anthropologists like A.L. Epstein found that urban
politics generated new, non-ethnic associations
the most
important being trade unions and
political parties. On the Copperbelt, forexample,
it would have been self-defeating for a prospective
Bemba leader of the mineworkers union to

organise only

his ethnic group becau.se
a good
union organiser and would not have voted for a
homeboy who failed to promote their collective
interests even though they were proud of being
among

miners knew the difference between

Bemba and tended

Bemba.

to

socialise with fellow

In short,

ethnicity despite being
politically unimportant has always been part of
urban Zambians’

identity.

Democracy Under Siege?
The state in Zambia’s Third Republic operates,
like

that

of

the

one-party regime, on
neo-patrimonial principles even when it is
constituted on the basis of democratically- elected
leadership. This has, of course, created conflict
between the

those of

requirements of democracy and

an

accustomed

to

electorate who have become
rulers who deviate from the ideal.

As President Chiluba has

displaced more and
more of his fonner colleagues in the MMD. they
have resigned and accused him of running a
thoroughly corrupt gang of profiteers. Chiluba
has felt the need to be a strong president just like
Kaundadid before him. but both infact operate in
an example of the weak state. Whereas Kaunda
could convincingly play the role of 'Father of the
Nation’, Chiluba cannot. The Chiluba state lacks
the financial and

Kaunda

one

political

resources

that the

had.

The MMD position on democracy during their
campaign against Kaunda and after their victory
is well- known. They set out to run an American
style open and accountable democratic system
which they sugge.sted was the exact opposite of
56

colonial boundaries to be re-examined,

without political interference. It
approach designed to improve efficiency
and help Zambia get out of the economic
depres.sion it found itself in. Had the MMD stuck
to its word, the advocates of tribal balancing

especially if larger regional political and

would have had their work cut out. After it

economic communities like SADC do

became clear that President Chiluba had dropped

independence of Eritrea shows that the

manage to

come

can

be redrawn

for the

meaningless

was an

tribal

take off.

as

balancing, but not the distribution of posts
political patronage, people were able to say;

There is

Kaunda’s 'dictatorial

regime’. But the MMD has

raised many doubts even amongst its supporters.
On the one hand, it is commendable that there
shift from tribal balancing

because in
the long run tribal balancing devalued individual
skills and capabilities and became a political
excuse for the economic mismanagement of the
country. But at the same time, the MMD
leadership appears to be insensitive to the
complaints of the regionalists even to the extent
that there is no MMD response to the complaints
a

of the various tribal lobbies other than to dismiss
them

tribalists

trying to divide the nation. In
Bembaspeaking people from President Chiluba’s
Luapula province in positions of power.
Nigeria’s experience in this regard is
as

the eyes of the public, there are too many

instructive. ".

.

.

the ethnic and other divisions

which the

politician inflicts so assiduosly on the
nation in his periodic pursuit of electoral goals
do not benefit the voter in any way."[Achebe:
53] There is only one sure way of combatting the
subjective factor and that is by democratising the
election and appointment of all senior leaders. If
the principle is accepted that all regions should
be represented in the cabinet, then at least the
people in the regions should be involved in the
decision making. This is best achieved, in theory,
by a federation, but federal Nigeria does not
provide us with a successful working example.
The right of nations to self-determination is
likely to be demanded by the educated elite of
most ethnic groups at one time or another.
Basically, it is a demand for the right of a
particular bourgeois class to rule its own working
classes and

as

we

have

seen

in the

case

of

Yugoslavia. Croats demanding their democratic
rights from Serbia are reluctant to grant those
same rights to other ethnic groups. Nationalism
and democracy go together, but usually they
actually contradict each other. And so critics of
colonial pluralist theory (especially in the works
of historians and anthropologists) stress the link
between the ruling class and the ruling ideas, but
it must not be forgotten that African scholars too
are essentially expressing class ideas.
The MMD condemned tribal balancing in
UNIP and promised to advertise all vacant posts
in para.statal firms, appoint ministers and civil
servants on

merit and and leave officials to get on

mean

no

there

Luvale cabinet minister, does that
are

no

qualified people from

area? All the Kaonde leaders

are

our
from Solwezi.

what is wrong

with us in Kasempa? Almost all
diplomats are Lusaka business people, why
did you leave out the young professionals in
other parts of the country? There is a clear bias in
the

favour of northerners and deliberate ommission

of southerners. The third

republican president

from the Bantu Botatwe group at all
costs. The list of complaints is endless and MMD
must come

has failed to

give satisfactory answers for the
simple reason that MMD thought everyone was
opposed to tribal balancing which is associated
with the undemocratic politics of the Second
Republic. This attitude may well turn out to be a
serious political blunder. There is no answer that
MMD can offer to pacify the tribalists as long
as the cabinet is appointed by an all powerful
president on the basis of loyalty.'
Regionalism and Nevit Identities
possible for one politician to represent
province, region or ethnic group uiile$.s they
It is not

a

were

elected in

so

Even regional
some

all

a

a federal political system.
balancing has its problems because

districts will feel left out and there is after

finite number of jobs.

This is the dilemma

that President Kaunda found himself in after

creating

so many political posts. The parasitism
of the UNIP bureaucrats on public funds became

intolerable.

Many African social scientists have argued
are a colonial invention (Mafeje:
1977].- Although it is clear that tribalism is a

that tribes

form of false consciousness,
that it is

we

have to accept

serious

political reality. We know that
diversities in precolonial peasant society were
such that every village had its own peculiar
dialect of Tonga or Bemba. etc. The missionary
school teacher produced the standard versions
that we know today. Prior to the imposition of
colonial rule, most peoples were refugees from
war, escaped or freed slaves, or hosts to refugees. ’
Even without the high rate of inter-marriage that
we find in the towns today, Tonga, Lozi. Bemba
and all other ethnic groups are results of previous
ethnic-mixing. Not only that, they are not
homogenous or even united entities. Ethnic
groups, it must be stressed, constitute themselves
ideologically. Also, we must not forget, nations
are types of ethnic groups.
a
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enhance

Tribes, nations and other ethnic groups are

fictitious. They result from
mergers as well as secession. They define
themselves in opposition to others on the basis of
subjective and bia.sed criteria. This does not

temporary and

mean

that the false consciousness of tribalism is

able

were

to

Hutu

or

Tutsi for

is all in the head

abandoned famis

one reason or

another. It

though the orphans and

are not.

In Zambia, race has

always been a matter of
politics. As the proportion of Asian
and European settlers is relatively small, their
role in society has not generated the sort of
tension that it does in South Africa or Kenya.
Zambian citizens of Indian origin were not
di.scriminated against. They were granted trading
licences, received free education even though
many could afford to pay fees and were called up
international

for national service. National service for school
leavers was very unpopular among the Zambian
elites and both Indian and indigenous families
their children to schools abroad

of
escaping from military training. When Indians
dodged the draft, however, it was seen as proof
that they were not committed to their adopted
country and were there to make money before
escaping to Canada or Britain.
The position of White Zambians was not much
different except that that they were not allowed
to do military service. The explanation for this
discriminatory convention was that many had
strong ties with Rhodesia and South Africa,
sent

countries which Zambia
with

over

as a

way

likely to

go to war
issues like institutionalised racism. All
was

the same, there appears to be greater

involvement
politics of Indians and Europeans in the Third
Republic than in the first two.
People of mixed ancestry, known in Zambia
in

as

in other Southern African countries

Coloureds,

long as a president is seen as a father
figure sharing out the national cake to the
rest of society, he is bound to be treated like
the Litunga or Mwata Kazembe even if he is
democratically elected.

influence social behaviour.

Many
civil wars have been fought by peoples who had
lived side by side fora long time. In Burundi and
Rwanda, many Hutu and Tutsi people have been
killed by murderers who thought their victims
not

As

are

as

also too few in number to be

a

political force. They occupy an economic position
similar to that of the Indians and, in the cities at

least, share with them

lifestyle. There

a

similar middle class

Coloureds in the rural
areas, who are closer culturally and economically
to the local communities into which they have
been born. They identify themselves as Bemba,
N.senga or Lozi. In the final analysis, class is
more important than race in determining one’s
ethnic identity in the case of Zambian Coloureds,
but this is by no means unique. The rare, poor
Indian family is likely to live with poor black
Zambians in a Lusaka slum and speak the same
Chinyanja language, whilst the wealthy black
Zambians are being anglicised and regarded as
are many
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baznngu (Europeans). Thus race, tribe, nation,
and other ethnic identities are not a simple matter
of skin colour, country of birth, or descent, but
are defined in various ways and different contexts.
1 have hinted, above, that there is

a

connection

between one’s class

position and ethnic identity,
help us
understand exactly how Zambia’s different ethnic
groups relate to the country’s wealth. The
dangerous inequalities that we find in many
African countries today are a colonial legacy, but
thirty years of independence have had a greater
influence on the process of class differentiation
and made the issue of regional, social and other
inequalities pennanent.
The UNIP practice of tribal balancing was the
major tool that kept the party together in the
aftermath of the 1967 Mulungushi fiasco. This
did not prevent the United Party and the United
People’s Party from emerging as UNIP splinters.
Both opposition parties and the ANC were,
however, labelled ethnic by UNIP even though
they may well have outgrown this identity in due
course. Indeed, president Kaunda was quick to
outlaw the ANC, UP and UPP just when they
looked like they might unite against him. In
Zambian politics, the creation of the one-party
state, the failure to replace Kaunda as leader of
UNIP and the country as well as the declaration
of one-party rule and the practice of tribal
balancing were/are connected with the fear that
but

more

work remains to be done to

tribes would flourish and the nation fails to
establish itself. But what sort of

unity did tribal
balancing and the one-party state achieve?
First and foremost, tribalism creates divisions
where

they do not exist, but so does tribal
balancing. The political elites competing for
power are the source of the problem. President
Kaunda was able to keep potential troublemakers
happy by awarding them jobs and this may have
prevented secession and even civil war. But as
one political scientist has noted, tribal balancing
worked
in conjunction with the nearly
unclisputecl authority President Kaunda
(had) within the party which ensure(d)
that his "trihally" or rei>ionally balanced
package proposals for the composition of
the Central Committee, for instance, are
invariably adopted by the party. In this
respect, therefore, one-party rule did
.

.

.

political stability in Zambia
[Meyns. P. 1989: 197]
In the end, however, it failed to bring about
development and contributed to Kaunda's
downfall. Class differences are just as politically
dangerous as ethnic or regional ones and tribal
balancing is just not able to neutrali.se every
threat to national unity.
The New Challenges
The merit system according to which
appointments and promotions are made in an
ideal typical civil service, stresses competency
rather than political loyalty and is the model that
most of us have when we talk of a meritocracy.
The achievements of the MMD appointees,
however, may be meritorious according to a
different set of criteria. This is what takes

us

back

the neo-patrimonialism that

I referred to above.
As long as a president is seen as a father figure
sharing out the national cake to the rest of society,
he is bound to be treated like the Litunga or

to

Mwata Kazembe

even if he is
democratically
Loyalty, sometimes expressed in hero
worshipping tenns becomes the key to .success.

elected.

And

as

the

mass

defections from UNIP showed

when Kaunda could

no longer deliver the goods,
praises count for nought in such systems. Itt
China, the Emperor could be dethroned if the
Yellow River did not flood and the crops failed.
Many of our own kings were similarly seen as
responsible for the health and fertility of their
people and land. The Chitimukulu who fell ill
threatened the well -being of his people and like
his Chinese counterpart, had to make way for an
abler ruler as the state of the king’s health and

that of the

cosmos were

interconnected.

MMD’s definition of merit if there is

one.

is

based on qualifications

and experience. How
can UNIP pensioners be brought back into power
by a party that has made the denunciation of
UNIP mismanagement ofthe economy its rallying
cry? And what about the leaders who were
neither conv icted nor cleared of Mandrax deal ing
allegations? Do they have the moral right to lead
Zambia? Having arbitrary definitions of merit
not

tends to demoralise the nation. As

a

famous

Nigerian writer has lamented for his country:
We have displayed a consistent inclination
.since we assumed management of our
own affairs to opt for mediocrity and
compromise, to pick a third and fourth
eleven to play for us. And the result: we
have alwaysfailed and will alwaysfail to
make It to the world league. Until, that is.
we put merit hack on the national agenda.
[Achebe: 1984,19-20]

Similarly we find that the cult of mediocrity in
the UNIP government took the fonn of tribal
balancing. In the Third Republic, we have a new
system that ignores regional grumblings and
57
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selects leaders

the basis of personal trust

and
by the chosen ones in
facilitating the downfall of UNIP. Tribal
balancing is as despised by President Chiluba
as “intellectual arrogance” and blind loyalty
is the key word.’ But both Chiluba and Kaunda
distributed personal appointments among
the

on

part played

their cronies.
If the MMD cabinet is made up of the first
team and not the fourth eleven, then President
Chiluba should be able to say; Yes we have no
Luvale minister. So what? It is doubtful that he
be that direct. What the MMD has to explain
why certain ethnic groups and by the same
token women, the handicapped and Zambians
of mixed origin are not represented in the
can

is

cabinet.This is and will continue to be

a source

of tension within the MMD and may even

spread to the rest of the .society although it is
well known that ethnic strife is always started
by a group's educated elite. They articulate the
nationalist

or

cultural demands and where

invent the traditions that promote
a national identity. One sees all over Zambia,
the educated elites promoting local customs,
dances and rituals as a prelude to asserting their
political claims. There is no real solution to this
problem other than to have a well -educated and
enlightened population brought up in a tolerant
culture such as is quite well-developed in
Zambia, but may yet be destroyed by the
parochial forces unleashed by the Third
Republic.
necessary, they

Conclusion

suggested that Zambia cannot sustain
Western-style institutions because the
resources

required for this just do not exist. Even
westernised countries like Japan and Singapore
have not escaped their non-Western traditions.
Singapore has the right to flog juvenile
hooligans and even banned chewing gum
without any apologies. In Zambia’s Third
Republic, unforunately. the MMD comprador
elite is totally subservient to IMF and World
Bank programmes and worships the foreign
investor and the donor community. The
interests of foreign capital are clearly
paramount and Zambia is a colony of
multilateral imperialism. In the Chinese
experience, it is recognised that the national
bourgeoisie not the comprador elements can
participate in democratic struggles with
workers and peasants. What sort of democracy
puts the electorate la.st? What are governments
for if not to

serve

The needs for

their citizens’ interests?

political survival of the elite
conflict with those of running a national economy.
The country, however, pays a high price in order
to sustain a small section of the political elites
58

rituals as a prelude to asserting their political

1981

claims.

Sichone, O.B.
racy

who put access to positions of power and prestige
above all else and exclude important sections of

De-Politicization

The

monarchies and ‘cultural associations’. This
is both a democratic and potentially dangerous
development depending on how far the various
political entrepreneurs are prepared to go in
their quest for power.

Sichone, O.B. The Sacred and the
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One sees all over Zambia, the educated
elites promoting local customs, dances and

^

capitalist world system.
Some individual examples from Northern
Zambia were compiled by Marcia Wright and
show among other things, the ethnic mixing
that the social upheavals at the turn of the
century caused.
According to reports from the provinces, the
president is petitioned for jobs by regional
spokesmen wherever he goes and it is likely
that he will be pressured into reverting to
tribal balancing sooner than later. It is not
yet clear whether President Chiluba's notion of blind loyalty is in relation to the
Republic of Zambia or MMD or himself as
the appointing authority but other leaders
have indicated that they cannot work with
local government leaders or even civil servants

that

are not

MMD.Q

This is

an edited version of a paper that
presented during the October 1994
SARIPS Annual Colloquium in Harare.
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SAFES SEMINAR SERIES CLUB

CONFERENCE SERVICES

inviting you to join the SAFES Seminar Series club
whose Membership fee stands at Z$250 per year. Benefits will
include free access to a series of high-level, wide-ranging
debates in the vein of the highly successful Policy Dialogue
seminars which are held at SAFES every month. Other benefits
of membership will include a free copy of all publications
emanating from these seminars, plus a copy of Southern Africa
Political and Economic Monthly (SAPEM) magazine.
We are developing a hospitality centre where you will be able
to socialise and brainstonn with resource persons of various
backgrounds after every seminar.
We

are

Are you

having problems in convening your
sub-region?
SAFES Trust regional head office organises
conferences, workshops and seminars in any country
of the sub-region on a commercial basis. We charge
a commission fee of 15 percent of total cost.
Direct all your enquiries to:

conference in the

The Administrator
4

Please contact Dr. Ibbo Mandaza. the Executive Director of

SAPES/SARIPS for further details
call at No 4

on

Tel. 727875/79081,5

or

Deary Avenue, Belgravia.

Tel: 263-4-727875

ANNOUNCING THE SOUTHERN AFRICAN
FEMINIST REVIEW (SAFERE)

Fax: 263-4-732735

A Collective of African Feminists based in Zimbabwe have

decided

to

Southern

establish

a new

African Feminist Review (SAFERE).

forum wherein

Scientists and

we can

as

write

differently

Feminist writers and
continent) to have

as

Women,

as

a

Social

Africans.

SAFERE will also provide a forum for Young African
Feminists to make their voices heard, and to have the opportunity
to

Telex: 26464 AAPS ZW

Journal which will be called the

This is in response to a need by African
activists in Southern Africa ( and on the

to

Deary Avenue, Belgravia
Regional Office
P.O. Box MP 111, Mt Pleasant
Harare, Zimbabwe
SAFES Trust

SARIPS SEMINAR SERIES
The

presentation on Workers, students and the struggles for
democracy: State-civil society relations in Zimbabwe by
Nobert Tengende during the February S ARIPS/S APES seminar
turned out to be very controversial, to the extent that Dr Ibbo
Mandaza, the seminar’s moderator became the chief di.scussant

acquire writing skills and develop the confidence necessary
write for public audiences.

The

The Journal, which will be based at SAFES Trust in the

of

Gender

Division, will be managed by the Harare-based

Collective. However, a

Regional, Continental and Global

Collective is in formation which will be made up of leading
African Feminist scholars and activists writing and working on
issues of Gender and Power.
The first issue of SAFERE, which is

focusing on The
expected out by mid-March
The Journal will be published twice a year for the

Gendered Politics of Land is

1995.

immediate future.
All feminist scholars and activists

are

invited to send articles,

feminist
publications and announcements of forthcoming meetings/
seminars/workshops to:

reviews, debates, poems, advertisements for other

Dr. Patricia McFadden, Head

Gender Division, SAFES Trust

P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe.□
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in addition to the numerous interjections from those in attendance.

presentation focused on what Tengende tenned the mode
integration of state and civil society in Zimbabwe with
specific reference to the hegemonic strategies pursued by the
ruling elites in moulding the civil society that emerged in postindependent Zimbabwe. He reviewed the legitimation discourses
which manifested themselves as a crisis of political leadership
and how organisations in civil society became emboldened to
demand a reconstitution of the inter-linkages and interchanges
between state and society along democratic lines.
The subsequent debate highlighted what was generally perceived
as a theoretical weakness in the presenters conception of the
state and democracy. The same criticism was raised on the issue
of civil society because it appeared that a number of African
scholars resorted to civil society only in moments of
disenchantment. Further, it was noted that the presentation
would have been stronger if Tengende looked at the level of
productive forces and also the role of multinational corporations
when it came to decision-making for the State. □
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NEWS FROM THE LDC
Recent
SADC.

Phase 11 Final Report. Technical Paper 9 (Oct 1993)
Republica de Mozambique: piano economico e social 1994
Rwanda: background to genocide, by Dr Theogene Rudasingwe.
-

Acquisition
Papers from the meeting held in Lilongwe, 1-3 Feb

1995

Dares- Salaam, Thackers, 1994

02.05.03 Humanitarianism unbound? Current dilemmas fac-

ing multi-mandate relief operations in political
cies. London, African

emergen-

Rights, 1994

Reflections

on national unity in South Africa: a comparative
approach, by Sam C. Nolutshungu. Extract from: Third
World Quarterly, Vol 13, No 4 (1993)Q

03.02.03 Global competition, institutions and the East-Asian

ascendancy, by Wolfgang Kasper. San Francisco, ICEG,
1994

04.02.01 The provision

of non-formai education for Human
Rights in Zimbabwe, by Marina d’Engelbronner-Kolff.
Harare, UZ/SAPES, 1995

04.02.02

Africa in a world of democracies: interpretation and

retrieval, by Sam C Nolutshungu. E.xtractfrom: Journal of
Commonwealth and Comparative Politics, Vol XXX,, No
3 (Nov 1992), p 316-334
State Formation and

VISITORS TO SAFES

During late January and early February, SAFES Trust Regional
Head Office was visited by a number of scholars, academics
and members of the diplomatic community coming tofamiliari,se
themselves with our work. Notable among these were: Charles
Chikerema, Sunday Mail, Zimbabwe, Maj. Wilson Rutayisire,
ORINFOR Rwanda, Maj. OndogaOri Amaza, PAM Secretariat,
Uganda, Henry Muradzikwa, ZIANA and Chenzira Mutasa,
Akina

mama wa

Africa.Q

04.03.01

Property: reflections on the
political technologies of space in Central America, by
Henrik Rpnsbo. Copenhagen, CDR, 1994
04.04.02 Politics and the armed struggle: the revolutionary
army, by Ronnie Kasrils. [produced in Lusaka, 1988]
04.04.02 The South African Working Cla.ss and the National
Democratic Revolution, by Joe Slovo. An Umsebenzi
Discussion Pamphlet, published by the SACP [nd]
07.01.02 Proceedings from the Symposium on Agricultural
Transformation in Africa, Sept 1993. USA, AID, 1993
07.06.00 Agricultural Research in Africa: a review of USAID
strategies and e.xperience, by Dr Cheryl Christen.sen.
Washington, USAID, 1994
07.06.00 Impact Assessment of the SAFGRAD Commodity
Netvi'orks, by }.H. Sanders, TBezuneh and A. C. Schroeder.
Washington, USAID, 1994
08.01.02 Protectionism and efficiency in manufacturing: a
case study ofPakistan, by Syed Nawab Haider
Naqvi and
A. R. Kemal. San

Francisco, ICEG, 1991

09.01.02

Against Dirigisme: the case for unshackling economic markets, by Deepak Lai. San Francisco, ICEG,
1994

11.02.01

Currency boards for developing countries:

a

hand-

book, by Steve H. Hanke and Kurt Schuler. Sector Study
9. San Francisco, ICEG, 1994
12.01.00

Enterprise scale, economic policy and development:
efficiency and growth,
by Robert C. Young. San Francisco, ICEG, 1994
13.01.02 Reforming labour markets in the Near East: implications for structural adjustment and market economies, by
evidence on policy biases,firm size,

Robinson Hollister Jr.

and Markus Goldstein. Sector

Study 8. San Francisco, ICEG, 1994
13.06.00

EMCOZIFriedrich Naumann Foundation Confer-

ence on

ESAP, Industrial Relations and Employment Cre-

ation in Zimbabwe,

Bulawayo, 6 Oct 1994
instability andfood aid in Sub-Saharan
Africa: implicationsforfood security. Technical Paper 10.
Washington, USAID, 1993
16.02.02 Recent reforms in natural resources management in
Africa: trends in the roles of public sector institutions.
15.03.01 Food .sector
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NATIONAL LIBERATION IN SOUTHERN AFRICA;
THE ROLE OF THE NORDIC COUNTRIES
The Nordiska Afrikainstitutet initiated

a project on National
Africa: The Role of the Nordic
Countries mainly financed by the Swedish International
Development Authority, SIDA, and is scheduled to run over
a period of two years. Based at the Institute, it is
organised as
a Nordic
undertaking, with research groups also being set up
in Denmark, Finland and Norway. The results of the project
should by mid-1996 be published in an overall study covering
the period 1950-1994. In addition, various aspects of the
project may during the course of its implementation warrant
separate publications.
The project also aims at supporting a parallel re.search project
on The History of the National Liberation
Struggle in Southern
Africa, initiated in 1992 by the Southern Africa Regional
Institute for Policy Studies, SARIPS, in Harare, Zimbabwe.
This project has set up country-specific research groups in
Angola, Namibia. Mozambique, Zimbabwe and South Africa
with the objective of publishing comparative monographs on
the liberation struggle in these countries, as well as an overall
regional study. In order to place the studies in their international
context. SARIPS has also approached scholars in the Americas,
Western Europe, Eastern Europe and the rest of Africa to
contribute with background information and analytical inputs
from their respective horizons. Due to their quantitative and
qualitative involvement, the Nordic countries were at an early
stage identified by SARIPS as particularly significant. Within
the project here presented, the Institute has been asked to
render support through access to Nordic archival sources;
interviews with key Nordic actors; translations of selected
documents; analyses of processes and events, etc.
For enquiries and further information, please contact:
Tor Sellström or Annelie Borg-Bishop (a.ssistant)

Liberation in

Southern

National Liberation in Southern Africa: The Role of the Nordic

Countries, Nordiska Afrikainstitutet/Scandinavian Institute of
African Studies, Box 1703, S-751 47 Uppsala, Sweden
Phone: -t-46

(0)18-155480, Fax: -1-46(0) 18-695629.a
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